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Executive summary 

Research context and description 

This research arose from the global emergence of natural gas from shales. Global demand for energy is 
increasing while conventional reserves are depleting. In the US, shale gas has emerged as an important 
unconventional energy source. This development gas has not gone unnoticed in Europe. Different sto-
ries about desirable and undesirable impacts have reached the European continent, where shale plays 
are widely present. The success story is about an increase in economic activity, energy security, export 
possibilities and reduced emissions (natural gas is the ‘cleanest’ fossil fuel). The downsides are the 
potential risks associated with shale gas extraction as the combination of horizontal drilling and hy-
draulic fracturing (the technologies for shale gas extraction) has led in the US to many local impacts 
i.e. ground and surface water contamination, land take, seismicity and, greenhouse gas emissions.  

Meanwhile, sustainability is becoming increasingly more key to future operations because mankind’s 
organisation of socio-material life has created urgent challenges that need to be addressed to stop 
climate change and resource depletion. So there is an important role for renewable energy systems. 
But developing shale gas can take away necessary resources for the development of renewable energy 
systems. Therefore, this research investigated the potential impact of shale gas on renewable energy 
through an analysis of how different actors are currently framing shale gas developments in relation to 
renewable energy systems. Understanding these frames and framing processes is important because 
due to the novelty of shale gas and the uncertainty about its impact, stakeholders play a crucial role 
in outlining the decisions that determine the future of shale gas. The research will focus on two coun-
tries: the Netherlands and Denmark. In both countries, shale gas is in an exploratory phase, but they 
differ due to the fact that the Netherlands is known as a gas land, while Denmark is known as a coun-
try with extensive renewable energy technologies such as an established wind power and a bio-energy 
sector. The research question that is answered throughout this research is: How are shale gas devel-
opments framed in relation to renewable energy in the Netherlands and Denmark?  

The objectives of this research are threefold: 1) comprehending shale gas and its implications 2) un-
derstanding how shale gas is framed and what this means for renewables 3) contributing to knowledge 
about sustainable transition.  

Theory and methods 

An extensive literature study was done to comprehend the theorizing behind transitions and framing. 
To answer the question, multiple analyses are deployed. To understand what shale gas is about, a 
technical analysis outlines the main issues and developments. This analysis provides understanding in 
the environmental and economic impacts in a European context. Then, for the Dutch case, a content 
analysis of newspaper articles was deployed to get deeper understanding of the discourse on shale gas. 
The main focus of this research was the frame analysis (FA). Data for this empirical part was ob-
tained through interviews with 16 key stakeholders in the Netherlands (9) and Denmark (7) in the 
fields of industry, government, knowledge, renewable energy, NGOs and, local community during Oc-
tober, November and December 2012. The interviews provided insight in how these actors view and 
strategically frame shale gas. The frames were identified based on Entman’s (2003) four frame func-
tions i.e. defining a problem, identifying a cause, conveying a moral judgement and, endorsing reme-
dies to the problematic situation.  

Main issues and developments 

Because shale gas has already proven its potential in the US, now European states explore the possi-
bilities of this new energy adventure. But there are some crucial factors which have spurred develop-
ment in the US and which are not present in the European context, such as a lack of onshore drilling 
experience, a high population density which makes public concern about health and environmental 
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impacts inevitable and, the fact that there is no private ownership of the subsurface which impedes 
the incentive for ‘landowners’ to develop shale gas.  

Shale gas is clearly changing the global energy which is felt in Europe. Shale gas production in the US 
has changed electricity generation from coal-fired to gas-fired which in turn frees up coal for export to 
Europe where it replaces higher priced natural gas. This development has led to increased coal-fired 
electricity generation. As coal is more polluting than oil or gas, it seems that Europe’s climate policy 
is now harmed by the shale gas revolution in the US. Clearly shale gas is not only transforming the 
energy regime, it is also putting pressure on the landscape as it has made coal a preferred resource. 
Meanwhile the US enjoys cheap energy and reduces emissions. However, critical notes regarding the 
economic potential in the US appear at the surface. The rapid decline rates, increased costs and the 
fact that shale gas might require more energy than it will deliver put up valid questions about the 
development of shale gas. 

In relation to renewable energy, natural gas in general is often promoted as an optimal back up for 
intermittent renewable energy generation, ensuring grid stability during times of peak demand in a 
way that coal or nuclear plants cannot which justifies the use of shale gas. Remarkable regarding the 
environmental impact of shale gas is that researchers’ conflict when it comes to determining the 
greenhouse gas impact, which shows that there is an uncertainty on how to assess shale gas. Further 
research about the carbon footprint of shale gas extraction is thus required to eliminate uncertainty 
about its impact. If the risks associated with shale gas production can be mitigated, the climate bene-
fit (reduced carbon emissions) of shale gas is mostly dependent on the location where the shale gas is 
extracted and what the competing alternative in the electricity generation sector is. Is the competing 
option coal (relative large emission reduction) or nuclear (no emission reduction)? Gas can only dis-
place emissions rather than cut emissions globally and therefore it is not a sustainable long term op-
tion for countering climate change. In sum, the potentialities and restrictions of shale gas seem to be a 
classic trade-off between public (and private) benefits versus local (and global on the long term) risks. 
But, critical landscape events such as earthquakes (as occurred in the Netherlands), or gas cuts (the 
feeling of dependency on gas imports) are likely to influence or determine the future of shale gas as 
they can stress the superfluity or need of shale gas.  

Content analysis 

The content analysis was conducted to gain understanding of the Dutch shale gas developments and 
to identify key stakeholders. This entailed a quantitative analysis of 256 Dutch newspapers articles 
using statistical tool T-lab. The analysis has resulted in the extraction of two dimensions comprising 
of four frames through which the discourse occurs. The underlying structures in the Dutch newspapers 
address a local vs. global discourse. On the one hand, the possible development shale gas in the Neth-
erlands has given rise to local opposition. On the other hand, the global frame shows what the poten-
tial impact of shale gas can be, based on experiences in the US. The other dimension shows a technol-
ogy vs. politics frame. The technology frame captures the writing about technical aspects of shale gas, 
its potential and its implications. The politics frame includes the writings about administrative pro-
cesses such as the request of the exploration license, the role of the municipality, the role of the na-
tional government or the study about the impacts.  

Conclusion and results 

On the basis of the results of this research, it was concluded that shale gas in general, and in relation 
to renewable energy, is opposed, questioned and welcomed. The results of the FA show 3 Dutch (NL1, 
NL2, NL3) and 3 Danish shale gas frames (DK1, DK2, DK3) . What the frames have in common is 1

                                                           
 

1
 See table 11 on page 76 and table 14 on page 90 for a complete overview of the identified frames with the corresponding actor 

 coalitions
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that clearly all views on shale gas are motivated by developments in the US. Both the positive and 
negative consequences are invoked to base actors’ main message on. The results show that within 
frame NL1 and DK1 shale gas is opposed due to risks for health and environment and because it un-
dermines the energy transition. Shale gas is a no-go and any activity should be stopped or banned. 
From this perspective, shale gas is framed as a threat to the development of renewable energy innova-
tions. The messages of these frames have a great cultural resonance, and will likely activate citizens’ 
negative feelings by emphasizing negative effects. In Denmark, often was referred to damaging the 

rame NL2 views shale gas as a potential opportunity provided that ‘green reputation’ of the country. F
it can be done safely but a broader discussion on the usefulness and necessity is also needed. However, 
the only way to find out the true potential is executing a test drilling. Frame NL3 entails an out-
spoken message about shale gas as an economic opportunity with advantages that are also brought 
about by renewable energy. From this perspective, shale gas could be a means to reach climate tar-
gets. Within frame NL2 and NL3 the interest in shale gas is shown by the fact that the depletion of 
domestic reserves is emphasized. Danish frame DK2 views shale gas as a complex but safe opportuni-
ty. Through frame DK3 shale gas is viewed as a desirable, easy and effective means to gain both eco-
nomic and ecologic benefits. Frame DK2 and DK3 view shale gas as an alternative that could be used 
to phase out more polluting fossil fuels (coal) and achieve emission reduction targets. Critics are 
downplayed within frame NL3 and DK3. 

The frame effects are explored by analytical reasoning. Currently, the coalitions behind the frames 
that not discard shale gas activities upfront are quite reserved in actually framing. It is likely that 
when the results of a test drilling prove the availability of significant amounts of shale gas extractable 
in an economically feasible way, the safety argument (supported by all frames), the climate benefit 
argument (supported by 67% of the frames) and the economic arguments (67%) will strengthen and 
melt into each other. In such a scenario, the economic benefits will pile up, making shale gas develop-
ment more likely because this would create a powerful alliance of regime actors. A majority (67%) of 
the identified frames argue that depletion, the climate benefit, the economic opportunity justify shale 
gas activities.  

Differences and similarities between are due to the specific arguments that coalitions use to support 
their frame. The climate argument is used to support different frames. Dutch and Danish coalitions 
pose both positive effects (greenhouse gas emission reduction due to a switch from coal to gas) and 
negative consequences (increased indirect greenhouse gas emissions due to methane leakage) to argue 
in favour or against shale gas. These conflicting perspectives are at the core of the disagreement be-
tween the NL1 and DK1 frame and the other frames.  

Studying the Netherlands and Denmark provided a counter intuitive result as in the Netherlands, 
which is perceived as a typical gas land, relatively more opposition is shown than in Denmark while 
the latter, with a ‘green reputation’, has a frame promoting in favour of shale gas at the expense of 
biomass.  

Theoretical implications 

This study provides two contributions to research on transitions. First, it shows that a FA is a useful 
complementary tool to the MLP because it is better able in managing expectations about a new tech-
nology as it focuses on strategic interests of actors. It also allows for an explanation of how frames 
entail expectations and maintain incumbent regimes. Nevertheless, it must be noted that there are 
more factors and processes that influence the course of development. The MLP shows that landscape 
pressures change a regime. So not only strategic framing processes aim to determine the future of a 
technology (shale gas), also its ‘unpredictable’ environment plays a role. Second, this research provides 
a modified model (based on Entman’s model of cascading activation) that enables analysing how 
frames are activated among different levels of society. The ‘new’ model proved useful in evaluating 
potential effects of shale gas frames by emphasizing the importance of bottom up activation. 
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chapter

Introduction 
 
 
 
 
"Renewable energy may be the victim of cheap gas prices if governments do not stick to their 

renewable support schemes" 

Fatih Birol – Chief Economist IEA 

  

Outline 

This first chapter introduces the thesis. First the 
topic and its context are introduced. Subsequently, 
the research objectives (1.1), problem definition (1.2) 
and the general research question and corresponding 
sub-questions (1.3) are described. The context in 
which this research takes place is described in section 
1.4. The justification for this research is elaborated 
upon in section 1.5. Finally, this chapter concludes 
with the structure and reading guide (1.6) for the 
rest of the thesis.  
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 Introduction 1.

Sustainability is becoming increasingly more key to future operations because mankind’s 
organisation of socio-material life has created urgent challenges that need to be addressed to 
stop climate change and resource depletion. There is an important role for renewable energy 
systems, as they can alleviate the pressure on the planet’s resources and thereby restore the 
balance of the ecosystem, and make humanity less dependent on fossil energy, which is still 
largely used. But remaining fossil reserves are declining and require more effort to extract 
making exploitation more expensive. The moment of peak oil seemed to approach. But, over 
the last decades, new fossil reserves have been discovered over wide geographical areas and 
peak oil theories (and coal and gas) seem ‘increasingly groundless’ (Harvey, 2013). Shale gas 
is such a new fossil resource. Shale gas is an unconventional natural gas which is relatively 
difficult to extract because it is trapped in shale plays at a depth of around 4000 meters.  

Shale gas extraction is a complex and controversial issue because it has a huge economic 
potential but also comes with its risks. On the one hand, enormous amounts have caused a 
shale gas revolution in the US, where it is spurring economic activity since it has secured 
supply and made the country independent of gas imports (International Energy Agency, 
2012a). Shale gas brings more diversity onto the global energy supply and it could play a 
role in the transition towards a low-carbon society. As natural gas is the cleanest fossil fuel it 
is able to replace coal while serving as a backup fuel for intermittent renewable energy gen-
eration. Because of this potential, advocates are interested in whether the US shale gas suc-
cess can be replicated in Europe. On the other hand shale gas development is highly contest-
ed since the extraction is an intensive industrial process – hydraulic fracturing - associated 
with health and environmental risks which have brought about social concerns within local 
communities around wells. From a broader sustainability perspective, opponents question 
whether shale gas is a way forward. In this view, shale gas will not play a role as a transition 
fuel because it will increase carbon emissions (Wood, Gilbert, Sharmina, & Anderson, 2011) 
(Howarth, Santoro, & Ingraffea, 2011), lock-in natural gas and, divert investments away 
from renewable energy projects (European Commission Joint Research Centre, 2012). As 
global renewable energy production is steadily increasing (International Energy Agency, 
2012a), shale gas development poses great risks in an era in which climate change urges for a 
transition towards a more sustainable energy system. 

Hence, there are clearly conflicting views on the impact of shale gas on renewable energy and 
climate change. This research is concerned with this relation between shale gas and renewa-
ble energy because developmental efforts into shale gas exploitation can take away necessary 
resources for developing renewable energy systems (Leggett, 2012). Currently, most Europe-
an governments are investigating the possibilities of shale gas. Most knowledge about shale 
gas possibilities in Europe is based on US experiences because there has been little activity in 
Europe. Due to the novelty of the resource and the uncertainty about its impact, stakehold-
ers play a crucial role in outlining the decisions that determine the future of shale gas. Ac-
tors start taking position regarding the future potential of shale gas and its role in future 
energy systems. They express different messages regarding shale gas that support their view 
towards it, which means that proponents of shale gas express the potential benefits while 
opponents emphasize the potential risks in order to mobilize opinion leaders, decision makers 
and the public. This process is called framing, which forms a basis on which decisions are 
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made. Key to understanding why framing is important is the fact that framing an issue in a 
particular way also suggests the solution (Menashe & Siegel, 2010). Understanding how an 
actor strategically frames the issue of shale gas, provides insight in which direction the tech-
nology proceeds and what the implications are for renewable energy developments.  

This research aims to investigate the potential impact of this relatively new energy source on 
renewable energy through an analysis of how different actors are currently framing shale gas 
developments in relation to renewable energy systems. The research will focus on two coun-
tries: the Netherlands and Denmark. In both countries, shale gas is in an exploratory phase, 
but they differ due to the fact that the Netherlands is known as a gas land, while Denmark 
is known as a country with extensive renewable energy technologies such as an established 
wind power and a bio-energy sector. This research investigates how these distinct countries 
deal with the dynamics of emerging shale gas developments.  

1.1 Research objectives 

The purpose of this research is threefold.  

1. The first goal is to comprehend what shale gas is about and what implications this 
emerging energy source brings about. After this research one should be able to under-
stand the main developments and issues regarding shale gas in a local, regional and 
global sphere.  

2. The second goal is to deepen the understanding on what shale gas framings mean for 
sustainable energy alternatives and, what the role of strategic framing processes by 
stakeholders is. As shale gas is in an early stage of development, strategic frames 
could determine the future of both shale gas and new energy innovations. This in-
cludes seeking a method that allows identifying frames in an on-going debate on shale 
gas.  

3. The third goal is to contribute to knowledge on sustainable transitions. Currently, re-
search on sustainability transitions does not emphasize the role of strategic frames in 
transitions. Combing transition research on shale gas with the analysis of different 
frames of shale gas will shed light on how different views and strategic frames poten-
tially influence developments in renewable energy. These new conceptualisations of 
strategic behaviour of actors in energy transitions, contribute to academia.    

1.2 Problem definition 

The main problem with studying shale gas is the lack of available knowledge. Currently, 
both the technicalities and its impact on society and environment are investigated. But there 
is not yet a clearly defined problem because shale gas is, at least in Europe, a relatively new 
energy source. At the moment there is hardly any experience in Europe as governments are 
investigating what to do with shale gas. This gives the research an exploratory character. 
The climate targets of the European Union show that there is a general consensus among 
member states that there is a need for a more sustainable energy system. But, actors in-
volved with shale gas development start taking position on what its role could be in the fu-
ture energy system. So, varying positions and views on shale gas might affect both the devel-
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opment of shale gas and renewable energy. These dynamics translate in the following prob-
lem statement:  

 

Due to its infant stage of development in Europe, there is hardly any knowledge available 

about which framings exist on shale gas and, who is framing what and, which implications 

such strategic framings might have on the development of new energy innovations.  

  

1.3 Research question  

The general problem statement can be translated into the following research question:  

  

How are shale gas developments framed in relation to renewable energy in the 

Netherlands and Denmark? 

 

Several sub questions contribute to answering the main research question. These questions 
correspond with different sections of the research report.  

The first question (I) addresses the theory behind framing. A literature review will provide 
insights in how to study, recognize and analyse frames. It gains understanding in why frames 
are constructed and why it is important to analyse. This provides knowledge on how to ap-
ply framing theory and methods onto the discourse on shale gas in relation to renewable en-
ergy. In turn, this knowledge will be used to develop an approach for identifying frames in 
Dutch and Danish discourse on shale gas.  

I. What is framing and how can shale gas framing be analysed? 

Subsequently, is elaborated on the technical aspects of shale gas, hydraulic fracturing and its 
broader context. This question (II) addresses questions regarding these topics such as; What 
is it? How is it done? Where is it? What is the impact? What is its potential?  

II. What are the main issues and developments with shale gas in Europe?  

Next, media utterings are the first source of which data will be gathered in order to under-
stand the on-going discourse on shale gas in the Netherlands. This question (III) gains a first 
impression about the developments and it allows the identification of stakeholders which are 
involved in the debate. This question provides a first insight in the different discourses, 
frames and dimensions of the debate. The media that are consulted are Dutch newspaper 
articles which will be analysed using a content analysis (CA) tool called T-lab.  

III. Which frames of shale gas exist in Dutch newspapers? 

The theoretical findings of question I are used to identify frames in the cases of the Nether-
lands and Denmark. The frames will be investigated by conducting stakeholder interviews in 
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both countries. The interviews will be conducted to gain insight in how key actors view shale 
gas developments. The first step involves understanding how shale gas in general is framed 
by which stakeholder. An analysis of used arguments allows linking actor coalitions to 
frames. A second step is linking views on shale gas with the potential implications for renew-
able energy. This is done through an evaluation of the extent in which actors have the ca-
pacity to pursue their view of the shale gas, act upon it in their interest and what this means 
for the development of renewable energy. 

IV. How are key stakeholders in the Netherlands and Denmark framing shale gas devel-
opments?  

1.4 Research context  

1.4.1 SusTrans 

This thesis is carried out as part of the Sustainable Transitions research project. Sustainable 
Transitions (Sustrans2) is a cross disciplinary research alliance comprising of research part-
ners from the Technical University of Denmark, Aalborg University, Aarhus University, Not-
tingham University, University of Munich and the University of Technology Eindhoven. Re-
search groups within these universities focus in this project on five core societal arenas for 
transition: 

• Market regulation 

• Household consumption 

• Innovation dynamics 

• City structure and transport 

• Legislation on biomaterials 

The project, funded by the Danish Strategic Research Council, aims to develop knowledge 
and methods that can support different actor’s engagement in societal and technological 
transition processes that reduce the use of fossil energy. This is done by historic analysis, 
case studies and action research.  

Part of the research project is a master thesis in which the partners exchange a master stu-
dent for a specific research. This has led to the realization of this thesis in which the Eind-
hoven University of Technology in the Netherlands collaborates with Aalborg University in 
Copenhagen, Denmark.  

1.4.2 SusTrans and shale gas 

Sustrans is a research project with the aim of generating knowledge for a transition towards 
a low carbon society. Shale gas is not a specific topic of research of the project. But it is rel-
evant to study as its presence might influence the energy transition. It is therefore instruc-
tive to explore the dynamics of shale gas developments in a transition perspective.  

                                                           
 

2
 http://www.sustrans.dk  
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1.5 Research justification 

1.5.1 Case choice 

The research focuses on the cases of the Netherlands and Denmark. These countries are in-
teresting and relevant for several reasons. Both countries are embedded in the international 
research program Sustrans. Additionally, both the Netherlands and Denmark are interesting 
cases for the investigation of the impact of shale gas as these countries’ sub surfaces contain 
shale gas. In Denmark, the first exploration drillings are planned, while in the Netherlands 
first an investigation on the impacts has to be carried out. Furthermore, the Netherlands is 
an interesting case because it is a country with a long history in gas and it has ambitions of 
becoming Europe’s gas hub. The country had one of the largest European natural gas re-
serves, which has led to an extensive gas infrastructure. Besides the practical reason (both 
countries are embedded in the Sustainable Transitions research project) the choice for inves-
tigating shale gas developments in the Netherlands and Denmark is also relevant as these 
countries differ in their sustainability performance. Whereas Denmark is among the leading 
countries when it comes to energy and climate policies and ambitions, the Netherlands seems 
to be a laggard in adopting a progressive climate policy and performance (Burck, Hermwille, 
& Krings, 2012). See Table 1 for two indicators that show how Denmark and the Nether-
lands differ when it comes to renewable energy adoption and gas use. Investigating how 
these two different countries deal with shale gas could provide useful insights.  

Table 1: 2010 Energy indicators (adapted from Eurostat: http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/) 

 Denmark The Netherlands 
Electricity generated from renewable 
sources [% of gross electricity produc-
tion] 

33.11 9.26 

Primary production of natural gas 
[1000 tonnes of oil equivalents] 

7344 63432 

 

1.5.2 Societal relevance 

Generating knowledge in the field of shale gas is relevant as it certainly will have impact on 
society. Shale gas is a relatively new topic and any new knowledge on the topic is welcome. 
The effect of fossil resources on the planet indicates that the unsustainable habits of societies 
are never lasting. Renewable energy is key to the future energy system and because shale gas 
could extend the use of fossil resources or hamper the development of sustainable innova-
tions, the implications of an emerging source need to be investigated.  

1.5.3 Scientific relevance 

There are two relevant and new aspects to which this research will contribute. First, this 
research will be explorative since shale gas is relatively new in Europe. There is not much 
scientifically substantiated knowledge on how stakeholders think about (and frame) shale 
gas. Most research on shale gas focuses on the technicalities and its risk to health and envi-
ronment. In particular, not much is known about the potential impact of shale gas on the 
development of renewable energy systems. Hence, this study will produce a novel empirical 
contribution. Second, numerous multi-level perspective (MLP) studies focus on energy tran-
sitions and analyse the energy regime. To date, little research has been carried out analysing 
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how strategic framings around new energy innovations may influence regime changes to-
wards (or away from) sustainability. This research is expected to contribute to new concep-
tualisations of strategic behaviour of actors in energy transitions. 

1.6 Structure of thesis 

An approach can now be set up based on the sub questions. Figure 1 shows the different 
research phases and corresponding consecutive analyses that contribute to answering the 
main research question. It can be seen that the thesis is divided in a literature study, a part 
that is concerned with the content (CA) and frame analysis (FA), and a concluding part. 
The boxes in the figure show for each part the main topic, in which chapter of this report it 
can be found and, which sub-question it addresses (indicated by roman characters I, II, III, 
and IV).   

First, the literature study comprises of a technical analysis (chapter 4) of shale gas and a 
study on theoretical perspectives of framing and transitions (chapter 2). The technical analy-
sis was carried out first to create a general understanding of the topic (But for the logic of 
this report, the literature review is presented before the technical analysis). Then, the CA 
and FA are carried out in respectively chapters 5 and 6 which both involve a phase of data 
collection and the actual analysis step. The results are presented in section 6.10. The con-
cluding chapter 0 will first answer the main research question. The discussion within this 
chapter also explains what implications this study has for transitions and the MLP as an 
academic contribution.  
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Figure 1: Structure and approach of research. The boxes indicate different chapters of the re-
search, showing the corresponding chapter in the report and, the corresponding sub-question that 

is answered. 
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chapter

Literature review 
 

 

‘’Each discourse rests on assumptions, judgments, and contentions that provide the basic 
terms for analysis, debates, agreements, and disagreements in the environmental area no less 

than elsewhere’’ 
John S. Dryzek  

  

Outline 

The literature that is reviewed for this research is 
twofold. As a starting point, literature on transitions 
and innovation is reviewed in section 2.1. Here the 
analytical understanding of the dynamics and inter-
action between two types of energy resources (shale 
gas and renewable energy innovations) is put central. 
The second part, section 2.2, goes into the field of 
and framing and provides an answer to the first re-
search question: What is framing and how can shale 
gas framing be analysed? Here, literature about 
framing is reviewed to gain understanding of frames, 
framing processes and framing effects of issues and 
debates. Also a complementary content analysis and 
argument analysis are introduced. This section also 
shows how transitions and framing relate to each 
other. This literature review is concluded in section 
2.3. 
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 Literature review 2.

2.1 Modelling transitions and shale gas 

2.1.1 Multi-level Perspective 

The lens for analysing socio-technical transitions used in this research is the multi-level per-
spective (MLP). The interest in and need for studying societal transitions is plainly described 
by  Jørgensen (2012): ‘’Challenges to society from climate change and resource depletion 
resulting from the human organisation of socio-material life forms, have led to growing re-

search interest in socio-technical transitions as a way to describe and eventually also inter-

vene and create change.’’ The MLP is an analytical framework to analyse and understand 
transitions. The MLP understands transitions as outcomes of alignments between develop-
ments at multiple levels i.e. niche-innovations, sociotechnical regimes, and sociotechnical 
landscapes  (Schot & Geels, 2008). The relationship between the three levels can be under-
stood as a nested hierarchy which means that niches are embedded within regimes and re-
gimes are embedded within landscapes (see Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2: Levels of the MLP 

The MLP models innovation and transition through tree levels. The interplay of the dynam-
ics of these levels leads to innovations and transitions. The socio-technical landscape is an 
exogenous environment outside the sphere of influence the niche and regime actors. The so-
cio-technical regime, consists of actors and rules and reflects the prevailing set of routines or 
practices that actors and institutions use and that create an reinforce the technological sys-
tem. A regime is more likely to generate incremental innovation. In contrast, the niche is 
where variation occurs and radical innovations can come about. A niche acts as an incuba-
tion room, protecting the novelty against the market selection. A transition is defined as a 
change from one sociotechnical regime to another. The different levels are depicted in Figure 
3.  

The MLP explains that the success of a new technology is not only governed by processes 
within the niche, but also by developments at the regime and landscape level. The MLP ar-
gues that transitions come about through interactions between these levels: niche-
innovations build up internal momentum, through learning processes, price/performance 
improvements, and support from powerful groups, changes at the landscape level create pres-
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sure on the regime and destabilisation of the regime creates windows of opportunity for niche 
innovations.  

 

Figure 3: The MLP processes explained 

The literature on niche innovations (strategic niche management) emphasizes the importance 
of internal processes within a niche experiment. Building social networks, providing space for 
learning processes and the articulation of expectations are processes that contribute to the 
breakthrough of an innovation.   

Stability and path dependence of the socio-technical regime 

Transitions do not come about easily because the existing socio-technical regimes are stabi-
lized in many ways. The notion of socio-technical regimes can explain the stability and the 
so-called lock-in. This notion stems from Nelson and Freemans’s (1982) concept of technolog-
ical regime which explains how they coordinate and guide R&D activities into specific direc-
tions, leading to incremental innovation along technical trajectories. The positive side of a 
technological lock-in is that the regime is optimising. The negative side is that it becomes 
hard for competing new technologies to break through.  

It is the set of cognitive, normative and regulative rules and routines that account for the 
stability and lock-in of socio-technical regimes (John Grin, Jan Rotmans, 2010). Cognitive 
rules are shared by practitioners of the regime making them look into the same direction for 
new innovation which ‘blinds’ them from possible alternative solutions. Normative rules are 
the values, relationships, and behavioural norms that actors have. Regulative rules, such as 
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technological standards, binding contracts or policies may favour the existing technologies. 
These rules and routines make a socio-technical regime dynamically stable which only allows 
incremental innovation.  

The concept of a socio-technical regime refers to the prevailing set of rules and routines. It 
involves social groups that interact with each other such as scientists, users, policy makers, 
interest groups etc. Therefore, trajectories of incremental innovation also occur in policy, 
science, industry, culture and markets. It is the co-evolution of these trajectories that make 
up a socio-technical regime.  

Dynamic multi-level interactions 

As previously described, transitions come about through interactions between processes at 
different levels of the MLP. There are several reasons for a niche-innovation not to break 
through in the regime. Radical novelties may face a mismatch with the existing regime. For 
example, infrastructure that is required or policy that not yet exists. Another reason is that 
the regime actors can actively oppose the breakthrough of innovations. It could be in the 
interest of a dynamically stable regime to reproduce their own practice and keep other inno-
vations out. But landscape pressures that are not directly influenced by niche or regime ac-
tors can exert pressure onto a regime, creating tensions within the regime leading to windows 
of opportunity.  

Several factors contribute to landscape pressure that lead to tensions within the regime. 
Changing user preferences leads to a change of social and cultural values. When people are 
concerned about the environment this could lead to pressures on a regime that harms this 
environment. A regime that constantly expands and reproduces its practices may cause un-
desired environmental effects. When these negative externalities affect societal actors, it is 
likely that public resistance will arise. But regime actors have an interest in downplaying the 
negative effects of their activities because it questions their legitimacy. Societal actors such 
as non-governmental organisations (NGOs) emphasize and problematize the negative exter-
nalities to get these issues on the agenda of the regime actors. If a regime causes problems of 
such magnitude that it threats society, new regulations or standards can be designed by poli-
cy makers. Then, existing technology might not be able to meet new standards. Internal 
technical problems such as inefficiency or high costs can also lead to tensions in a regime.  

The core problem with transitions is not the occurrence and emergence of novelties, but ra-
ther their relationship with the existing regime. Desirable innovations with good specifica-
tions, not posing any risk to society or the environment might never break through due to a 
mismatch with the regime. In the MLP it is not assumed that ‘good’ novelties replace older 
ones and ‘save’ the world. Therefore, it is important to understand the presence of existing 
regimes and why regime actors have an interest in keeping their regime dynamically stable.  
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2.1.2 Shale gas and the MLP 

Modelling shale gas 

Shale gas developments will affect society on different levels causing a socio-technical issue. 
Shale gas is a type of resource that might contribute to the current energy regime and there-
by become part of the options available in the energy portfolio. In this portfolio is renewable 
energy increasingly more important, because fossil fuels put harsh pressure on earth’s bal-
ance and ecosystem. Given the importance and necessity of renewable energy technologies, it 
is interesting to look at the effect of shale gas developments on these technologies.  

In this dynamic, the MLP should help in recognizing phenomena and provide the concepts 
relating to transitions. The regime concept and its characteristics allow for an understanding 
of the current regime of which shale gas could become part. Much of the renewable energy 
innovations are in a niche stadium. They will face extra struggles in breaking through when 
shale gas strengthens the dominance of the regime. So the MLP also allows for analysing the 
interaction between shale gas (fossil fuels) and renewable energy (new energy innovations). 

How a transition proceeds can be characterized by its pathway. Based on the nature and 
timing of multi-level interactions different transition pathways can occur. In a prospective 
view, shale gas developments seem to have the characteristics of the reconfiguration path-
way. This pathway entails entail symbiotic innovations, developed in niches, which are 
adopted in the regime to solve local problems (F. W. Geels & Schot, 2007). The combination 
and interplay of multiple innovations (breakthroughs in horizontal drilling and hydraulic 
fracturing) is easily adopted by the incumbent regime as a new means to tap into new un-
conventional resources. The adoptions are driven by economic considerations (depleting con-
ventional reserves), leaving most regime rules unchanged. 

MLP implications 

There are two characteristics of the MLP that complicate its applicability for this study. 
First, modelling shale gas in the MLP is not easy due to the novelty of shale gas. Comment-
ers on the MLP also warn to treat the MLP with caution. The MLP is history based and 
useful when studying phenomena in retrospect. In a prospective analysis of shale gas this 
could be somewhat problematic. Second, the question that arises when applying the MLP 
onto shale gas dynamics is where to position shale gas in the MLP. Whether the emergence 
of shale gas is a niche, a regime or a landscape development is yet hard to determine because 
the outcome is still unknown. Shale gas can be positioned on all three levels of the MLP. 
Table 2 shows descriptions for shale gas on each level of the MLP.  
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Table 2: Shale gas positioned on multiple levels of the MLP 

Position of shale gas Description 

Landscape 

The presence of shale gas is a landscape development as it happens to be 
widely available in sub surfaces. The access to this resource increased the 
total global technically recoverable amount of fossil resources and the 
exploitation in the US has led to an energy revolution. This landscape 
pressure has in turn affected the European energy regimes (due to shale 
gas extraction cheap US coal is exported to Europe where it in turn re-
places gas-fired electricity generation (see section 4.2.2)). 
  

Socio-technical regime 

Shale gas is a regime optimizing activity because it prolongs the activity 
of incumbent regime actors such as fossil energy companies by adopting 
incremental innovations. The energy regime is mainly based on fossil fuel 
activities ensures a dynamically stable environment. Regime actors have 
an interest in maintaining their situation which is shown by the compa-
nies that are involved in shale gas activities. These are mainly the in-
cumbent actors (see section 4.3). Therefore, research activities are aimed 
at reproducing their own practice which led to the adoption of shale gas 
technology. This has the ability to fulfil the growing need for more fossil 
resources due to depleting reserves (which is from this perspective a 
landscape development).  
 

Niche 

The extraction of shale gas is the result of breakthroughs in two niche 
innovations: hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling. The combina-
tion of these technological developments allowed the commercial extrac-
tion of unconventional resources. These unconventional resources were 
previously harder to extract and main the focus of the oil and gas indus-
try was on conventional resources. Here the term unconventional also 
indicates the novelty of shale gas and its technology.  
 

 
This finding also relates to an empirical criticism on the MLP: What looks like a regime shift 
at one level may be viewed as an incremental change in inputs for a wider regime at another 
level (F. W. Geels & Schot, 2007). Whether shale gas should be treated as a niche, regime or 
landscape development also depends on an actors’ perspective. When the gas system is con-
sidered as the socio-technical regime, regime players could view the technology that enables 
shale gas extraction as a niche innovation. This technological break-through creates an op-
portunity for the established actors that contribute to maintaining status-quo. In contrast, 
from a renewables perspective, shale gas is as a regime optimizing activity. Regime actors 
that deploy shale gas activities can be viewed as incremental steps that optimise and 
strengthen the position of the existing regime while more progressive innovations have a 
hard time breaking through. The gas, or fossil energy, regime contains of infrastructure and 
production networks and involves users, scientists, policy makers, NGOs, drilling companies, 
energy companies, R&D, rules, regulations, international treaties, etc. For actors active in 
the field of renewable energy, shale gas is an energy source that strengthens the incumbent 
regime. In their view, renewable energy innovations strive for a break-through in the incum-
bent energy regime, which is mainly based on fossil fuels.  

Framing the regime 

An accurate observation, regarding differrent perspectives of a regime, is made by Jensen 
(2012), who takes the framing of a regime under scrutiny. As described previously, a transi-
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tion strategy involves the transformation of a regime. The regime consists of actors and rules 
and reflects the prevailing set of routines or practices that actors and institutions use and 
that create and reinforce the technological system. Key to the understanding of a transition 
and formulating a transition strategy is the ability to identify and represent a regime 
(Jensen, 2012) because different framings of a regime can be constructed. This topic - repre-
sentations or framings of regimes (or niches) - is underexposed in the transition literature. 
Important in this respect is the question how a regime representation is constructed (Who 
controls its production? What kind of resources go into the frame building process?). Accord-
ing to Jensen (2012) the notion of regime tends to be employed as an academic concept that 
enables the researcher to identify and represent regimes. Understanding how regimes are 
framed and represented in the real world has received much less attention but is of im-
portance because that is where situated interests and concerns are at stake. Jensen (2012) 
explains that this is problematic from a governance point of view because transition strate-
gies are much more likely to be informed by strong representations that succeed in becoming 
hegemonic in the sphere of real-world politics rather than regime representations that are 
articulated to meet the standards of academia.  

So in practice, actors in a socio-technical regime tend to perceive themselves as the centre of 
their context instead of just a part of the regime. They also navigate in the regime in ac-
cordance to their own strategic interest. This means that transition strategies are influenced 
by how socio-technical regimes are represented. The representations of socio-technical re-
gimes are constructed through framing processes guided by vested interests, experiences, and 
identities.  

Expectations 

As part of the MLP, the literature on niche development emphasizes three important inter-
nal niche processes. These are the building of social networks between involved actors, 
providing space for learning processes and the articulating expectations and visions (F. Geels 
& Raven, 2006). The latter process, articulating expectations, suggests something about the 
future technological performance of a technology. This is relevant for shale gas, as this re-
search aims to identify frames which could potentially affect the future of shale gas and re-
newable energy. Expectations are performative, which means that they do something. They 
can be defined as statements about the future (Lente, 2012). The articulation of expectation 
is important to attract attention and resources from other actors. From a niche-technology 
perspective, it is important to highlight expectations about shale gas because they have the 
dynamics of self-fulfilling prophecies which guides activities that work towards realising 
them. This relates to the definition and function of a frame: frames are developed and de-
ployed to achieve a specific purpose – to recruit new members, to mobilize adherents, to ac-
quire resources, and so forth. (more on this in section 2.2). So framing an issue is also about 
expecting a desired outcome. But framing differs from articulating expectations as it involves 
strategic interests (frames are developed to achieve a specific purpose) whereas expectations 
are based on the potential performance of a technology and give direction to development 
activities. So the expectations of a new technology can also be framed in accordance to inter-
ests.  
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MLP within this research  

So a transition is an on-going process, and afterwards one will see if the MLP was able to 
model it correctly. As described above, positioning (and predicting) shale gas in the MLP is 
not easy. It depends on one’s interpretation of the regime (what is the regime?) which is in 
turn dependent on one’s position within the socio-technical system. The case of shale gas 
shows that the concepts of the MLP could be interpreted differently per actor or researcher.  

But obviously, there is a shale gas issue which will have socio-technical implications. The 
MLP can be useful as it is able to identify and analyse landscape developments or pressures, 
which could be critical to the development of shale gas. The same holds for renewable energy 
developments, which can be positioned on the niche level. These are affected by the presence 
of shale gas in a regime. But, the level in between – the socio-technical regime – is hard to 
define. This is where Jensen (2012) comes in, as he argues that actors within a socio-
technical regime perceive themselves as the centre of their context. It is thus important to 
manage expectations of individual actors about shale gas because they navigate in their re-
gime according to their own strategic interest. 

Therefore, this research requires a complementary ex-ante analysis that is able to deal with 
understanding the dynamics of a new emerging energy source and technology which focuses 
on actor perspectives. As the topic of shale gas is relatively new, actors are trying to under-
stand what this will mean to them. They foresee whether it is something that would affect 
their current activity in a positive or negative way. Actors figure out how shale gas will af-
fect their operations and how it fits their interest, vision, ideals and goals. In a way, they 
generate expectations according. This is a process that occurs prior to the actual adoption of 
shale gas as an energy source by the regime. As actors have different assumptions, ambitions 
and visions, they view a newcomer technology also differently. Knowing how people view 
certain issues is important for understanding how a new technology will develop. The second 
part of the literature review sheds light on this.  

2.2 Frame analysis 

This section elaborates on the theorizing behind expressions of social phenomena. First, the 
concept of framing is explained, why it is important to understand and how to apply the 
findings in this research. Then two additional analyses are introduced that supplement the 
FA i.e. a content analyse of Dutch newspapers using T-lab and, an analysis of arguments 
that reflects actors’ view towards shale gas.  

2.2.1 Frames, framing and, frame effects 

The literature on framing is closely related to the field of discourses. Both concepts are about 
how we view the world. When Jorgensen & Phillips, (2002) proposed a broad definition of a 
discourse as a particular way of talking about and understanding the world (or an aspect of 
the world) they argued that ‘’the way we talk does not neutrally reflect our world, identities 
and social relations but, rather, plays an active role in creating and changing them’’. The 
main idea in studying framing is investigating what kinds of underlying assumptions and 
arguments are connected to a particular issue (Huttunen & Hildén, 2012). FA aims to identi-
fy frames or cognitive structures which guide one’s perception and representation of reality. 
Much work on this topic is derived from Goffman's essay on FA (1974). He described frames 
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as ‘’schemata of interpretation’’ that enable individuals ‘’to locate, perceive, identify, and 
label’’ occurrences within their life, space and the world at large. The work on social move-
ments resulted in new perspectives on how actors within movements are ‘signifying agents 
actively engaged in the production and maintenance of meaning for constituents, antago-

nists, and bystanders or observers’ (Benford & Snow, 2000). By being actively involved in 
shaping opinion, producing and mobilizing ideas, social movement actors are influencing the 
status quo. Scholars in this field conceptualized this ‘signifying work’ by using the word 
framing. According to Benford and Snow (2000) framing denotes ‘’an active, processual phe-
nomenon that implies agency and contention at the level of reality construction. It is active 

in the sense that something is being done, and processual in the sense of a dynamic evolving 

process. It entails agency in the sense that what is evolving is the work of social movement 

organizations or movement activists. And it is contentious in the sense that it involves the 

generation of interpretive frames that not only differ from existing ones but that may also 

challenge them.’’. This framing activity is referred to as collective action frames. These are 
‘’constructed as movement adherents negotiate a shared understanding of a problematic issue 
or situation they define as in need of change, make attributions regarding who or what is to 

blame, articulate an alternative set of arrangements, and urge other to act in concert to af-

fect change. ‘’  

As can be read, the words ‘frame’ and ‘framing’ are both used. Following Vliegenthart & 
Van Zoonen (2011) it is important to distinguish between a ‘frame’, the ‘framing’ process 
and ‘frame effects’ as they have different meanings. As described above, a frame is the way 
an issue is perceived and discussed. It is the lens through which an actor views reality. The 
construction or building of a specific frame is the ‘framing’ process (how does a frame come 
about?). The actual impact of the ‘framing’ process is called the ‘frame effect’ (what conse-
quences does the frame have?).  

Why is studying framing important? 

The importance of studying framing is very well described in a study by Menashe & Siegel 
(2010).  In their study Menashe & Siegel show the power of framing in the tobacco industry. 
They question how it is possible that despite the empirical evidence of smoking causing seri-
ous health issues, and the tobacco control interventions by both government and NGOs, 
tobacco products remain legal, accessible and acceptable in the American society. They seek 
clues in the framing process of tobacco issues in mass media to answer the question ‘’why 
public health efforts to overcome the tobacco industry’s influence on public policy and on 

tobacco use have not been entirely successful’’. By reviewing 179 front page newspaper arti-
cles or advertisements related to tobacco they found several frames that address tobacco 
issues differently divided in tobacco control frames and tobacco interest frames. They con-
clude that the tobacco industry (tobacco interest frames) had developed a central message 
that has been consistent over time. In contrast, the tobacco control movement has not de-
veloped such a powerful and consistent message, which was subject to changes from the gov-
ernment.  

Hajer, (1993) explains the rise and relevance of studying language by pointing out that in 
the positivist tradition of social sciences language was seen as a means (as a neutral system 
of signs) that transcribed the world. But over the decades, language lost its neutral and 
transparent character with the coming of the post-positivist tradition. Now language is rec-
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ognized as a medium (or a frame), through which actors not simply describe the world, but 
create it. Such frames use particular language which is hardly visible in society but is always 
presented trough actors via public stages (media, debates, politics, etc.).  

Studying framing is also relevant for analysing policies. Just as language, policy making was 
assumed to be a neutral process which results in policies that solve specific problems with 
practical solutions. But in fact, policy making is a social phenomenon itself.  Nowadays poli-
cy making involves much more than ‘merely dreaming up clever ways of creating solutions’ 
(Hajer, 1995). Given the complexity of many societal problems and issues, policy making 
firstly requires a definition of the actual problem before finding solutions for them. Problem-
atic in defining the actual problem is that the people who make policy (policy experts, scien-
tific experts) have different understandings of the same phenomenon. According to (Dryzek, 
1998), discourses in the field of the environment often conflict. While one pictures the envi-
ronment as a planet in balance, another’s environmental discourse could be about exploiting 
the earth’s resources. He notes that ‘’each discourse rests on assumptions, judgments, and 
contentions that provide the basic terms for analysis, debates, agreements, and disagree-

ments in the environmental area no less than elsewhere’’. Such fundamental differences in 
interpretation and understanding of issues make solving the problems of today even more 
complicated.  

It can be concluded that framing an issue in a particular way can diffuse a desirable message 
(frame) towards the public or decision makers. Such a frame forms the basis by which public 
policy decisions are made. The definition of an issue is related to how policy advocates and 
opponents shape and present potential policy solutions to legislators, other opinion leaders 
and the general public. By defining characteristics of an issue, unwittingly the solution is 
also suggested and, altering the definition of a problem changes the response towards it 
(Menashe & Siegel, 2010).  

Identifying framing and frames 

This uses Robert M. Entman’s ideas about framing. According to Entman (1993), the con-
cept of framing offers a way to describe the power of a communicating text. Framing is a 
strategic and deliberative process which could have a direct effect. Or, as Benford and Snow 
(2000) put it: ‘’By strategic processes we refer to framing processes that are deliberative, 
utilitarian, and goal directed: Frames are developed and deployed to achieve a specific pur-

pose – to recruit new members, to mobilize adherents, to acquire resources, and so forth’’. 

Whereas no individual can influence a discourse, this is much better possible with framing. A 
small group of actors could strategically influence the course of action by a certain frame. A 
frame can be characterised as part of a discourse. A frame analysis (FA) is especially rele-
vant when analysing printed media content such as newspapers or websites. Framing in-
volves two processes: selection and salience3. Entman (1993) explains it as follows: to frame 
is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communi-
cating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpreta-

                                                           
 

3 Salience means making a piece of information more noticeable, meaningful, or memorable to audiences. An increase in salience 

enhances the probability that receivers will perceive the information, discern meaning and thus process it, and store it in 
memory(Entman, 1993) 
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tion, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described. So, frames 
are constructs that represent and aim to meet own interest. From Entman’s definition, four 
frame functions can be derived:  

• Defining effects or conditions as problematic (problem) 

• Identifying causes (cause) 

• Conveying a moral judgment of those involved in the framed matter (moral judge-
ment) 

• Endorsing remedies or improvements to the problematic situations (action) 

In covering issues, frames perform at least two of the four basic functions. The most im-
portant of these functions are the problem definition, since this predetermines the rest of the 
frame, and the remedy, because it promotes a certain action (Entman, 2003). Or as Menashe 
& Siegel, (2010) put it: ‘’framing does not only define the issue, but it also suggests the solu-
tion.’’ Frames are widely used for pursuing the communicators’ goals. By making pieces of 
information more salient, it will enhance the probability that the receiver perceives the in-
formation, process it and acts upon it. This means particular frames can exert power. They 
play a ‘’major role in the exertion of political power, and the frame in a news text is really 
the imprint of power – it registers the identity of actors or interests that competed to domi-

nate the text’’ (Entman, 1993).  

The cascade model of framing 

Based on the attacks of September 11, 2001 in New York City, Entman developed a model 
for analysing frames and framing. President Bush’s framing of the attacks – the US is at-
tacked by their enemy, the cause were terrorists, the moral judgement condemned the terror-
ists as evil and the remedy was a war against terrorists - dominated media. Entman used 
this event to conceptualize a model of framing that shows the relationship between govern-
ment, experts, media, the public and policy making (see Figure 4). The model shows how 
government officials exercise influence over each other and over the public by a network of 
political communication. It explains how frames activate and spread from the top level to a 
network of elites, via media to the public. According to Entman, ‘’successful political com-
munication requires the framing of events, issues, and actors in ways that promote percep-

tions and interpretations that benefit one side while hindering the other’’. This is reflected by 
how the Bush administration’s strategically framed September 11th to unite the country for 
their solution: a war against terrorism. Entman states: ‘’framing entails selecting and high-
lighting some facets of events or issues, and making connections among them so as to pro-

mote a particular interpretation, evaluation, and/or solution.‘’ In practice a frame is made 
up of words and images and can be distinguished from the rest of the news by their capacity 
to stimulate support or opposition to sides of a conflict or issue. According to Entman, the 
more resonance and magnitude a frame employs, the more likely the frame is able to evoke 
similar thoughts and feelings among its audience. Resonant terms are understandable, no-
ticeable, memorable and emotionally charged. Magnitude is about the prominence and fre-
quency of the terms in the frame.  
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Figure 4: Cascading network activation (Entman, 2003) 

The model also explains that it is relatively easy to move down in a cascade, just as the 
spreading of ideas is. Frames and ideas that come from the top level are stronger because 
they spread easily. However, the farther an idea travels between levels of the cascade, the 
fainter the traces of the ‘real’ situation become. Ideas at the administration level have the 
greatest strength. They are spread via elites such as politicians, officials or experts to jour-
nalists or media organisations. These, in turn, have the capacity to communicate their inter-
pretation (or frame) to the public. So the model implies that spreading ideas to a higher lev-
el is more difficult and thus requires extra effort.  

Critical evaluation of framing as a method 

Studying frames and framing in media content has become popular in mass communication 
research which simultaneously lead to reflections and criticism on the usage of the terms 
(Vliegenthart & Van Zoonen, 2011). The reliability and validity of much of these analyses is 
questioned. It is argued that the methodology of extracting frames is often not clearly ex-
plained by researchers. Crucial in analysing frames is questioning how the frames have 
emerged, because FA’s often lack a systematic approach. It is difficult to argue how the 
frames are extracted from the material. There tends to be a selection bias by the researcher. 
According to Matthes & Kohring  (2008), researchers run the risk of finding frames they are 
consciously or unconsciously looking for. Therefore, the extraction of frames may differ 
across researchers. Sometimes authors frames are extracted and defined based on ‘careful’ or 
‘deep’ reading, which does not exactly explain how the frames were found. Without naming 
the criteria for the identification of frames, their assessment falls into a ‘methodological black 
box’ which leads to the risk of extracting researcher frames and not media frames (Matthes 
& Kohring, 2008). It may be clear that how the researcher perceives an issue is determining 
how the frames will be identified. It is hard to achieve an independent assessment of a set of 
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frames because once a frame is identified, other frames are difficult to discover and a re-
searcher develops an ‘audience frame’ on how to perceive the issue (Matthes & Kohring, 
2008).  

In addition to the FA, a CA and an analysis of used arguments are carried out. Both will be 
briefly explained below.  

2.2.2 Content analysis 

An additional analysis is carried out by putting the Dutch media discourse under scrutiny. 
An analysis of newspaper articles will be used as an instrument that generates a first in sight 
in the Dutch situation. A media discourse on a topic can be analysed through a CA. In their 
study on nuclear power, Gamson & Modigliani (1989) argue that the media discourse is an 
essential context for understanding the formation of public opinion. Hence, the media dis-
course and public are closely interlinked. CA is a quantitative methodology, focusing on the 
content of different forms of communication. In contrast to discourse analysis, which focuses 
on the relation between text and context, CA abstracts the text from its context. Neuendorf 
(2004) describes CA as ‘’a summarizing, quantitative analysis of messages that relies on the 
scientific method, including an observance of the standards of objectivity, a priori design, 

reliability, validity, generalizability, replicability, and hypothesis testing’’. The emphasis in 
CA is put on analysing patterns in documents and identifying recurring and relating themes. 
The language and its message is the unit of analysis.  

Text analysis, a subset of CA, is the analysis of written words. Newspapers articles about 
shale gas can be quantitatively analysed using T-lab. T-lab is a linguistic software tool for 
CA. This tool helps in digesting large sets of textual data and finding patterns and themes 
by focussing on occurrence frequencies of words. T-lab is able to produce maps that repre-
sent text content by combining the disciplines of linguistics and statistics (Lancia, 2002). 
The advantage of using a computer assisted approach that finds patterns in texts using clus-
ter algorithms is its objectivity. Using a software tool such as T-lab, frames are not ‘found’ 
by the researcher, but ‘computed’ by the computer program (Matthes & Kohring, 2008). 
However, the ‘computed’ results still require an interpretation step by the researcher.  

2.2.3 Argument analysis 

The second complementary analysis is provided by looking into the arguments which reflect 
the main message of the frames. The arguments are used by actors to make specific aspects 
of the issue more salient and more noticeable. The aim of this analysis is to link the stake-
holders to the identified frames. To link the actors that support the frame, arguments are 
extracted from the data. The arguments are expressed by interviewed stakeholders and re-
flect a view or a statement in a summarily way. An argument can be used by single or mul-
tiple actors. In the latter case, similar arguments are likely to be expressed by similar stake-
holders (with corresponding ideas and views). Such a group of like-minded actors is a coali-
tion. A coalition that supports particular arguments about shale gas promotes and makes up 
a specific frame. Thus, the arguments are supporting corresponding frames and are useful in 
identifying the coalitions. 
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2.3 Conclusion 

The purpose of the literature review was to deepen the knowledge about the framing of an 
emerging technology and transitions and to find a type of analysis that is suitable for study-
ing real-time perspectives on shale gas.  

The MLP provides understanding in socio-technical challenges such as shale gas. It shows 
dynamics between shale gas and renewable energy innovations and it also allows for an 
understanding why it is hard for new energy innovations to break through while regime 
optimizing technologies such as shale gas will face less struggles. The MLP also deals with 
the future performance of novel technologies as it stresses the importance of  expectations. 
But there are two factors that make the MLP less favorable for studying shale gas 
developments. First, it is too early to conduct a MLP analysis due to the novelty of shale gas 
and its history-based character. Therefore, it is hard to provide meaningful knowledge about 
the future of shale gas and its relation with the development of renewables. Second, 
positioning shale gas in the MLP in a prospective analysis proves to be difficult because it is 
not clear whether shale gas is a niche, regime or landscape development. In retrospect, the 
MLP levels will be easier to define. Dependent on an actors’ perspective, the MLP concepts 
can be interpreted differently. On the other hand, the MLP shows that landscape 
developments can be critical to the development of shale gas while niche stimulation is 
important for the development of renewables. The level in between – the socio-technical re-
gime – is harder to define because actors within a socio-technical regime perceive themselves 
as the centre of their context. So it is important to manage views and expectations of indi-
vidual actors about shale gas because they navigate in their regime according to their own 
strategic interest. This justifies the need of a complementary ex-ante analysis that generates 
insight in how views of an emerging technology could potentially influence its development 

This leads to the second part of the literature review, which discusses framing literature and 
FA. Central to this field of study is the fact that the way one talks, interprets, or views an 
issue does not neutrally reflects reality. It rather plays a role in creating and changing this 
reality. Socio-technical problems are understood differently by different actors and by defin-
ing the characteristics of an issue, unwittingly the solution is also suggested and promoted. 
According to Benford & Snow (2000) frames can be deployed to recruit members, mobilize 
adherents and acquire resources. Frames, framing processes and framing effects play a role in 
creating a desired reality by promoting a particular interpretation, evaluation or solution. 
The FA is carried out for identifying frames from the interview data. The extraction of 
frames from the data is a task of the researcher but literature (Entman, 2003) provides four 
aspects of a frame that help i.e. a problem definition, identifying a cause, conveying a moral 
judgement and, endorsing remedies to the problematic situation (action). Entman also 
provides a model of cascading network activation, which proves useful in determining how 
frames are communicated along different levels of society. It shows that ideas that come from 
the higher levels of society (administration) are strong because they spread easily while 
spreading ideas from a lower to higher levels requires extra effort. The strength and 
effectiveness of a frame is also determined by the resonance and magnitude of the message. A 
prominent, understandable, noticeable, memorable and emotionally charged message that is 
expressed frequently is able to evoke similar thoughts and feelings among its audience. This 
model provides insight in what the reach and effect of a frame can be. 
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Supplementary, to the FA, two extra analyses are explored. First a CA will be deployed of 
Dutch newspaper articles to gain understanding of the Dutch shale gas developments by 
using T-lab. This statistical tool helps finding patterns and clusters in texts. Second, an 
analysis of arguments and supporting actor coalitions will be carried out. This analysis 
enables to link outward oriented arguments to the actors and frames they promote.  

This literature study shows a slight preference for the FA, as it suits the main objective of 
the research question: identifying shale gas frames. So frames and framing processes are con-
sidered to be important for understanding how strategic interests influence the development 
of a novel technology. A FA seems better able to manage expectations about a new technol-
ogy because it incorporates strategic interests in the analysis by looking into the actor coali-
tion, its definition of the problem and cause, the conveyed moral judgement and its endorsed 
remedy to the problematic situation. But, it must be noted that there are more factors and 
processes that will influence the course of development of shale gas. The MLP shows that 
landscape developments and pressures could change a regime. So not only strategic framing 
processes aim to determine the future of a technology, also its ‘unpredictable’ environment 
plays a role.  

The theoretical implications and academic contribution are later elaborated upon in the end 
conclusion in section 7.4. This final conclusion addresses the theoretical findings applicable to 
research on sustainability transitions and in particular to the MLP. There it is investigated 
how the MLP can deal with strategic framings in on-going transitions. 
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chapter

Methodology 
 

 

‘’To frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a 

communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal 

interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described’’ 

Robert Entman 

Outline 

This chapter describes the methodology used for this 
research. First, in section 3.1, the method for the 
technical analysis is explained. This analysis will 
elaborate on the technical aspects and implications 
of shale gas. Then, the CA is introduced in section 
3.2. This analysis deals quantitatively with Dutch 
newspaper articles. Section 3.3 introduces the core of 
this research, the qualitative FA. This also requires 
an analysis of arguments. The operationalization and 
synthesis is described in section 3.4. The synthesis 
shows how the FA, the arguments and coalitions 
relate.  
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 Methodology 3.

3.1 Technical analysis 

This analysis aims at answering the second sub-question: What are the main issues and de-
velopments with shale gas in Europe?  

Data collection 

To answer the research question, two categories of data are required i.e. data that already 
exists and data that has to be generated. The already existing data is required for the tech-
nical analyses on shale gas. For this part literature on the technology, policy, risks, impact 
and potential is consulted and reviewed through a desk top search. Searching with the terms 
´shale gas´ and ´impact´ led to reports of governmental organisations such as the European 
Commission (DG Environment, DG Environment, Joint Research Center), the International 
Energy Agency, US Energy Information Administration. These reports and articles provide 
the latest insight in the developments around shale gas and are also a rich source of addi-
tional scientific literature references on the environmental and economic impact. The litera-
ture on environmental and economic impacts is consulted through online academic libraries 
such as ScienceDirect. Actively following shale gas developments through social media also 
provided a rich source of news articles, reports and scientific articles.  

3.2 Content analysis 

This analysis will answer the third sub-question: Which frames of shale gas exist in Dutch 
newspapers? 

Data collection 

The researcher generated data is produced by a CA and conducting interviews with key 
practitioners. The CA is carried out prior to the interviewing which enables using results 
from the CA to identify interviewees and it provides information about the on-going debate 
which is useful for the interview. This analysis is only carried out for the Dutch media dis-
course due to a language barrier. 

The CA requires a dataset containing newspaper articles about shale gas. These articles pro-
vide the input, the content, for the CA which can be conducted with T-lab. Like any other 
quantitative analysis, CA requires a sample size which is sufficiently large. The textual con-
tent that is analysed are Dutch newspaper articles about shale gas. To interpret the results 
from a CA, a clear understanding of the language is required. Therefore, this analysis only 
focuses on Dutch newspapers, and not on Danish newspapers, since there is a language barri-
er. The first steps are finding relevant articles and setting up a data set. The articles are 
extracted from the Lexis Nexis Krantenbank in the Royal Library (de Koninklijke Biblio-
theek), an online database containing all Dutch newspaper articles (local and national) since 
1980 to today. Narrowing down the search scope by only searching for articles with the word 
‘’schaliegas’’ (Dutch for shale gas) in the header resulted in 265 articles. The oldest article 
was published in November 2010, indicating that the topic of shale gas is relatively young in 
Dutch media discourses. The most recent article was published on the 14th of September in 
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2012. The articles are extracted out of local and national Dutch newspapers. See Table 3 for 
a complete overview.  

Table 3: Local and national newspapers of which articles are extracted for the content analysis 

Local/regional news-
papers 

Brabants Dagblad 
Eindhovens Dagblad 
Provincial Zeeuwse Courant 
De Gelderlander 
Leeuwarder Courant 
De Stentor 
BN/deStem 
Dagblad van het Noorden 
De Twentse Courant 
Tubantia 
Reformatorisch Dagblad 
De Gooi- en Eemlander 

National newspapers 

Financieel dagblad 
Algemeen dagblad 
De Telegraaf 
De Volkskrant 
Trouw 
De Pers 
NRC Handelsblad 

 

Analysis tool 

The CA was employed by using T-lab. This statistical software tool requires a dataset (cor-
pus) in which the news articles are labelled with variables using a logic syntax. This allows 
recognizing particular articles, selecting newspapers or looking into specific periods of publi-
cation. Frequently occurring words that are not relevant for the analysis are excluded by 
creating a stop-list. The advantage of using quantitative analysis tool is that frames are not 
found by the researcher but systematically computed and extracted by the T-lab.  

To understand T-lab analytically, its functioning is described. The units of analysis of T-lab 
are Context Units (CU) and Lexical Units (LU). CUs are bodies of text which can comprise 
of news articles, classified by a criterion. LUs are the single words or categorization of words 
taken back to lemma’s (e.g. ‘’working’’ -> ‘’work’’), semantic classes (e.g. ‘’bronchitis’’ -> 
‘’disease’’) or dictionary categories (Lancia, 2002). By distinguishing both units of analysis 
(CU and LU) they can be represented in an occurrence and co-occurrence matrix which gives 
each text a particular profile. The occurrence matrix consists of a set of LUs and CUs which 
interactions correspond to the occurrence values that indicate how many teams each LU (a 
specific word e.g. schaliegas) occurs in each CU (the body of text e.g. newspaper article). 
The co-occurrence matrix works the other way around in which for example CUs (consisting 
of phrases) interactions with LUs (consisting of words) correspond to co-occurrence values 
(the number of phrases in which the word co-occurs with each other).   

Types of T-lab analyses 

T-lab is able to perform different types of analysis i.e. analysis of frequencies, word mapping 
and thematic cluster analysis. The analysis of frequencies relates the occurrence of words in 
articles to the chronological order of publication. This analysis shows how the amount of 
media coverage around a specific topic evolves over time. By depicting the number of news-
paper articles over time, critical events around the topic can be revealed as this is shown by 
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peaks in the graph. However, the analysis of frequencies does not completely explain the con-
tent of the debate. The occurrence of many articles about shale gas does not tell whether the 
article advocates of opposes shale gas. Therefore, for example word mapping could be used. 
Word mapping shows how different words or concepts surround the topic of analysis. Here 
associations with the word of analysis i.e. schaliegas are depicted in a word map. The the-
matic cluster analysis identifies underlying themes or clusters in the news articles which di-
vide the media discourse into a number of themes that represent the content of the media 
discourse. The factorial axes on which these thematic clusters are plotted result from the 
statistical analysis and allow for an interpretation of the structure of the media discourse 
(Sengers, Raven, & Van Venrooij, 2010). This interpretation step is a task of the researcher. 
The CA in this research carries out the analyses explained above i.e. analysis of frequencies, 
word mapping and thematic cluster analysis and results in frames present in the Dutch dis-
course.  

3.3 Frame analysis 

This analysis answers the fourth sub-question: How are key stakeholders in the Netherlands 
and Denmark framing shale gas developments?  

Data collection 

The interviews provide data for the specific cases of the Netherlands and Denmark. The in-
terviews are conducted to gain knowledge on how stakeholders view and interpret shale gas 
developments. For the Dutch case the stakeholders are identified through the CA. In Den-
mark, a brief analysis of media articles and the network of a SusTrans researcher enabled the 
identification of relevant stakeholders. Subsequently, a request for an interview was done by 
telephone or e-mail. Most interviews took place at the interviewees’ location (office, house or 
public meeting place). Two interviews are conducted via Skype. The interviews are semi-
structured (in accordance with the units of analysis) and recorded using a digital recorder. 
Then each interview is summarized and partly transcribed. In this way the summaries allow 
for brief descriptions of the interviewee’s viewpoint while still making use of relevant quota-
tions. The summaries are verified by the interviewees per e-mail in order to strengthen par-
ticular arguments and avoid misinterpretation. This empirical part was conducted in Octo-
ber, November and December 2012.  

Units of analysis 

The units of analysis are used to design the interview and its questions. The interview is 
structured along these themes which are open topics that provide guidance in the conversa-
tions with stakeholders. Due to the novelty of the topic, first, general questions regarding 
shale gas are posed. During the interview, the questions narrow down to the core of this re-
search i.e. the relation between shale gas and renewable energy. The four themes are pre-
sented below: 

• The general attitude towards shale gas 

The first theme is a conversation starter. The interview always starts with asking how the 
stakeholder views shale gas in general and what role the stakeholder has in the debate.  
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• The impact of shale gas  

The view on impacts of shale gas is closely related to the general attitude. The impacts are 
defined as environmental and economic impacts. This theme aims to identify reasons and 
arguments that stakeholders use to frame shale gas according to their interest.  

• The energy transition 

How the interviewee views the energy transition and the role of (shale) gas is addressed by 
this theme. This theme aims to identify how stakeholders envision the future energy system.  

• Relation between shale gas and new energy innovations 

This theme is closely related to the previous theme and captures views of stakeholders on 
how shale gas (could) relate(s) to renewable energy innovations.   

3.4 Operationalization and research synthesis 

This section explains how the frames, arguments and coalitions are identified and how these 
aspects will relate to each other. This results in the research synthesis.  

Frames and arguments 

The first step is to make sense of the data in a reproducible and systematic way with the 
aim of extracting frames out of the rough data. The summarized and transcribed interview 
texts are structured along the units of analysis (general attitude, impact, transition, relation 
with renewables) using coding procedures. This means that pieces of text (stories, quota-
tions) that cover the same theme are marked similarly. Next, all relevant pieces of text and 
quotes that are part of a theme are structured in a quotation table (see Appendix II and III). 
This table structures quotes per actor with their corresponding themes.  

The second step in identifying frames is applying the theoretical findings of section 2.2. The 
theoretical findings provide four functions of a frame. These aspects were initially developed 
for identifying and characterizing news frames in mass media communications. In this re-
search they will be deployed to identify frames out of the interview data. The four aspects of 
a frame are:  

• General definition of the problem 

• Identifying a cause 

• Conveying a moral judgement 

• Endorsing remedies or improvements to the problem  

A crucial step in the identification of frames is interpreting and assessing the information 
from the interviews by checking their internal logic and legitimacy. Extensively reading and 
interpreting the views on each unit of analysis provides understanding in the variety of ar-
guments and views. Now one is able to recognize patterns and similar lines of arguments. 
These arguments and clustering views indicate the emergence of the first master frames.  

A deeper analysis of arguments allows for linking coalitions of actors with the frame they 
support. The arguments are extracted from the interview data using coding procedures. They 
reflect quotations, a view, or a statement of the stakeholder in a summary way. Recurring 
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messages or dominant views by stakeholders are outlined and structured along their actor or 
coalition of actors (see Table 10 and Table 13).  

The four frame aspects help in the identification of frames out of the data. This results in 
shale gas frames with a description of a problem definition, a cause, a moral judgement and, 
an endorsed remedy. For each identified frame, these descriptions of the frame aspects are 
outlined in Table 11 and Table 14.  

Research synthesis  

Combining the cumulative findings about frames, corresponding actor coalitions and their 
supportive arguments have resulted in the synthesis shown in Figure 5. This figure shows 
how these elements relate to each other and enable to present the frames and their promot-
ers. The process can be envisioned as the shale gas debate containing several frames, to be 
extracted by the frame aspects. The coalitions that support these frames do so in expressing 
arguments which promote the frames. So the FA results in a completed diagram showing the 
frames, coalitions and arguments for both the Dutch and Danish case.  

 

Figure 5: Research synthesis showing frames, coalitions and arguments 
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Chapter

Technical analysis of shale gas 
 

 

“We have a supply of natural gas that can last America nearly 100 years, and my admin-

istration will take every possible action to safely develop this energy.” 

President Barack Obama 

 

Outline 

This chapter will provide an answer to the second 
sub-question: What are the main issues and devel-
opments in Europe? This chapter elaborates on the 
characteristics of shale gas and provides answers to 
the following questions: What is it? Where is it? 
What are its benefits? What are the disadvantages? 
First, the analysis on the technical aspects (4.1) will 
provide an understanding of the resource, the tech-
nology and the market. Then an impact assessment 
(4.2) distinguishes two types of impacts i.e. the envi-
ronmental impact and, the economic impact. The 
last part of this section (4.3) describes the develop-
ments in Europe regarding shale gas. The current 
status and policy is outlined. Here also a comparison 
with the US case is made to explain fundamental 
differences with Europe. Section 4.4 provides the 
summary and conclusions.  
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 Technical analysis of shale gas 4.

4.1 Technical aspects 

4.1.1 What is shale gas and how is it produced? 

Resource 

Shale gas is a natural gas that belongs to the unconventional gas resources. Unconventional 
resources are traditionally considered hard to extract and therefore costly to produce (tight 
gas and coal bed methane are other unconventional gas resources). However, the growing 
hunger for energy and technological developments has led to increased interest in the re-
source. Shale gas is contained within shale beds. Shale is a rock characterized by a low per-
meability which means that there is a limited ability of gas flow through the rock (see Figure 
6).  

 

Figure 6: Shale rock 

Conventional gas resources are not trapped within rocks, which allow the flow of gas through 
a reservoir into boreholes. The low permeability of shale rock requires more effort to extract 
the gas than for conventional reserves because shale gas reserves are spread over much wider 
areas and the volumes per square kilometre are much lower for unconventional resources 
than for conventional resources. This means a large number of wells is needed. The low per-
meability is also responsible for the need of specific technologies i.e. hydraulic fracturing (on 
this technology is elaborated more in section the next section). See Figure 7 for a cross-
section of a subsurface containing conventional and unconventional resources. 
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Figure 7: Cross-section of the subsurface illustrating shale gas, coal bed methane and tight gas 
(European Commission DG Climate, 2012) 

Construction and production 

The production of shale gas is divided in several phases. First, exploration drillings are car-
ried out in order to investigate the potential and quality of the well. Once decided to drill on 
a specific site, a well is constructed. The well site is the location where the shale gas will be 
extracted. The site construction and drilling phase are the most visible and disruptive pro-
cesses because of the large number of wells required (International Energy Agency, 2012b). 
An area of around 100 square meters is required for the drilling, equipment and storage for 
drilling fluids. A large number of truck movements is required for both the setup of the drill-
ing site and the supply of drilling fluids (water, chemicals) during the operational phase. 
These factors imply that the choice of a location does not only depend on the subsurface 
geology, but also have to take into account other concerns such as the proximity to populat-
ed areas, existing infrastructure, local ecology and water availability. The drilling is a day 
and night operation, creating noise and emissions from diesel generators. Since the drilling 
continues at night, lighting is also required. The duration of the drillings depends on the 
depth of the well and the type of rock and varies from a few days to a month. Usually, a 
well is around 3000 to 4000 meters deep. Drilling fluids are required for the drill bit to bore 
through the rock. The function of this lubricating fluid is to ‘‘control pressure in the well and 
remove cuttings created by the drill bit from the well’’ (International Energy Agency, 2012b). 
The fluid consists of water mixed with salts and solid particles (sand) to increase its density 
and a variety of chemical additives. One drilling site could have several hundreds of tonnes 
drilling fluids at a time. Both the fluid and the rock cuttings (between 100 and 500 tonnes 
per well) need to be recycled or disposed after use. To prevent leakage of drilling fluids or 
high pressure gas into shallower rock formation or fresh water aquifers, a combination of 
steel and cement casing needs to be put in place. This barrier has to ensure no leakages will 
occur during the hydraulic fracturing process. When the well is completed it is ready for 
shale gas production. Normally, the pressure in the well is lowered which leads to a pressure 
differential that enables a gas flow from the rock to the well. The low permeability of shale 
gas only allows a small flow of gas and therefore, the contact area of the well is increased by 
horizontal drilling. After the well has been drilled vertically, a horizontal well is drilled aim-
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ing to increase the contact area with the rock and thereby achieving commercial rates of 
production.  

 

Figure 8: Hydraulic fracturing (International Energy Agency, 2012b). The red arrows indicate 
where possible hazards could occur.  

After increasing the contact area, hydraulic fracturing takes place. Hydraulic fracturing was 
first used in the US around 1949. However at that time this was not used in combination 
with horizontal drilling.  The hydraulic fracturing process aims to create fractures in the rock 
along the horizontally drilled well through which the gas could flow. These fractures are cre-
ated by pumping a fracturing fluid (several hundred cubic meters of water, solid particles 
and chemical additives) at high pressure into the well into the horizontally drilled bore hole. 
Fractures of a few millimetres are created and kept open by small, solid particles such as 
sand which are added to the fracturing fluid. Once the hydraulic fracturing has been com-
pleted, most of the injected fluid flows back up the well. Some fluid remains in the fractured 
rocks. Depending on the length of the well, the flow back period varies from a few days to 
weeks. This process is powered by the engines of trucks which creates some noise. As the 
amount of fluid is decreasing, the amount of gas starts increasing until the flow from the well 
primarily contains gas. Important in this phase is the separation of fluid from the gas which 
means that the fluid is collected for recycling or disposal. Separating the gas from the fluid in 
this initial production phase requires investment in gas separation and processing technolo-
gies. This does not always take place, and through leaking, venting or flaring gas of to the 
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atmosphere the gas is released which results in a significant environmental impact 
(International Energy Agency, 2012b). 

The longest phase of the lifecycle is the production phase. First, the wells are connected to 
processing facilities. Now the drilling rig is no longer needed and the equipment can be dis-
mantled and used for a new site. What remains are a few valves, connecting the well to a 
processing facility.  It is expected that wells produce, just as conventional wells, approxi-
mately 30 years of gas. However, shale gas wells face a steep declining output rate with 50% 
to 75% in the first year of production (International Energy Agency, 2012b).  

Figure 8 also shows the hydraulic fracturing process and the locations where possible envi-
ronmental hazards could occur. Here the releases to air, methane leakages and wastewater 
discharge are indicated by red arrows. Section 4.2.1 elaborates more on these and other envi-
ronmental impacts.  

Location 

Shale gas reserves are widely distributed over the planet. Exploration drillings and assess-
ments have to prove its potential. Figure 9 shows the location of assessed shale basins by the 
US Energy Information Administration. The red colour indicates a basin with recoverable 
resources.  

 

Figure 9: Global shale gas reserves assessed by the US Energy Information Administration (2011) 

4.1.2 Shale gas prospects 

The technical potential of shale gas is especially expressed in the amount and size of availa-
ble reserves.  These figures are of great importance since they create expectations among 
stakeholders. To put shale gas in perspective, the demand and supply of different energy 
sources in the global energy market are outlined.  
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Global energy market 

According to the latest international energy outlook (IEA, 2011), the world energy consump-
tion grows by 53% from 2008 to 2035. As can be seen in Figure 10, much of this growth oc-
curs in nations outside the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (non-
OECD). These emerging countries face a strong energy demand, driven by economic growth. 
The world energy use increases from 354 quadrillion (1015) British thermal units (Btu) to 770 
quadrillion Btu in 2035.  

 

Figure 10: World energy consumption (US Energy Information Administration, 2011) 

Global gas market 

The graph in Figure 11 projects the world energy consumption by fuel type from 1990 to 
2035. The world gas consumption is increasing by 52% from 111 trillion cubic feet in 2008 to 
169 trillion cubic feet in 2035. According to the IEA’s 2011 projection, natural gas is the 
world’s fastest growing fossil fuel. Unlike oil, gas is not a global but a regional market. Gas 
differs from oil in a number of aspects which are explained in text Box 1. Understanding this 
context of the gas market provides insight in the evaluation of shale gas developments.  

 

Figure 11: Projected energy consumption (US Energy Information Administration, 2011) 

The rising demand for gas is mainly driven by economic growth, again mainly occurs in 
countries outside the OECD (more than 81% from 2008 to 2035). The growing consumption 
of natural gas in non-OECD countries (2.2% per year to 2035) is three times as fast com-
pared to the growth in OECD countries (0.8% per year to 2035). Several underlying factors 
cause the growing consumption. For governments aiming for a low carbon society, natural 
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gas is attractive since it has relative low carbon intensity compared to oil and coal. It is also 
attractive because of its wide range of uses. It is capable of heating homes and providing a 
cooking fuel. In the mobility sector it has been used as a fuel for buses. Gas is widely used in 
the power generation sector because of its low capital costs and high fuel efficiency. A tech-
nological-breakthrough, the combine-cycle gas turbine, has made it cheaper to generate elec-
tricity from gas (The Economist, 2012). In the industrial sector, it is used to provide feed-
stock for the petrochemical industry and to heat up industrial boilers.  

 

Box 1: Why gas is different than oil 

 

Growth in gas production is due to the growing liquefied natural gas (LNG) production ca-
pacity and the expected increase in production of shale basins. Key to the increase in natural 
gas production are advances in the application of hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling. 
The latter two developments (LNG and the emergence of shale gas) cause a significant in-
crease in resource availability which in turn leads to higher demand and lower natural gas 
prices.  

Liquefied natural gas 

LNG is an application of natural gas (mostly containing methane), converted to a liquid 
form which makes it easier to store or transport. As a liquid substance, the volume is ap-
proximately 600 times smaller than natural gas in the gas state. Since LNG can be trans-
ported, no pipe line infrastructures are required, which makes transportation relatively 
cheap. However, LNG plants are required to do the converting at both ends (natural gas to 
LNG and LNG to usable gas). Most growth in supplies of LNG will come from the Middle 
East and Australia where new large LNG facilities are becoming operational. Natural gas will 
become a tradable commodity and lead to more price competition between markets in Asia, 
Europe and the America’s. According to Stevens (2010) the higher energy density of LNG 
and its lower maritime transportation costs have made it a key supporter of the global gas 
trade because it leads to greater cost competitiveness than pipeline gas and at enables ac-
cessing new markets that were otherwise inaccessible.  

Why gas is different than oil 

Natural gas as an energy source has several key differences from oil. First, the gas market is a re-
gional market rather than a global market, as is the case with oil. Because gas is a ‘high-volume 
low-value commodity’, it requires expensive transport movements for trading. This means different 
regions have different prices and therefore there is no such thing as a global gas price. Second, gas 
trade requires long term contracts because gas production involves high fixed costs such as invest-
ments for production facilities and infrastructure. Long term contracts guarantee a return on in-
vestment because payback periods are relatively long. Third, the gas infrastructure grids are natu-
ral monopolies which are in public ownership or if privately owned, heavy regulated. This makes 
the state involvement in gas markets much more than in in the oil market (Stevens, 2010). Howev-
er, in the UK and US, gas is also traded on the spot. The EU aims for a spot market for the rest of 
Europe, which is only possible when there are enough suppliers (The Economist, 2012b). Only Rus-
sia’s supply will not suffice. Moreover, Russia wants to maintain the long-term contracts model as 
they have great interests in this position. 
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Unconventional gas 

Projections and estimates of technically recoverable unconventional gasses (shale gas, coal 
bed methane, and tight gas) are changing over time because new investigations, exploration 
drillings and assessments provide new information and alter expectations. There are many 
estimates and predictions about availability of unconventional resources (of which some not 
yet have been proven) done by experts. The most recent EU report (European Commission 
Joint Research Centre, 2012) on the potential market impact of unconventional gas has pub-
lished mean estimates of unconventional gasses based on the original predictions done in 
several studies (by country, region, source or gas type). It must be noted that some of the 
estimates vary widely which creates a large uncertainty in unconventional gas resource esti-
mates. Examining all the estimates has resulted in Table 4, in which technically recoverable 
unconventional gas resources are put into context with conventional gas resources and divid-
ed per country, region and gas type.  As noted previously, due to the investigation of differ-
ent regions and the use of different methodologies and assumptions the variation in estimates 
can be explained.   

Table 4: Mean estimates of remaining technically recoverable resources of conventional gas and 
unconventional gas (tight gas, coal bed methane and shale gas) in trillion cubic meters (tcm) 

(European Commission Joint Research Centre, 2012) 

Region Conventional 
gas 

Unconventional gas 
 

  Tight 
gas 

Coal bed 
methane 

Shale gas 

    Lowest estimate Mean of estimates Highest estimate 

United States  27,7 12,7 3,7 8,0 23,5 47,4 
Canada 8,8 6,7 2,0 1,4 11,1 28,3 
Europa 11,6 1,4 1,4 2,3 8,9 17,6 
China 12,5 9,9 2,8 4,2 19,2 39,8 
(implied rest 
of the world) 

(364,9) (14,6) (15,6)  (34,7)  

Global 424,9 45,4 25,5 7,1 97,4 186,4 

 
The table shows the technically recoverable unconventional resources (tight gas, coal bed 
methane and shale gas) are larger than the conventional gas reserves in the United States, 
Canada, Europe and China. Shale gas is the largest of the unconventional gas resources with 
China having the largest estimated reserves. According to these figures, the mean estimate of 
global shale gas reserves is around 23% (97,4 tcm / 424,9 tcm) of the global remaining re-
coverable conventional gas reserves. The figures indicate that the sum of the global techni-
cally recoverable natural gas resources contain 424,9 + 45,4 + 25,5 + 97,4 = 593,2 tcm. 
Thus, on a global scale, the total proportion of shale gas based on the mean estimates in the 
total remaining gas resources (both conventional and unconventional i.e. tight gas, coal bed 
methane and shale gas) is around 16%  (97,4 tcm / 593,2 tcm). The proportion of shale gas 
becomes significantly larger when looking on a regional scale. In Europe, shale gas is estimat-
ed to represent 38% (8,9 tcm / 23,3 tcm) of the total recoverable gas resources. For China 
and Canada the impact of shale gas will even be larger with an estimated proportion of re-
spectively 43% (19,2 tcm / 44,4 tcm) and 39% (11,1 tcm  / 28,6 tcm). These figures indicate 
that the impact of shale gas is larger on a regional scale than on a global scale. 
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Natural gas and renewable energy 

Natural gas is often promoted as an optimal back up for intermittent renewable energy gen-
eration, ensuring grid stability during times of peak demand in a way that coal or nuclear 
plants cannot (European Commission Joint Research Centre, 2012). This could imply that 
when renewable energy generation takes off, natural gas gains market share. However, in this 
context reservoir hydro or pumped storage are also options for stabilizing inflexible renewa-
ble electricity generation.  

4.1.3 Shale gas estimates for the Netherlands and Denmark 

The Netherlands 

The first estimates of shale gas in the Dutch subsurface were made by TNO in an explora-
tive study commissioned by EBN. The reserve is estimated to contain 3000 billion cubic me-
tres (bcm) of gas. This volume is comparable with the Slochteren gas field. However, not all 
of this gas is economically recoverable. Whereas in a conventional reserve 80 to 90% can be 
recovered, for this reserve it is probably around 10% [6]. 

Denmark 

In Denmark, there are not yet estimates of the volume of the reserves and to what extent 
these are economically recoverable. Test drillings will have to provide more knowledge about 
the possibilities.  

4.2 Impact of shale gas  

The impacts of shale gas are most subject of debate. Recently many studies on the impact of 
shale gas on the environment and market are published by different organizations commis-
sioned by the EU or national governments. This section outlines the consequences that could 
stem from shale gas exploitation divided in environmental and economic impacts.  

4.2.1 Environmental impact 

Environmental assessments 

Most literature on shale gas describes the negative impacts on environment and human 
health. In response to public concerns these impacts are more and more taken under scruti-
ny. This increases the availability of knowledge and information which allows governments 
to make better decisions on the development of shale gas. Reading relevant reports, news 
articles and scientific papers it becomes clear that most texts agree on the main risks and 
impacts associated with hydraulic fracturing as a means to extract shale gas. The most re-
cent report, commissioned by the European Commission DG Development (2012) provides a 
preliminary risk assessment on all stages (from exploration to well abandonment) of a shale 
gas production site.  This study has assessed potential impacts which have not yet been en-
countered in conventional gas practices in Europe. International organisations such as the 
IEA and the EU identify the negative impacts and admit that the societal concern is legiti-
mate. The risk assessment of the European Commission shows that in each phase of shale 
gas development and hydraulic fracturing the risks for the above mentioned impacts are 
high. However, according to these institutions all identified risks can be mitigated.  
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Types of impacts  

One of the most frequently mentioned impacts associated with shale gas is probably the 
chance of fracturing fluid or gasses mixing up with potable water causing ground water 

contamination. Fracturing fluid is injected under high pressure into the boreholes which 

could leak into ground water aquifers. Evidence from the US suggests that shale gas extrac-
tion brings a significant risk to ground and surface water contamination (Wood et al., 2011). 
The possibility of this risk to happen can be reduced by proper well design using concrete 
and steel casings that are wrapped around the borehole. Well integrity is the highest priori-
ty, according to The Royal Society & The Royal Academy of Engineering (2012). See Figure 
8 for an overview of where the possible environmental hazards can occur. The issue with the 
fracturing fluid is that it contains of approximately 95% water, 4.5% sand and 0.5% chemi-
cals (European Commission DG Environment, 2012). It is the latter component that causes 
the most concern. The chemicals are included to improve the drilling process. In the US, lack 
of regulations has led to companies not being obliged to make public which chemicals are 
used for the fracking process. This lack of transparency endangers public health as there is 
not much known about the long term effects of the use of particular chemicals (Peeples, 
2012).  

Surface water contamination can occur when the fracturing fluid comes back to the sur-

face. Most of the injected fluid comes back up when the gas is released from the shale rocks. 
This waste water needs to be collected and discharged.  

Significant water resources are required for hydraulic fracturing. As Table 5 shows, the 

amounts of water are large compared to conventional gas production. Hydraulic fracturing 
can be considered as a water intensive process.  

Table 5: Ranges of water consumption per unit of natural gas and oil production (cubic meters per 
tera joule) (International Energy Agency, 2012b) 

 Production Refining 

Natural gas   
Conventional gas 0.001-0.01 - 

Shale gas 2-100 - 
Oil   
Conventional oil 0.01-50 5-10 

 
The large amounts of water can cause a decrease in public water supply and adverse effects 
on the ecosystem. In a broader context, water scarcity on a global scale is growing. Intensive 
use of water will lead to droughts and compete with potable water and water for agriculture 
and industry.  

The releases to air such as methane leakages from the well could increase the greenhouse 

gas impact of shale gas significantly. The problem here is that leakages could occur when the 
methane is not collected when coming out of the well. When shale gas is found, the fractur-
ing fluid flows back to the surface. While the amount of fluid decreases, the amount of gas is 
increasing until the flow only contains gas. The fluid and gas need to be separated but this 
process has not always taken place. This so called venting or flaring gas of to the atmosphere 
the gas is released which results in a significant environmental impact.  
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There is some debate centring on the real emission of shale gas. Howarth, Santoro, & 
Ingraffea, (2011) from Cornell University conclude in a quite controversial study on the 
greenhouse gas (including methane) footprint of shale gas that it is far greater than the foot-
print of conventional gas or oil. This is especially due to methane emissions, which are at 
least 30% more than those from conventional gas. As methane’s global warming potential is 
far greater than CO2, it substantially contributes to the greenhouse gas footprint of shale 
gas, making it more harmful than coal. They argue that the large greenhouse gas footprint of 
shale gas undermines the logic of its use as a bridging fuel over the coming decades if the 
goal is to reduce global warming. Then, others counter argue these findings based on meth-
odological misconceptions and different scopes of life cycle analyses. For example, Wang, 
Ryan, & Anthony, (2011) show that the greenhouse gas effect of shale gas is less than that of 
coal over the long term if the higher power generation efficiency of shale gas is taken into 
account. In the short term, the greenhouse gas effect of shale gas can be mitigated to the 
same level of coal if methane emissions are lowered using existing technologies. Widely used 
techniques could handle this potential emission, which is shown by an MIT study. In their 
study on fugitive methane emissions from shale gas production O’Sullivan & Paltsev, (2012) 
conclude that these emissions are exaggerated. They conclude that increased efforts must be 
made to reduce fugitive emissions, but the production of shale gas has not significantly in-
creased total emissions from the natural gas sector.  

This controversial debate about the estimates of greenhouse gas emissions from shale gas is 
captured by the image in Figure 12, which was put on the front page of a study by Weis, 
(2012) from Corporate Europe Observatory, an organisation that aims to reveal the lobbying 
processes in Europe for shale gas. The picture shows a ‘fact’ by ‘Shale Gas Europe’ (a plat-
form launched by companies involved in shale gas activities such as: Chevron, Cuadrilla Re-
sources, Halliburton, Shell, Statoil and Total) stating that emissions from shale gas power 
generation are lower than coal. The red cross, drawn by the author, Weis, suggests that the 
opposite is true. Hence, different facts provide opposing actors with ‘their’ facts. As The 
Royal Society & The Royal Academy of Engineering (2012) conclude in their study on the 
impacts associated with shale gas, the carbon footprint of shale gas extraction needs further 
research.  

Also critics arise at a governmental level as the EU is being accused of rebranding natural 
gas as green energy, clean or a low carbon-fuel for achieving climate targets and stimulating 
the gas sector (Harvey, 2012). But as explained above its climate effect is less clear cut than 
the direct comparison with coal would suggest.  
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Figure 12: Image showing the conflicting beliefs about the emissions from shale gas (Weis, 2012) 

As described previously, shale gas production leads to significant land take. At least in the 

drilling phase, shale gas activities will not go unnoticed. A well site uses an area of approxi-
mately 100 square meters. In contrast to a conventional gas well, for shale gas extraction 
many wells are needed. Figure 13 depicts the drilling intensity that comes with hydraulic 
fracturing on an aerial photograph in Johnson County, Texas.  

 

Figure 13: Well sites in Johnson County, Texas. (Adapted from International Energy Agency, 
2012) 

However, technological developments have already resulted in well pads with multiple wells 
as can be seen in Figure 14. This reduces the land take significantly.  
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Figure 14: Well pad with multiple wells 
(http://www.statoil.com/en/About/Worldwide/NorthAmerica/USA/Pages/ShaleGasMarcellus.as

px) 

The mentioned risks of leakages, emissions and use of resources could affect the local biodi-

versity. Another environmental risk related to shale gas is the noise impact. Noise results 

from the many activities on and around a well site and varies per phase. The noise produc-
tion will be most when the actual drillings take place. The presence of a well site also has a 
visual impact onto the local residents. Residents are usually not familiar with the size and 

scale of drilling equipment and installations, especially in areas where industrial activities are 
uncommon. However, the visual impact is of relative short duration, during the well con-
struction and hydraulic fracturing phases. Seismicity is an impact that has raised attention 

since the small earthquake that followed from drillings by Cuadrilla Resources in Blackpool, 
England. Hydraulic fracturing can bring about seismic activity. Minor earthquakes (with a 
magnitude of 3 on the Richter Scale) can occur during the hydraulic fracturing process, when 
the fluid is injected under high pressure into the well. However, it must be noted that seis-
micity also has occurred during conventional gas drillings. Another local impact is the in-
creased transport movements. The total transport movements during all phases of shale 

gas production are significant.  

4.2.2 Economic impact 

Shale gas is affecting markets in several ways. The interest of governments and corporations 
in shale gas is mainly due to the potential benefits of shale gas exploitation. Several impacts 
can be identified, based on experiences with shale gas in the US. For Europe, most of the 
effects stem from the security of supply benefit which could lead to lower natural gas prices, 
more readily available gas on the European market; easing tightness in global energy mar-
kets; and adding diversity to the EU’s gas supplies (European Commission Joint Research 
Centre, 2012).  

Shale gas is argued to cause a decline in the natural gas price. The logic behind this reason-
ing is that an increased availability of a resource will drive down its price. A declining gas 
price is beneficial for both the consumer market and industries as energy becomes more af-
fordable. In the US, developments in upstream technologies are unlocking shale gas resources 
which spurs economic activity because less expensive gas and electricity prices give the in-
dustry a competitive edge (International Energy Agency, 2012a). An example is the chemi-
cals industry which benefits from the boom in US gas production as it has driven down the 
prices of essential inputs for petrochemical manufacturing (Crooks, 2012). German chemicals 
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multinational BASF already installed a new plants in the US that benefit from fracking-
based feedstock (Matthess & Noel, 2012). 

Shale gas could also secure supply in regions dependent on imports. The US has become a 
net exporter of natural gas. Increasing shale gas supplies within European states replaces 
demands for gas from countries outside the EU (Joode, Plomp, & Özdemir, 2012). This 
makes Europe less dependent on outside EU states for gas because the costs are likely to 
decrease when it comes to transport (infrastructure) and production (LNG facilities). These 
factors make supplies from outside the EU more expensive.  

However, the European Commission reported that "shale gas production will not make Eu-
rope self-sufficient in natural gas. The best-case scenario for shale gas development in Europe 
is one in which declining conventional production can be replaced, and import dependence 
maintained at a level around 60 percent.“ (European Commission Joint Research Centre, 
2012).  

Another effect in the US is the decline in LNG import capacity. Figure 15 shows what signif-
icant impact shale gas developments had on LNG. As an immediate consequence, the boom 
in shale gas production in the US has caused a reduction in LNG utilization capacity 
(Stevens, 2010). Shale gas production has also led LNG terminals to switch from import to 
export terminals. The decline in LNG imports is also partly due to the lowering demand 
caused by the global financial recession. 

 

Figure 15: US LNG imports (Source: US Energy Information Administration, www.eia.gov) 

As can be seen, over the last decades the capacity for LNG imports has increased. Invest-
ments in LNG import facilities were done because of the expected gas shortages in the near 
future. However, shale gas production was increased and large LNG imports were no longer 
necessary. As the US is also targeting tight oil, another unconventional resource, their oil 
imports are also declining (International Energy Agency, 2012a).  

Changes in Europe 

Shale gas has not only changed the energy market in the US. Its dynamics are also felt in 
Europe, as the increased gas consumption in the US due to shale gas production affects Eu-
ropean energy markets. Shale gas (and the increase in unconventional resource production in 
general) had strong effects on the coal market. The increase in shale gas production led to 
lower gas prices which made coal much less attractive in the US electricity generation sector. 
Gas in the US is significantly cheaper than European gas (at its lowest level in 2012, US 
natural gas traded at around one-fifth of European import prices) (International Energy 
Agency, 2012a). The low priced natural gas is reducing coal use in the US which in turn 
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frees up coal for export to Europe where it replaces higher priced gas. The electricity gener-
ated from coal is rising drastically (in Spain it rose by 50%) due to more expensive natural 
gas (The Economist, 2013). According to BP's statistical review of world energy (2012), Eu-
ropean coal consumption increased with 3.3% (compared to a decline in US coal consumption 
of 4.6%).  

So the gas/coal price ratio is affected by shale gas in a way that coal-based power plants 
surpassed gas-based power plants in the merit order. This leads to a situation in which coal-
based power plants are running base-load production, whereas the most modern, new-built 
gas power plants remain unused [8]. So gas plants are turned off and the coal fired plants 
increase production (Brinker, 2012). As coal is more polluting than oil or gas, it seems that 
Europe’s climate policy is now harmed by the shale gas revolution in the US. Clearly shale 
gas is not only transforming the gas regime, it is also putting pressure on the landscape as it 
has made coal a preferred resource.  

Then there is a local economic impact. In the US, shale gas activities have generated jobs. 
Economic activity has increased significantly in areas around shale gas wells. Shale gas pro-
duction has led to jobs. Also supporting services such as hotels and restaurants have benefit-
ted from the shale gas boom in the US  

Shale bubble? 

Critical notes must be made regarding the above economic benefits. Clearly, the economic 
potential of shale gas (and other unconventional resources) is heralded as an energy renais-
sance by politicians, industry proponents and media. But these optimistic claims are ques-
tioned by critics of the shale gas adventure. A report by the Post Carbon Institute (Hughes 
J, 2013) shows  that the metrics used to indicate (and frame) the energy renaissance are not 
telling the true story. These metrics are the estimated volumes of unconventional resources 
(technically recoverable reserves, as used in Table 4) and the rate of consumption. This pro-
vides an indication of how long (in years) shale gas will suffice in energy supply. But in fact, 
two other metrics show a more nuanced story of shale gas and are critically important in 
determining the viability of an energy source. First, the rate of energy supply shows what 
actually is pulled out from the well after the fracking process. According to Hughes J, (2013) 
shale wells face a severe rate of depletion which requires a high pace of drilling and fracking 
to offset the decline rate. He estimated that $42 billion per year (the value of shale gas pro-
duced in 2012 was $32.5 billion) is required to maintain production by drilling over 7000 
wells. As the most productive shale plays and well locations are drilled first, it is highly like-
ly that costs increase. Second, the energy return on energy investment (EROI) is the differ-
ence between the energy input required for the production of shale gas and the energy out-
put of shale gas. The EROI of unconventional resources such as shale gas is argued to be 
much lower than that for conventional resources. Hughes J, (2013) concludes that the US 
dream of drilling and fracking its way to energy independency will not come true. Shale gas 
and other unconventional resources provide a ‘temporary reprieve from having to deal with 
the real problems: fossil fuels are finite, and production of new fossil fuel tends to be increas-

ingly expensive and environmentally damaging.’ It is also argued that the low gas prices in 
the US are due to the enormous increase in supply and a relatively low demand for energy 
because of the economic crisis. In turn, the low gas prices in the US make shale gas produc-
tion a loss-making activity as large investments are required.  
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4.3 European shale gas developments  

4.3.1 Shale gas policy 

Shale gas developments in Europe should be seen against a background of climate targets 
and the energy roadmap towards a low-carbon society in 2050. The main goal is to reduce 
the emission level by 80% (compared with 1990). By implementing measures in several sec-
tors the EU expects an increase of capital investments, less fossil fuel dependency, green jobs 
and an improved air quality (European Commission, 2011).  

Regarding shale gas, in February 2011, the European Council stated that: “In order to fur-
ther enhance its security of supply, Europe's potential for sustainable extraction and use of 

conventional and unconventional (shale gas and oil shale) fossil fuel resources should be as-

sessed.”4 Shale gas is not yet specifically targeted by a policy and it is examined whether the 
environmental impacts of unconventional resources can be managed through existing regula-
tion and policy (European Commission Joint Research Centre, 2012). However, according to 
a report carried out for the European Commission the activities relating to shale gas explora-
tion and production are already covered by EU and national laws and regulations (Philippe, 
2011). So despite its novel character no new regulations are needed to regulate issues around 
the development of shale gas. For example, the water issues are subject to the EU legislation 
under the Water Framework Directive, the Groundwater Directive and the Mining Waste 
Directive. The use of chemicals is dealt with in the REACH5 regulation (Tolbaru, 2012).  

4.3.2 Countries 

Energy companies in many European countries investigate the possibilities of going for shale 
gas because they have seen what happened in the US. Due to the economic crisis govern-
ments might find domestic energy resource attractive. Only Poland and the UK have per-
formed hydraulic fracturing for shale gas extraction. But already a number of European 
member states have expressed interest in developing shale gas resources. These include Po-
land, Germany, the Netherlands, the UK, Spain, Romania, Lithuania, Denmark, Sweden and 
Hungary (European Commission DG Environment, 2012). However, firms in countries out-
side the US face hurdles in replicating the success story (Gold, 2012). Section 4.3.3 will elab-
orate more on this. 

It is interesting to monitor differences in shale gas developments in European countries. The 
largest reserves are found in Poland and France, followed by Norway, Ukraine, Sweden, 
Denmark and the United Kingdom  (International Energy Agency, 2012b). See Figure 16 for 
a map of Europe’s shale gas reserves. As mentioned before, Poland has a potential for shale 
gas exploitation. To date, it has put the biggest effort in shale gas because it has already 
carried out multiple explorations drillings. Poland’s enthusiasm for shale gas also lies in its 
interest in loosening the Russian grip on Polish energy imports. But, recent findings have 
tempered the high expectations. Exploratory drillings by ExxonMobil in Poland have failed 

                                                           
 

4 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_DOC-11-1_en.htm?locale=en 
5 REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemical substances) is the European Community Regu-
lation on chemicals and their safe use.  
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in finding commercial quantities of shale gas (Cienski, 2012)6. It is estimated that France has 
a similar potential as Poland. But, a strong public opposition over the risks and environmen-
tal impact caused by hydraulic fracturing has led the government to announce a moratori-
um, meaning that there will not be any further development of shale gas. The government of 
Bulgaria has done the same.  

 

Figure 16: Major unconventional gas resources in Europe (International Energy Agency, 2012b) 

Critical infrastructure  

Looking into gas production and gas consumption shows the power relation between Europe-
an countries and Russia. Russian natural gas company, Gazprom, supplies natural gas to 
numerous European countries through a network of pipelines that spread from the east to 
the west. This makes European countries largely dependent on Russian gas which accounts 
for 36% of EU’s total gas imports (in 2009)7. Several conflicts show Russia’s dominance in 
the gas market influences European countries. In 2006, the Russia-Ukraine gas conflict was a 
conflict between Russia and Ukraine about the price of natural gas from Gazprom to Ukrain-
ian state company Naftogaz, which facilitates the supply of Russian gas to Europe. The con-
flict resulted in closing the supply from Russia to Ukraine for several days. This event affect-
ed gas supplies to surrounding countries (gas cuts per country: Hungary – 40%: France – 
25%: Austria, Slovakia and Romania – 33%: Poland – 14%)(BBC, 2006). Similar events oc-
curred during the Russia-Belarus gas conflict when Gazprom reduced the gas supply to Bel-
arus with almost a third due to a disagreement over an increase in price. 

The interconnectivity of the European gas infrastructure allows other countries to back up 
for gas cuts from Russia. But its dominance in the natural gas market and the dependency 

                                                           
 

6
 http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/5e883fdc-b94c-11e1-b4d6-00144feabdc0.html#axzz28dqmiDjG 

7
 http://ec.europa.eu/energy/international/russia/russia_en.htm 
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on critical infrastructures in Eastern Europe makes room for thinking about reducing de-
pendency through alternative forms of energy supply in European countries.  

4.3.3 How Europe differs from the US  

Shale gas is widely available in Europe and it is questioned whether the continent has the 
potential to replicate the ‘gas revolution’ of the US. The European major unconventional gas 
fields are shown in Figure 16. However, despite its availability, European shale gas develop-
ment is a tougher case than the US’s situation. Several factors are impeding the development 
of shale gas in Europe. In contrast to the US, Europe has densely populated areas around 
shale gas basins. This inevitably leads to public concerns as a lot of the associated risks and 
consequences of hydraulic fracturing have penetrated into European societies. In the US, 
most shale gas reserves are outside populated areas which do not lead to objections by resi-
dents. Another difference with the US is the fact that in the US shale gas reserves are owned 
by the state, not by the landowners. This avoids the potential incentive landowners could 
have in a case in which they could sell their valuable property to an interested buyer. Due to 
this difference in property rights, the benefits accrue to governments instead of local land-
owners which makes finding public acceptance of shale gas developments hard (Stevens, 
2010).  

Another difference raised by Stevens is the availability of geological knowledge in the US 
which provides a good start for assessing where to drill. The US also have over 150 year of 
experience with on shore drilling for oil and gas. The presence of a lot drilling activities has 
led widely available access to substantial and inexpensive drilling capacity, which is not 
available in Europe. In the infancy in US hydraulic fracturing activities also have been free 
of restrictive regulations [1] [6].  

However, Europe also has factors that favour shale gas developments. Europe is the second-
largest regional gas market in the world with a well-established infrastructure. As the con-
ventional gas reserves are declining and demand is rising, Europe is becoming increasingly 
dependent on states outside Europe. Also gas prices are relatively high compared to North 
America, which makes new gas alternatives interesting (International Energy Agency, 
2012b). Another advantage can be the access to water (required for the fracking process). 
Dependent on the country, this is a favourable factor in Europe [10].  

4.4 Conclusion 

This section addressed the second sub-question: What are the main issues and developments 
with shale gas in Europe? To start with the global energy landscape: global energy demand 
is rapidly rising, especially in emerging economies. While existing fossil fuel reserves are de-
pleting, new technologies allow for the extraction of shale gas. The estimated technically 
recoverable shale gas makes up around 23% of conventional natural gas reserves. On a global 
scale, shale gas makes up around 16% of both conventional and unconventional gas reserves. 
The US case learns about the economic benefits but has also shown what can go wrong with 
shale gas development. Now European states explore the possibilities of this new energy ad-
venture, but the possible negative impacts on society and the environment pose barriers to 
the development of shale gas in Europe. The potential of shale gas is assessed on both a 
transnational and a national level. According to institutions such as the IEA and EU, all 
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identified risks can be mitigated. This also fits the accusation against the EU rebranding gas 
as green energy. In relation to renewable energy, natural gas in general is often promoted as 
an optimal back up for intermittent renewable energy generation, ensuring grid stability dur-
ing times of peak demand in a way that coal or nuclear plants cannot. This justifies the use 
of shale gas.  

There are also some crucial factors which have spurred development in the US but which are 
not present in the European context. Among these factors is that there is not much experi-
ence with on shore drillings in Europe. Also Europe is densely populated which makes public 
concern about health and environmental impacts inevitable. Another difference is that in 
Europe, there is no private ownership of the subsurface which impedes the incentive for 
‘landowners’ to develop shale gas.  

Clearly, shale gas has changed the global energy landscape. Shale gas production in the US 
has changed electricity generation from coal-based to gas-based which in turn frees up coal 
for export to Europe where it replaces higher priced gas. In this context, the switch to shale 
gas reduces emissions in the US while causing emissions in Europe due to increased coal fired 
electricity generation. So the energy market prefers the cheapest resource for electricity gen-
erations. As coal is more polluting than oil or gas, it seems that Europe’s climate policy is 
now harmed by the shale gas revolution in the US. Clearly shale gas is not only transforming 
the gas regime, it is also putting pressure on the landscape as it has made coal a preferred 
resource. Critical notes regarding the economic potential in the US appear at the surface. 
The rapid decline rates, increased costs and the fact that shale gas might require more ener-
gy than it will deliver put up valid questions about the development a ‘shale gas bubble’.  

Remarkable regarding the environmental impact is that researchers’ conflict when it comes 
to determining the greenhouse gas impact, which shows that there is an uncertainty on how 
to assess shale gas. Further research about the carbon footprint of shale gas extraction is 
thus required to eliminate uncertainty about its impact. If the risks associated with shale gas 
production can be mitigated, the climate benefit (reduced carbon emissions) of shale gas is 
mostly dependent on the location where the shale gas is extracted and what the competing 
alternative in the electricity generation sector is. Is the competing option coal (large emission 
reduction) or nuclear (no emission reduction)? In sum, the potentialities and restrictions of 
shale gas seem to be a classic trade-off between public (and private) benefits versus local 
risks. When sustainability is key to future operations one should question whether it is wise 
to invest in finite fossil energy that requires the injection of chemicals and large quantities of 
water into the subsurface. It seems that (shale) gas can only displace emissions rather than 
cut emissions globally and therefore it is not a sustainable long term option for countering 
climate change.  

Landscape pressures are able to change the course of development of shale gas. Specific 
events will be critical in determining the public perception on shale gas as they put pressure 
on current regimes. In the Netherlands, frequent earthquakes due to gas drillings put shale 
gas developments into question. When the drillings escalate and result in casualties, any 
support for shale gas will be wiped away. Another event, more relevant for other European 
countries, is a Russian gas cut. This might make the development of shale gas more likely as 
European countries are largely dependent on Russian gas.  The need for energy independency 
will grow when gas supplies are reduced due to conflicts over price. 
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Chapter

Content analysis 
 

 

‘’Framing does not only define the issue, but it also suggests the solution’’ 
 

Claudia L. Menashe 

Outline 

This section shows the output and results of the CA 
and will provide the answer to sub question: Which 
frames of shale gas exist in Dutch newspapers? First, 
section 5.1 shows a co-word map which outlines a 
first view on which words (lemmas) are dominant in 
the written discourse. Then two types of thematic 
cluster analyses are deployed. The first, in section 
5.2, based on content, reveals the dominant clusters. 
The clusters are illustrated by characteristic quota-
tions from the articles. These clusters also allow for 
an understanding of how shale gas issues developed 
over time which is described in section 5.3. The se-
cond cluster analysis provides knowledge about the 
underlying structure of the debate and is provided in 
section 5.4. Finally, this analysis is interpreted and 
concluded in section 5.5.  
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 Content analysis 5.

5.1 Co-word mapping  

The complete description of the CA is available upon request. Table 6 shows the occurrence 
of frequent words in the corpus. Shale gas is left out here, since this is the topic of analysis. 
All of these words are frequently occurring in the analysed newspaper articles which mean 
that they are important in the discourse around shale gas. Here the word ‘Proefboring’ 
(Dutch for exploratory drilling) is mostly occurring, which can be explained by the fact that 
in the Netherlands there has been a lot debate about whether there should be an exploration 
drilling or not. The co-word map in Figure 17 visualizes the associations that are made with 
shale gas.  

Table 6: Occurence of words in the articles about shale gas 

Lemma Occurence 
PROEFBORING 521 

CUADRILLA 336 
BOXTEL 259 

BORINGEN 195 
BOREN 194 

ONDERZOEK 174 
NEDERLAND 171 

BEDRIJF 168 
WINNING 163 

GEMEENTE 146 
BRABANT 138 
HAAREN 132 

CHEMICALIEN 132 
RISICO 118 

VS 118 
WATER 116 
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Figure 17: Words associated with shale gas in the Netherlands 
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5.2 Thematic cluster analysis based on content 

T-lab is able to recognize distinct clusters based on the co-occurrence of words. These clus-
ters are the underlying themes are topic of the analysed articles. The clusters are named ac-
cording to the most occurring word. Clusters 1: Chemicalien, 2: Cuadrilla, 3: Burgemeester, 
4: Shell, 5: Gemeente and 6: Onderzoek are plotted on factorial axes (See Figure 20). The pi-
chart in Figure 18 shows that overall presence of the clusters is almost equally distributed.  

Table 7 shows lemmas of which a cluster is comprised on the basis of the chi square value. 
The chi square value is a statistical test that indicates the co-occurrence of lemmas in a clus-
ter. The cluster is automatically named after the lemma with the highest chi-square value.  

Table 7: Thematic clusters based on content 

Cluster 1: Chemicalien  Cluster 2: Cuadrilla  Cluster 3: Burgemeester 
        
Lemma Chi 2  Lemma Chi 2  Lemma Chi 2 
chemicaliën               435,045  Cuadrilla                 409,153  burgemeester              179,137 
water                     365,544  PROEFBORING              172,284  vragen                    163,157 
hoge                      175,164  Haaren                    164,523  college                   155,697 
zand                      157,487  bedrijf                   147,908  D66                       142,254 
diepte                    138,131  Boxtel                    147,476  GroenLinks                105,385 
gesteente                 137,587  Helvoirt                  84,626  GS                        87,683 
druk                      116,115  Brabantse                 83,015  provincie                 83,811 
drinkwater                110,055  Britse                    78,556  CDA                       81,716 
kilometer                 95,441  Limburg                   65,683  PvdA                      72,597 
grondwater                91,822  directeur                 59,332  SP                        71,916 
gas                       86,15  Frank_de_Boer            48,661  Veldhovense               71,598 
methaan                   83,002  bouwvergunning            48,102  PVV                       71,357 
gespoten                  78,976  Brabant_Water             45,197  partij                    68,733 
fraccen                   72,925  ministerie                43,411  antwoord                  67,631 
scheuren                  68,571  Hutton_Energy             42,183  wethouders                67,302 
stoffen                   68,571  Engelse                   40,115  Dieren                    61,903 
winnen                    60,891  Zeeland                   37,516  Tongeren                  59,67 
boorputten                60,829  Noord-Brabant             36,901  natuur                    58,831 
leisteen                  57,203  Britse_mijnbouwbedrijf   31,278  Groene                    52,817 
kilometers                54,858  Blackpool                 29,88  standpunt                 51,866 
kraken                    53,026  Dungen                    29,88  Oppositie                 50,744 
        

Cluster 4: Shell  Cluster 5: Gemeente  Cluster 6: Onderzoek 
        
Lemma Chi 2  Lemma Chi 2  Lemma Chi 2 
Shell                     365,742  gemeente                  355,252  Onderzoek                 407,228 
China                     318,949  Rabobank                  179,079  Kamer                     351,516 
_NEWSP_nrc               229,066  Bosch                     163,535  hoorzitting               193,804 
miljard                   208,73  gemeente_Boxtel           158,31  Verhagen                  171,749 
olie                      174,514  tegen                     149,268  minister                  151,909 
Polen                     166,042  ontheffing                138,203  onafhankelijk             128 
VS                        149,325  rechtbank                 124,857  risico                    77,944 
Rusland                   138,597  verlenen                  121,251  Minister_Maxime_Verhagen  70,294 
Europa                    126,87  rechter                   116,931  veiligheid                63,009 
_YEARMONTH_1007          122,23  UITSPRAAK                115,42  schaliegaswinning         60,456 
landen                    113,66  bestuursrechter           106,91  Staatstoezicht            58,759 
_YEARMONTH_1205          109,78  _YEARMONTH_1110          104,275  gevolgen                  58,512 
gas                       108,201  beroep                    99,727  Haag                      56,914 
procent                   104,676  voorlopig                 90,324  Minister_Verhagen         55,297 
wereld                    100,348  tijdelijke                89,722  Mijnen                    52,222 
dollar                    91,431  datacentrum               70,535  Economische_Zaken         44,347 
BHP                       89,747  tijdelijk                 63,02  Europees                  44,164 
_NEWSP_detijd            89,078  definitief                58,268  september                 41,36 
grootste                  84,975  bepaalde                  57,721  onafhankelijkheid         40,944 
Chinese                   82,279  PROEFBORING              53,774  mens                      40,768 

 

Cluster 1: Chemicalien (chemicals) refers to the discourse on the technicalities of shale gas 

production. The production process of shale gas is topic of debate because of its high risks 
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and possible environmental impact. The production process – hydraulic fracturing (fracking) 
– involves injecting (gespoten) a mixture of chemicals, water (water) and sand (zand) under 
high (hoge) pressure (druk) into the shale rocks (gesteente). This process takes place on a 
depth (diepte) of approximately 4 kilometres (kilometers). Criticism arises because the bore-
holes (boorputten) required for extraction (winnen) go through water aquifer (on 300 m. 
depth) which means that the drilling fluid and the extracted gas could possibly leak into the 
groundwater (grondwater). This in turn could affect the drinking water (drinkwater).  

Cluster 2: Cuadrilla refers to the British mining company (Brits mijnbouw bedrijf) Cuadril-

la Resources. This company requested a licence for exploratory drillings (proefboring) in the 
municipality of Boxtel and Haaren (in Helvoirt) in the Dutch province of Noord-Brabant. 
Frank de Boer occurs in this analysis because he is the Dutch director of the company. The 
term BLACKPOOL is associated with Cuadrilla Resources because that is an English village 
where seismic activity occurred after drilling activities of Cuadrilla Resources. 

Cluster 3: Burgemeester (mayor) is associated with local politics in the municipalities 

where exploratory drillings were planned. Political parties (PvdA, SP, Groen Links, D66) 
have raised questions (vragen) to the mayors of the municipalities. This cluster captures the 
political and administrative views towards shale gas and the activities these actors carry out.  

Cluster 4: Shell is the word that points to the developments on a global scale. Shell, an oil 

(olie) and gas company, itself is largely involved in shale gas developments, especially in 
China, where the company has invested billions (miljard) in exploration activities. In this 
context the United States (VS) refer to their shale gas ‘revolution’ which has proved fruitful 
in economic terms. Poland (Polen) is the country in Europe (Europa) with arguably the 
highest potential for shale gas production. Interesting here is the dominant presence of 
_NEWSP_nrc.  Apparently the national newspaper NRC Handelsblad pays more attention 
to the broad global context of shale gas.  

Cluster 5:  Gemeente (municipality) is the Dutch word for municipality. This cluster focus-

es on the local context of the municipality of Boxtel (gemeente Boxtel) and it captures the 
developments on the request of Cuadrilla Resources for a drilling licence (vergunning) in 
Boxtel and Haaren. But, court (rechtbank) has decided to cancel the request, based on a 
procedural issue. Interesting in this cluster is the appearance of Rabobank, a Dutch bank. 
Rabobank opposes exploratory drillings because it has a data centre (datacentrum) near the 
drilling location. It is also involved in supporting the opposition against shale gas.        

Cluster 6: Onderzoek (research) refers to an independent (onafhankelijk) research 

(onderzoek) that was requested in order to investigate the safety (veiligheid) and risks (risi-
co) associated with shale gas production (schaliegaswinning). This cluster groups the devel-
opments around shale gas on a national scale. Minister of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and 
Innovation, Maxime Verhagen, was responsible for the research. In September 2011, the min-
ister had decided that the research has to be tendered on a European level.  
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Figure 18: Pi-chart indicating the equal distribution of the themes present in the articles 

 
Each cluster is explained by describing how the lemmas relate to each other. To illustrate 
each cluster, some quotes from the data set are provided by T-lab that completely supports 
a corresponding cluster. Table 8 shows selected quotes for each cluster. These quotations can 
be found in the corpus which is available upon request.   

Table 8: Illustrative news article quotations 

Cluster 1: Chemicals  ‘’The British company Cuadrilla wants to investigate the extraction of shale gas on locations in 
Boxtel and Haaren. Shale gas is natural gas that can be obtained from shale layers in the subsoil, 
at around 4 km depth using a new method. At high pressure cracks in the rock are created. The 
gas flows through the fractures to the wellbore.’’ 
 
‘’The extraction of the gas is controversial, since it involves injecting chemicals, water and sand 
under high pressure kilometres into the ground into the rock (fracking) in order to release the 
gas.’’ 

Cluster 2: Cuadrilla ‘’Cuadrilla, the British mining company that aims to start with exploratory drillings in December 
in Boxtel for which it obtained a permit, has, according to Verhagen, to adequately take into ac-
count the results of the research on the cause of two recent earthquakes in Blackpool.’’ 
 
‘’An exploratory drilling of the British company Cuadrilla for shale gas in Blackpool is suspended 
as a precaution after a small earthquake. It is the second earthquake in two months. Cuadrilla 
wants to start drilling in North Brabant after the summer.’’ 

Cluster 3: Mayor ‘’GreenLeft and the Party for the Animals of the opposition parties in The House of Representa-
tives and the Province of North Brabant are strongly against exploratory shale gas drillings. Ac-
cording to these parties, the drillings cause risks. For a pilot bore no environmental impact as-
sessment need to be done. If something goes wrong during drilling, it is too late.’’ 
 
‘’Brabant concerned about shale gas drillings. A large majority of the States Provincial in Brabant 
questions the drillings for shale gas in the province. D66, GL, Party for the Animals, the Labour 
Party and the coalition parties CDA and SP want to postpone the drillings. First, the risks must be 
evaluated.‘’ 
 

Cluster 4: Shell ‘’Estimates of the potential vary widely, from 100 billion to 100. 000 billion cubic meters. By com-
parison, the Slochteren gas reserve originally contained approximately 2800 billion cubic meters of 
natural gas. "The big difference between the estimates is because there is hardly any focused re-
search has been done," said Frank van Bergen, geologist at TNO.’’ 
 
‘’Shell invests the next few years at least $ 1 billion per year in shale gas activities in China, a 
country which is expected to accommodate huge reserves. The investment plans are consistent with 
Shell's strategy to grow in the world's largest energy market.’’ 
 
‘’Shell and Chevron have obtained a contract for the development of two shale gas projects in 
Ukraine.’’ 
 
‘’The EIA also states that shale gas is abundant in places that were previously dependent on im-
ports. China, Argentina and the United States top the list, followed by South Africa, Australia, 
Poland, France, Chile, Sweden, Paraguay, Pakistan and India. The largest reserves of conventional 
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gas are currently located in Russia, Iran, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Turkmenistan. According to the 
EIA, the largest shale gas reserves are located in China,  the United States, Argentina, Mexico, 
South Africa and Australia.’’ 

Cluster 5: Municipality ‘’ The municipality of Boxtel has awarded an exemption to Cuadrilla for a test drilling.’’ 
 
‘’The British company Cuadrilla will not appeal to courts judgement that decided that the munici-
pality of Boxtel has to make a new decision about a test drilling for shale gas. The court in Den 
Bosch decided that the municipality of Boxtel was not allowed to grant a temporary exemption for 
the test drilling for shale gas. That is only allowed if the activities are definitively discontinued 
within five years.’’ 

Cluster 6: Research ‘’Opposition to drilling grows. Yesterday, Brabant requested an independent investigation about the 
risks of shale gas in the House of Representatives. Until that time no test drillings may be carried 
out.’’ 
 
‘’Shale gas? Do a trial, say experts in the House of Representatives. A test drilling in Boxtel is 
necessary to estimate the potential of shale gas in the Netherlands. The amount, profitability and 
risks are impossible to assess without testing, said technical experts yesterday in a hearing in the 
House of Representatives.’’ 

5.3 Evolution of the Dutch shale gas discourse 

The data that was used for this CA was comprised of articles attached with variable labels. 
The label *YEARMONTH indicated the year and month of publication. The graph in figure 
Figure 19 shows the clusters of the discourse over time, using the *YEARMONTH label on 
the x-axis. The y-axis shows the composition of clusters on a 100% scale. The timeframe of 
the articles in the dataset is 24 months (the earliest published article of the dataset stems 
from July 2010 and the most recent articles were published in September 2012). Despite the 
relatively short time frame, the media attention for specific themes becomes clear by plotting 
the presence of clusters over time. From this graph the occurrence and media impact of criti-
cal events can be derived.  

In the first month (July 2010), the media attention for shale gas took off in Dutch newspa-
pers. During this month the attention was mostly targeted at the Shell cluster and a little 
bit at the Chemicals cluster. It must be noted that in this month only 1 (long) article was 
published in the national newspaper NRC Handelsblad about global shale gas prospects and 
how this will affect Russian gas exports.  

In 2010, hardly anything was published about shale gas, until news on possible drillings in 
the Province of Brabant reaches local political parties. They find it incomprehensible that 
the Province of Brabant did not object to plans of the Government to drill for shale gas in 
Helvoirt (Gemeente Haaren) and Boxtel. In these months also Cuadrilla Resources enters the 
debate. This company was allowed to explore sites for possible shale gas production. The 
Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation is involved because they partici-
pate in the exploration phase via EBN, which is the Dutch state owned company specialized 
in oil and gas. From this point, Cuadrilla Resources has become a dominant cluster in the 
debate, however, the Cuadrilla cluster seems to gradually decline over the last 24 months. In 
March 2011, it seems most dominant in the discourse. In this month there were strong objec-
tions to shale gas drillings in Boxtel and Gemeente Haaren. The Brabantse Milieufederatie 
(Brabant Environment Federation) and the Rabobank opposed to exploratory drillings of 
Cuadrilla Resources. The Rabobank could have an important say in this debate. The bank 
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has supported the opposition through financing lawyers for the court process. The bank’s 
new data centre settled in Boxtel because of the low risk of earth quakes8.  

The Chemicals cluster is relatively stable regarding the presence in the media discourse. This 
topic has received a bit more attention in the first months. This is explained by the novelty 
of the subject in the Netherlands. When it comes to describing and explaining the subject of 
shale gas, one has to explain the technicalities that come with the production of it and how 
this in turn can lead to environmental and socials risks. Over time, this cluster is always 
present in the media articles, as it reflects the societal concerns of shale gas production.  

Two or three of these clusters are often present in the same newspaper article which means 
that they reflect similar shale gas developments. This is mainly the debate in the municipali-
ties, where opponents were calling for a ban on exploratory drillings and the independent 
research. The latter topic is clearly showed in the Gemeente cluster. The Gemeente cluster 
shows a small peak in October 2011. This month, the Minister of Economic Affairs, Agricul-
ture and Innovation – Maxime Verhagen – announced that he will conduct an independent 
research that investigates the possible adverse effects of shale gas drillings. This provided a 
great relief in the province of Brabant (especially the municipalities of Boxtel, Haaren and 
Helvoirt) because this meant that exploratory drillings of Cuardrilla Resources were post-
poned.  

An interesting development, which cannot be seen in the graph, is the delay of the independ-
ent research. In September 2012 Maxime Verhagen announced that due to high research 
costs, the research go through an EU procurement process for a public tender. The research 
is expected to be ready in summer 2013.  

The Shell cluster shows some interesting peaks in January 2012 (1201) and May 2012 (1205). 
This is explained by global developments related to shale gas. May was the start of quite 
some developments around shale gas potential in China and other parts of the world. Oil 
companies Shell and Chevron have obtained a contract to develop two shale gas projects in 
Ukraine. Especially the national newspapers (Financieel Dagblad, de Volkskrant, Algemeen 
Dagblad) reflect the economic potential of shale gas and the role of Shell. This is also due to 
the IEA report: Golden Rules for a Golden Age of Gas that was published, which gave rise 
to a lot media attention. The report identifies the key environmental and social risks that 
come with the ‘Golden Age of Gas’ and suggests ‘Golden Rules’ that are necessary to ‘realise 
the economic and energy security benefits while meeting public concerns’.  

 

                                                           
 

8
 http://www.milieudefensie.nl/publicaties/down-to-earth-magazine/artikelen/brabant-gasland 
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Figure 19: Cluster contribution to the discourse over time 
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5.4 Thematic cluster analysis based on factorial axis  

The clusters are comprised of different lemmas (words). The graph in Figure 20 shows which 
key words make up a cluster. Remarkable is the group of clusters 2 (Cuadrilla), 3 (Mayor), 5 
(Municipality) and 6 (Research). It seems that there is quite some overlap of words in these 
clusters. These clusters capture the local and national debate on shale gas, whereas clusters 1 
(Chemicals) and 4 (Shell) have a more global focus. 

 

Figure 20: Clusters mapped on factorial axes9  

Crucial in analysing the emerged clusters is interpreting the axes on which they are plotted 
in a way that the graph makes sense. As output of the statistical T-lab analysis they do not 
provide any meaning. The meaning of the axes and how to interpret these is task of the re-
searcher as these axes demonstrate the underlying structures of the discourse. It also sheds 
light on how actors in these clusters view reality and through which lens they view shale gas 
developments. 

Clusters 4 (Shell) and 1 (Chemicals) are both on the left side on the x-axis. Whereas cluster 
1 describes the technical aspects about hydraulic fracturing, cluster 4 is about the global 
shale gas developments. Both clusters provide facts about what shale gas is about, how it 
works, what is its potential and where is it happening. The Shell cluster comprises the de-

                                                           
 

9
 The variance of clusters is explained by the X and Y axes. This figure shows the most significant factorial X and Y axes (the 
Eigenvalues of X = 31,22% and Y = 21,92%). Together, these axes account for 53% of the variance. 
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bate on how shale gas developments could transform energy markets on both a country 
(United States, Poland, and Russia) and global level (Europe, the world). Although the ad-
verse effects of shale gas production are recognized, the language is mostly in economic 
terms.  

In contrast, clusters 2 (Cuadrilla), 3 (Burgemeester), 5 (Gemeente) and 6 (Onderzoek) are on 
the right side on the x-axis. They group together and are all specifically about the Dutch 
shale gas situation. The clusters originate from articles about the local application in Bra-
bant. These clusters distinguish themselves from the left side clusters in the sense that a 
critical attitude towards Dutch shale gas developments is reflected (indicated by the lemma 
tegen which means against). In sum, the x-axis can be interpreted as discourses on the one 
hand about the economic potential of the technology on a global scale and the other hand 
the discourses on a local level about the application and its adverse effects for society and 
the environment.  

The y-axis shows on the upper part a technology centred discourse. Cluster 1 describes the 
technical aspects about hydraulic fracturing and what it brings about in terms of environ-
mental impacts. The group of clusters (2, 3, 5 and, 6) reflect the national and local develop-
ments in the administrative spheres in the Netherlands. This part of the axis is about the 
politics of shale gas. The technology (hydraulic fracturing in combination with horizontal 
drilling) has brought about societal concern, translated in environmental issues such as eco-
logical degradation, air pollution, ground water contamination, land consumption etc. These 
concerns have led to the mobilization of the government and politics which has resulted in a 
study on the impacts of shale gas which is carried out prior to further development.  

In sum, the two axes on which the clusters are plotted seem to address a technology frame 
vs. politics frame (on the y-axis) distinction and a local frame vs. global frame (on the x-
axis) distinction. When it comes to the spheres of global and technology, the discourse occurs 
in economic terms talking about economic potential by referring to relevant cases. The local 
discourse is about the application and politics of the technology. Here the social and ecologi-
cal values are questioned which have activated administrative actors.  

5.5 Conclusion 

The purpose of employing a CA is generating insight in the Dutch newspaper discourse on 
shale gas developments. It has created an impression of the Dutch shale gas development 
and provided an answer to the main question of this chapter: Which frames of shale gas exist 
in Dutch newspapers?  

First of all, T-lab proves to be a useful tool in analysing large amounts of written data (the 
content of 256 Dutch newspaper articles is quantitatively analysed). Especially in an explora-
tive topic such as shale gas, characterized by on-going developments and a relatively young 
debate. The analysis structures the most important events regarding shale gas over time 
which provides a nuanced understanding of its development. It also allows identifying key 
stakeholders and the main issues and developments regarding shale gas. Most valuable for 
understanding the content is the thematic cluster analysis. The underlying structure of the 
debate can be revealed by interpreting how the clusters relate to each other on factorial axes. 
These axes could be viewed as the dimensions of the debate. These dimensions determine 
which frame (or lens) an actor uses to view shale gas developments.  
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The analysis of Dutch newspapers has resulted in the extraction of two dimensions compris-
ing of four frames through which the discourse occurs. The underlying structure in the Dutch 
newspapers seems to address a local vs. global discourse. On the one hand, the possible de-
velopment shale gas in the Netherlands has given rise to local opposition. On the other hand, 
the global frame shows what the potential impact of shale gas can be, based on experiences 
in the US. The other dimension shows a technology vs. politics frame. The technology frame 
captures the writing about technical aspects of shale gas, its potential and its implications. 
The politics frame includes the writings about administrative processes such as the request of 
the exploration license, the role of the municipality, the role of the national government or 
the study about the impacts.  

A critical remark is that due to the novelty of shale gas in the Netherlands and Dutch news-
papers, the CA has to deal with data from a relative short time frame (24 months). This 
makes the results and subject to changes.  
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Chapter

Frames, arguments and coalitions in 
the Netherlands and Denmark 

 

 

‘’When you are convinced of the negative effects of shale gas, then this is your most im-

portant argument and you want this to be topic of discussion.’’ 

Interviewee 

Outline 

This chapter will provide the answer to sub-question 
VI: How are key stakeholders in the Netherlands and 
Denmark framing shale gas developments? Based on 
work of Entman, the FA is applied on the Dutch 
and the Danish case. For each case, the current sta-
tus regarding shale gas is described together with the 
actors involved (see section 6.1 for the Dutch case 
and 6.5 for the Danish case). Subsequently, as a re-
sult from the interviews the perspectives in each 
country are described (see section 6.2 and 6.6). This 
results in the extracted arguments (section 6.3 and 
6.7), corresponding coalitions and the frames they 
promote (0 and 6.8). Additionally the potential effect 
of the identified frames is analysed (see 6.9). The 
final section (6.10) concludes the analysis by looking 
into differences and similarities between the frames.  
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 Frames, arguments and coalitions in the Netherlands 6.

and Denmark 

6.1 Dutch status and stakeholders 

Current status 

Shale gas is widely available in the Netherlands. The Posedonia and Geverik shale for-
mations are potential layers in which shale gas is trapped as can be seen on the map in Fig-
ure 21. On the main developments of shale gas in the Netherlands is already elaborated in 
section 5.3 of the CA. The start of the Dutch shale gas developments is briefly described 
below.   

 

Figure 21: Shale gas formations in the Dutch subsurface: Posidonia shale (blue) and the Geverik 
shale (green) (Zijp & Bergen, 2012).  

In 2009, the government granted a concession to Cuadrilla Resources (Brabant Resources), 
for exploratory drilling to shale gas. With this concession the company could request a per-
mit for drillings in the municipality of Boxtel. The municipality examined this request and 
because it satisfied the legal criteria the permit for exploratory drillings was granted.  This 
permit allowed a temporary exploratory drilling. However, in 2011 the court of ‘s-
Hertogenbosch cancelled the request due to procedural reasons. The court decided to cancel 
the permit for the test drilling based on the fact that a test drilling is not a temporary activ-
ity, meaning that when executing a test drilling the intention is to actually extract shale gas 
on a commercial basis. As a result the municipality had to re-examine the request. But be-
cause the municipality followed normal procedures, they did not see another way to award 
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the permit for a temporary test drilling so they decided not to re-examine the request [3]. 
The temporary status was important, because the municipality wanted to prevent a situation 
in which a permit for exploratory drilling would automatically lead to a permit for perma-
nent drillings. Meanwhile (beginning of 2012) Caudrilla has withdrawn the request for the 
license (which was waiting for approval since September 2010) [1]. At the moment no shale 
gas developments take place in the municipality of Boxtel. But Cuadrilla Resources now also 
investigates the possibilities in new areas in the Noord-Oost Polder10.  

Currently the impact of shale gas in the Netherlands is examined by Witteveen + Bos in a 
consortium with Fugro and Arcadis11 . The investigation is expected to be finished mid-2013. 
This investigation must provide input for the members of the Room of Representatives to 
decide whether to go for shale gas or not. However, a first research plan raised criticism and 
the consortium is accused of consisting being dominated by vested interests12. A remarkable 
finding regarding the public acceptance of shale gas in Dutch society indicates that shale gas 
production in general is accepted. See box 2 for more on this.  

 

 

Critical events 

In the northern provinces of the Netherlands natural gas has been produced over the last 60 
years. Over the years the gas production from the Groningen gas reserve has caused minor 
earthquakes. Early 2013, multiple earthquakes occurred in a short period of time, which led 
to significant media attention and public unrest. In an assessment by the State Supervision 
of Mines, (2013) it is concluded that the annual number of earthquakes and its magnitude 
will increase. There is a relation between the occurrence of earth quakes and the production 
speed. The annual gas production from Slochteren has increased from 20 bcm in 2000 to 50 
bcm in 2011. In this period, the annual number of registered earthquakes with a magnitude 
of 1.5 (Richter scale) or higher increased from on average 4 per year (1991-2002) to 28 per 
year in 2011. There is a chance that earthquakes occur with a magnitude of higher than 3.9 
(which was assumed to be the maximum strength of earthquakes due to gas production from 
the Groningen reserve). The report concludes that the production speed should be lowered in 
order to minimize the risk of seismic activity. These events enlarge the risk of gas production 
and will have an important impact on the debate about shale gas in the Netherlands. It is 

                                                           
 

10
 http://www.binnenlandsbestuur.nl/ruimte-en-milieu/nieuws/proefboringen-schaliegas-in-luttelgeest-en.8917014.lynkx 

11
 http://www.volkskrant.nl/vk/nl/2686/Binnenland/article/detail/3366672/2012/12/20/Witteveen-Bos-gaat-

schaliegasonderzoek-doen.dhtml 
12

 http://www.volkskrant.nl/vk/nl/2664/Nieuws/article/detail/3396509/2013/02/19/Onderzoeksplan-schaliegas-
onacceptabel.dhtml 

A 2012 investigation shows that the Dutch are quite positive about shale gas. According to a survey 
from the Telegraaf, 70% of the respondents (n=4790) agrees with the theorem: We must extract 
shale gas. This majority looks forward to reducing energy prices and less energy dependency. 64% 
would not object to shale gas extraction in their local neighbourhood. Despite the fact that these 
findings are criticized by opponents of shale gas (because of the use of misleading questions), these 
findings of the survey is quite remarkable. Apparently Dutch citizens do not oppose shale gas devel-
opment in the Netherlands. 

Box 2: Shale gas in the Netherlands publicly accepted 
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inevitable that these events are picked up by shale gas opponents to strengthen their argu-
ments.  

A development that works to the advantage of shale gas is the concern of Dutch industry 
actors about energy prices. Pressure on Dutch politics is exercised by the Dutch industry 
leaders. Dutch multinational companies AkzoNobel (paint coatings), DSM (biotechnology 
and chemicals) and Shell (oil and gas) ring the alarm because of the high energy prices for 
industry. They refer to the US, where shale oil and gas is being produced which leads a com-
petitive advantage due to low priced energy13. A possible consequence could be that indus-
trial-actors move their energy-intensive production centres outside Dutch or European bor-
ders due to high energy prices. On the other hand, the European market currently provides 
cheap coal as an alternative for this energy hunger industry. However, some of these compa-
nies also have direct or indirect interests in the extraction of shale gas in Europe. DSM’s 
subsidiary, Hexagon Energy b.v., has obtained a license for a test drilling directed to coal gas 
in the Netherlands (TNO, 2010) while Shell is already involved in shale gas exploration pro-
jects in other countries.  

Unfortunately, these new developments could not be included in the CA and the interviews. 
At the time of data collection these issues were not prominently present in the media and 
the debate.  

Identified stakeholders 

The CA showed which actors are involved in the debate on shale gas in the Netherlands. 
The stakeholders contain NGOs, knowledge-, industry-, and government actors. These are 
shown in Figure 22. The actors coloured in grey have participated in an interview. 

                                                           
 

13
 http://www.nu.nl/beurs/3248939/beurstop-slaat-alarm-energiekosten.html 
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Figure 22: Dutch stakeholders in the field of shale gas 
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Table 9: List of interviewed stakeholders 

Stakeholder Description Interviewee 

Cuadrilla Resources  Cuadrilla Resources is the British mining company that 
requested a license for exploratory shale gas drillings in the 
Netherlands. 
 

Head of communications  

EBN (Energie Beheer 
Nederland) 

EBN is an independent company with the Dutch state as 
its sole shareholder. EBN is represented by the Ministry of 
Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation. Profits 
made by EBN are paid to the Dutch state. EBN partici-
pates in oil and gas exploration and production activities 
for 40%.  
 

Director technology 

Municipality of Boxtel The municipality of Boxtel is where the first license for 
exploratory drillings was awarded. First experiences with 
the legal framework and public resistance where encoun-
tered here.  
 

Head of communications, in-
volved in shale gas affairs.  

Brabantse Milieu Feder-
atie (Brabant Environ-
ment Federation (BMF)) 

The Brabant Environmental Organization  is a foundation 
that strives for a clean environment, vital nature and a 
varied landscape. The foundation covers around 110 volun-
tary groups in the areas of nature, the environment and 
the landscape in Brabant. It is also part of the nature and 
environmental movement in the Netherlands. 
 

Policy worker on  climate and 
energy 

Stichting Schaliegasvrij 
Nederland 
(Shalegasfree Nether-
lands) 

Stichting Schaliegasvrij Nederland is a foundation that 
strives for a ban on the extraction of shale gas. The foun-
dation is a coalition of environmental organizations and 
groups of residents. The foundation wants to counter the 
extraction of unconventional gas and other fossil fuels that 
harm the environment. It promotes public knowledge on the 
adverse effects of shale gas extraction. 
 

Spokes person 

Professor of Geology 
(Rijksuniversiteit Gro-
ningen) 

The professor Geo-Energy, leads the department: Isotope 
research – Energy and Sustainability, part of the faculty 
Mathematics and Natural Science at the Rijksuniversiteit 
Groningen. He has worked for 30 years for oil and gas 
companies Shell and NAM for the exploration of oil- and 
gas production. 
 

Professor of geology 

Organisatie voor Duur-
zame Energie (Dutch for 
Organisation for Renewa-
ble Energy (ODE)) 

Since 1979 is the Organisation for Sustainable Energy 
(ODE; Organisatie voor Duurzame Energie), the national 
organisation of decentralized and cooperative renewable 
energy producers. 
 

Chairman 

Energieonderzoek Cen-
trum Nederland (ECN: 
Energy research center 
the Netherlands)  

ECN is an independent research institute for sustainable 
energy. 

Coordinator policy studies / gas 
market research  

Assistant professor  
(Technical University 
Delft) 

The assistant professor focuses on societal acceptance of 
technologies. This interviewee has no specific relation with 
shale gas.  

Assistant professor / societal 
acceptance  

6.2 Perspectives from the Netherlands 

6.2.1 General attitude towards shale gas 

Prior to the year when the debate on shale gas took off, in 2010, the government unsuspect-
ingly announced shale gas a potential transition fuel. According to the Municipality of Box-
tel, shale gas was presented by the government as an important resource that is needed to 
make the transition from the current situations to a 100% renewable energy society. But the 
commotion, fuelled by environmental groups, lead to questions in the House of Representa-
tives. Clearly there was no consensus on the technical aspects and risks of shale gas. Two 
years later, the general attitudes towards shale gas can be broadly divided into three groups.  
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Against shale gas developments 

The first group has a negative attitude towards shale gas, criticizes and opposes it. People 
are actively (protesting, informing about consequences) or passively engaged. This group 
consists of NGOs concerned with the environment and public health. Among the opponents, 
two types of actors can be distinguished. There are people who might be directly affected by 
shale gas developments. These are the people who live close by a potential drilling site. Local 
initiatives such as Shale gas free Haaren and Shale gas free Boxtel (Shale gas free municipali-
ties) and environmental groups supported by locals have united in Shale gas free Netherlands 
which aims for a ban on shale gas activities (see Figure 23 for the logo symbolizing shale gas 
opposition).  

 

Figure 23: Logo Schaliegas Vrij Nederland 

Then there are people who oppose shale gas because it is a fossil fuel. These people advocate 
sustainability and prefer the use of renewable energy. These actors do not specifically oppose 
shale gas, but rather oppose any investment in fossil fuel development in general. This group 
is represented by the ODE and the BMF. The latter emphasizes: ‘’All efforts that are now 
put in fossil fuels, that do not contribute to a circular economy and renewable energy, are 

efforts which will bring us in trouble in the long term. Our future perspective is that we want 

to switch as soon as possible to renewable energy and we should not put efforts in optimizing 

the use of fossil energy.’’ The directly affected, local citizens also have adopted arguments of 
the ‘general’ opponents of shale gas. This is illustrated by the municipality which interacted 
with opponents of shale gas. The interviewee mentioned that the opposition is broad: ‘’Be-
sides the real activists, regular people are also involved in the opposition. There are people 

that were involved because of a NIMBY interest, but during the discussion they have broad-

ened their opinion and are now totally convinced of the need for sustainable energy.’’ This 
group expects shale gas to bring about negative environmental and health impacts, based on 
experiences in the US and the U.K. The most important argument is that fossil fuels are 
harming the environment and therefore it is not desirable to keep investing in the optimiza-
tion of fossil reserves but rather go for renewable energy alternatives. The actors which are 
actively opposing shale gas development do so by several means e.g. websites, news articles, 
protests, public meetings and social media. Social media seems an important communication 
tool to inform and activate the public. Both local and global developments on shale gas are 
spread via this means such as evidences of the relation between shale gas activities and any 
negative effects. The societal concerns, emphasized by these NGOs, and taken up by the 
media, have put the issue on the political agenda. In the case of Boxtel, this societal re-
sistance made the municipality want to inform their citizens on the technology. In turn, the 
municipality posed questions to the national government.  
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The Netherlands is a gas land 

Then there are actors who emphasize the necessity of gas in Dutch society. The Netherlands 
is a gas land and since gas reserves are declining, it is concerned normal to optimize existing 
reserves or explore new reserves. Natural gas production from small fields is slowly declining 
and exploring shale gas and maintaining gas production aims at counteracting this trend. 
The interviewee from EBN stresses: ´´reserves are being depleted, so there is a need for op-
timization. This is needed because gas contributes to the Dutch treasury’’. Gas is also seen as 
the transition fuel, which we cannot live without. In this respect, shale gas is seen as part of 
the Dutch gas strategy. These actors are not opposing the exploration or production of shale 
gas, provided that it can be produced safely. The latter is a strict precondition which must 
be met. But overall, these actors are convinced that shale gas can be produced safely, with-
out harming public health and environment. Actors mention the Dutch history and extensive 
experience with gas activities and the solid regulatory framework for oil and gas production.  

However, the ‘knowledge’ actors question the potential of shale gas in the Netherlands. As 
shale gas is often described in media as a ‘boom’ (referring to the energy revolution which 
shale gas brought about in the US) they do not think this will occur in the Netherlands. 
Here is referred to the relative small reserves that are present in the Dutch subsurface and 
the differences in geology. But it is also acknowledged that there is little knowledge about 
shale gas yet and therefore they support an exploratory drilling. Their attitude towards shale 
gas in the Netherlands is well described by a quotation from the interviewee of ECN: ‘’re-
garding the costs of shale gas production, we don’t know anything yet. But if in Boxtel, the 

cost of gas production happens to be fraction of the production costs from Slochteren, and 

there are no safety issues, then it would be unfortunate to not extract it.’’ This group of ac-
tors is not actively advocating or opposing shale gas by means of communicating correspond-
ing arguments. They are in the background of the debate, contributing to the knowledge 
around shale gas in the Netherlands or, in the case of EBN, helping to realize actual shale 
gas projects.  

Shale gas opportunity  

The last actor (Cuadrilla Resources) does not differ that much from the previous group with 
regards to the arguments they use. The general perspective is the Netherlands as a gas land 
in which gas is an important transition fuel. Shale gas can make an important contribution 
and a safe production can be guaranteed. This actor is in favour of shale gas because it is 
involved (together with EBN) in producing it. It sees opportunities in shale gas production 
in the Netherlands which is shown by the following quotation: ‘’They (environmental groups) 
think it is outdated to stick to fossil fuels and think we should go forward. But that is an 

issue for politics and not Cuadrilla´s core business. We do not make energy policy; we just 

make use of the opportunities.’’ Different than the other actors using similar arguments, this 
actor also refutes arguments against shale gas. It does so by openly communicating (via their 
website and presentations) about their activities. Compared to the strong opponents it re-
frains from active participation in the online debate and expressing its view towards shale 
gas.  
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6.2.2 Impact of shale gas 

Environmental impact 

Regarding the impact of shale gas, the most dominant perception is that if shale gas is pro-
duced in the Netherlands, it will be done safely, without harming the environment or public 
health. Negative experiences with shale gas in the US have overall created a negative image 
of shale gas. However, according to these actors such experiences will not take place in the 
Netherlands. Actors refer to the solid regulatory framework and control that ensures mini-
mum risks. Combining this argument with the argument of the extensive experience of the 
Dutch gas industry, actors are confident with safe shale gas production. This is illustrated by 
the Professor of Geology, for whom safety is not an issue. However, he does question the 
local disturbance cause by shale gas production: ‘’It can be done safely. But is it worth doing 
considering the effects at the surface? It disturbs the local environment a lot with many drill-

ing locations and transport movements. ‘’ The chairman of the ODE refers to geothermal 
energy, which already applies fracking safely. He states that risks come with any technology, 
also renewable energy technologies. ‘’From a renewable energy strategy, we believe there 
might be an important role for geothermal energy, which also requires hydraulic fracturing. 

So it would be hypocrite to not accept this technology when one is able to do this managea-

ble.’’  

In contrast, opponents of shale gas see the negative impact as the main reason to abandon 
shale gas activities. Evidence of negative environmental and health impacts due to shale gas 
experiences abroad (mainly from the US and the U.K.) is brought forward to argue against 
further development. The use of enormous amounts of water, chemicals, the risk of contami-
nating ground water aquifers and increased transport movements are among factors that 
could bring about a negative environmental impact, health risks and local disturbances. 
These negative impacts and the general belief that fossil fuels should be phased out, make 
shale gas a no-go. Industry claims about being able to produce shale gas in an environmen-
tally sound way without risks for human health are ridiculed. The spokesperson of Shale gas 
free Netherland compares such claims with claims of the tobacco industry several decades 
ago. Here industry came up with a light cigarette, which would be less harmful than the 
normal cigarette. Obviously no cigarette is healthy. 

As already mentioned, the actual operator (Cuadrilla Resources) downplays the local envi-
ronmental impact by emphasizing the temporality of shale gas activities. Also a good well 
design, experience with the technology and strict laws and regulations provide a solid foun-
dation to ensure safety of Cuadrilla’s shale gas operations. According to the interviewee, im-
ages and facts are different aspects which should not be mixed up. A movie such as Gasland, 
in which all negative consequences are put together, contributes to the negative image of 
shale gas, which should be seen separately from the facts.  

Just as the literature in section 4.2.1 showed, among interviewees there is also a conflicting 
understanding about the carbon footprint of shale gas extraction. Whereas shale gas is 
viewed by some as a fuel with a lower carbon footprint compared to coal, opponents see the 
opposite. Methane leakages could occur during shale gas production, which increases the 
greenhouse gas emission, making shale gas less desirable than coal.  
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Economic impact 

Regarding the economic impact, most interviewees think there will not be such a transforma-
tive effect as in the US. The Professor of Geology notes that shale gas will not affect the gas 
price in the Netherlands: ‘’… shale gas only has an effect on price if the reserves are large 
like in North America where the price has dropped considerably. Shale gas in the Nether-

lands, with modest reserves at best, will not affect price and will, unlike LNG, still be de-

pendent on pipeline infrastructure.’’ On the other hand, the interviewee of EBN expects ben-
efits from shale gas production. ‘’We see that in the gas industry in the Netherlands, such 
activities lead to an enormous job creation and employment.’’ 

EBN notes the importance of maintaining the competitiveness of the Dutch industry. The 
interviewee refers to the government intervention in the energy industry, which is criticized 
as fossil fuel subsidies. ‘’If certain countries provide advantages for energy consumption for 
industry, then the Netherlands cannot do nothing, because then the industry will easily move 

abroad.’’  

6.2.3 Views on the energy transition and the relation between shale 

gas and renewables  

Consensus  

All interviewed stakeholders agree on the need for a transition towards a more sustainable 
energy system, but have different interpretations on how this will look like. Based on two 
perspectives – climate change and resource scarcity – the chairman of the ODE concluded 
that there is an urgency to go for renewable energy: ‘’We have to switch to renewable ener-
gy’’ and ‘’from a transition perspective, it is undesirable to invest in fossil fuels’’. Shale gas 
in relation to the energy transition is used in different ways, supporting different arguments. 
For some, shale gas cannot be seen separately from the gas regime of which it is part. In this 
respect, one interviewee questioned whether shale gas relates to sustainability in a different 
way than normal natural gas relates to sustainability.  

Postponement 

Most green NGOs see shale gas activities as a strengthening and optimization of the incum-
bent fossil fuel regime. Just as any fossil fuel activity, shale gas development is believed to 
postpone a transition towards the real renewables. Despite the fact that natural gas is clean-
er than coal or oil, the interviewee from the BMF notes: ‘’gas is no option for the future, we 
prefer a good solution for the future, instead of investing in a ‘half-good’ solution.’’ The or-
ganisation illustrates their view on why shale gas poses risks for sustainability:  ‘’Investing in 
shale gas will slow down the energy transition, which in turn leads to not reaching European 

climate targets, which can become costly. … we will not get a cleaner and more sustainable 

society.’’ The postponement of the energy transition due to potential shale gas development 
is also argued by the other environmental groups. The reasoning behind this view is ex-
plained by the argument that investing in shale gas will divert investments away from devel-
oping renewable energy projects. Also, shale gas is viewed as a lock-in into gas as it requires 
new facilities and infrastructure. In the long term, also shale gas reserves will decline, making 
these infrastructures obsolete while there is a need for investments in infrastructures for re-
newable energy.  
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Benefits of natural (shale) gas 

As described previously, some actors view natural gas as a transition fuel. The interviewee of 
from EBN stated: ‘’Gas will be an inseparable part of the energy transition.’’ Natural gas is 
favoured as a transition fuel as it is the cleanest fossil fuel, and there is an extensive infra-
structure. The climate argument is also used by Cuadrilla Resources which emphasizes the 
potential carbon emission reduction that will help achieve emission targets while decreasing 
energy dependency. The use of gas as a transition fuel is also justified by emphasizing anoth-
er unique characteristic which relates to energy storage because it can serve as a back-up fuel 
for intermittent renewable energy generation. Energy storage is seen as a major problem of 
the sustainable energy system. Here natural gas is an interesting option because it is a stable 
resource, which is can be switched on or off according to demand, next to the renewable en-
ergy system which is fluctuating (see section 4.1.2 for more on this topic). As shale gas is not 
much different than regular natural gas, it contributes to the Dutch position as a gas land. 
However, as the necessity of normal natural gas is stressed by some of these actors, they do 
not emphasize on the need of extra gas i.e. shale gas. There are other existing ways of 
providing sufficient gas supply onto the Dutch gas network such as imports of LNG or gas 
from Norway. Therefore, maintaining the Dutch gas position is already taken care of, and 
the need for becoming self-sufficient in gas supply not an issue in the Netherlands.  

In contrast to those who see shale gas as a threat for renewables, EBN states: ‘’it won’t bite 
each other’’. Regarding the amounts of shale gas and green gas he stated: ‘’I don’t think 
shale gas and green gas will compete each other out of the market’’. On the question whether 
the transition to renewables will be postponed, he explains that with these amounts, that 
will not be the case. When it comes to the potential of shale gas and green gas, the Professor 
of Geology states: ‘’Shale gas has much more impact on the environment than bio gas. But 
both are not capable of replacing the current gas consumption and meeting the future Dutch 

gas needs.’’. But he thinks that shale gas could have a positive effect on the stimulation of 
green alternatives such as bio gas. because when it turns out that the impact of shale gas in 
Boxtel poses a large impact, one will seek for alternatives that are tolerated which do not 
disturb society as much as shale gas.  

Opposition and costs  

On the question how shale gas relates to renewables, actors had different perspectives. Some 
interviewees did not see a direct relation between shale gas development and renewable ener-
gy. In general, as shale gas faces local opposition, this is also the case for renewable energy. 
Renewable energy project also struggle with local opposition. It seems that any energy pro-
ject with local impacts and public benefits (whether it is renewable or fossil) is always risky.  

Price is another often mentioned argument in the relation between shale gas and renewables. 
Both the production of fossil fuels and the development of renewable energy technologies 
require investments. In this respect, the renewable energy innovations are argued to be more 
expensive due to research and development costs and thus need to be financed. The protec-
tion of such innovations from the market comes at the costs of society.  
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6.3 Dutch arguments and coalitions 

The arguments provide a more nuanced picture of which messages make up the frames and 
who is supporting these. The arguments are extracted by the researcher and result out of a 
combination interviews quotations and recurring themes and messages of the interviewees 
that reflect certain frames about shale gas. These arguments help to construct the frames. 
Table 10 shows the arguments and their corresponding coalitions.  

Table 10: Arguments and corresponding coalitions 

 
Arguments Coalitions 

1 ‘Shale gas poses health risks and is a threat to the environment’  
Brabant Environment 
Federation; Shale gas free 
NL; 

2 ‘Shale gas is just another fossil fuel and should not be invested in’ 

Organisation for Renewa-
ble Energy; Brabant Envi-
ronment Federation; Shale 
gas free NL 

3 
‘Shale gas is a contributor to gas as a transition fuel if produced in an environmentally 
sound way’ 

ECN; EBN; municipality 
of Boxtel; Cuadrilla Re-
sources 

4 ‘Shale gas is a necessity and an economic opportunity’ 
Cuadrilla Resources 

5 ‘Shale gas is expected to be a marginal contributor to the gas system’ 
ECN; Professor of Geology 

6 ‘Shale gas impedes developments in renewable energy’ 
Shale gas free NL; Brabant 
Environment Federation 

7 ‘Shale gas helps achieving climate targets’ 
Cuadrilla Resources 

8 
‘Shale gas poses no risks to health and environment due to a solid regulatory framework 
and experience’ 

Cuadrilla Resources;, 
municipality of Boxtel; 
ECN; EBN; Organisation 
for Renewable Energy 

9 ‘Shale gas is a hype’ 
ECN 

10 ‘Shale gas can be a means for increasing energy security’ 
Cuadrilla Resources 

11 ‘Shale gas strengthens the fossil fuel regime’  

Brabant Environment 
Federation; Shale gas free 
NL; Organisation for 
Renewable Energy 

12 ‘Shale gas brings about societal concerns and will therefore not succeed in the Netherlands’ 
Professor of Geology 

13 ‘Shale gas can be produced safely but disturbs the local environment at the surface’  
Professor of Geology 

14 ‘Shale gas as a means to finance a transition 
Cuadrilla Resources 

15 ‘The Netherlands is addicted to gas’  
Shale gas free NL 

16 ‘More knowledge on the potential of shale gas is needed’  
Professor of Geology; ECN; 
EBN; Cuadrilla Resources 

17 ‘It is more desirable to produce domestic resources than importing it’ 
Cuadrilla Resources; ECN 

18 
‘There is a need for optimizing and exploring fossil reserves because domestic natural gas 
production is declining’ 

EBN; Cuadrilla Resources 

19 ‘Shale gas benefits society’ 
Cuadrilla Resources; EBN 

20 ‘Shale gas increases dependency on natural gas 
Shale gas free 
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21 ‘Horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing are a temporary activity 
Cuadrilla Resources 

22 ‘Shale gas is not a necessity because gas can easily be imported’ 
ECN 

23 ‘Media (Gasland) played a role in framing shale gas negatively’ 
Cuadrilla Resources, Pro-
fessor of Geology 

24 ‘As existing reserves are depleting it is desirable to exploit shale gas’  
EBN, Cuadrilla Resources,  

25 ‘The impact of shale gas can be as large as coal or oil due to methane leakages’ 
Shalegasfree Netherlands,  
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6.4 Dutch frames 

The framing functions are identified by interpreting the views of the interviewed Dutch 
stakeholders on shale gas, its impact and how it relates to the transition towards a more 
sustainable energy system. Table 11 shows the identified frames –coded by NL1, NL2 and, 
NL3 - listed by the general definition of problems, the identified causes, conveying a moral 
judgement, and endorsing a solution to the problematic situation.  

Table 11: Dutch frames 

 Frame: NL1 Frame: NL2 Frame: NL 2 
 Shalegasfree Nether-

lands; Brabant Environ-
ment Federation; 
Organisation for Renew-
able Energy; 
 

ECN;  
Prof. Geology; 
EBN;  
Municipality of Boxtel 
 

Cuadrilla Resources;  
EBN 
 

General prob-
lem  definition 

Shale gas activities involve 
high risks for public health 
and the environment and 
should therefore be stopped.  
Shale gas does not contribute 
to ambitions of becoming 
more sustainable.  
 

Shale gas can be produced 
if it meets all environmen-
tal and health regulations.  
Decisions should be based 
on usefulness and necessity 
of shale gas for the Dutch 
energy system 
 
 

Shale gas could be an econom-
ic opportunity and could con-
tribute the Dutch gas system. 
Meanwhile it contributes to 
climate targets and decreasing 
energy dependency.   

Cause Negative consequences of 
shale gas activities in the US 
and U.K show that shale gas 
in the Netherlands is unde-
sirable.  

Conventional fossil reserves 
are declining and success 
stories attract attention 
and generate interest in 
shale gas development in 
the Netherlands.  
However, geological factors 
will probably show that 
shale gas will not contrib-
ute substantially to the 
Dutch gas system. There 
are various other options 
for securing gas supply.  
 

Foreign experiences with shale 
gas have generated interest in 
the extraction in the Nether-
lands, which has a great inter-
est in gas. Shale gas has the 
potential to contribute to the 
Dutch gas system, leading to 
economic benefits since exist-
ing Dutch gas reserves are 
depleting.  
 

Moral judge-
ment 

There is a need for changing 
the current ways of working 
since these prove not to be 
sustainable.  
The Netherlands is addicted 
to gas and investing in fossil 
activities postpones an tran-
sition towards a low carbon 
society and impedes devel-
opment in renewables.  
 

Shale gas production can 
be done safely but is no 
necessity for the Dutch 
energy system. Considering 
all issues with shale gas, 
one should examine wheth-
er its benefits would live up 
to the concerns.  
 
 

It is more desirable to produce 
your own resources than im-
porting it, which is less costly 
and increases energy security. 
Shale gas also has a lower 
carbon impact than coal.  

Action  Shale gas is undesirable but 
should be independently 
examined to identify the 
exact impacts in the Dutch 
context. This should lead to 
a ban on all shale gas activi-
ties. Efforts should be put in 
the development of sustaina-
ble technologies.  

More knowledge is neces-
sary. An exploratory drill-
ing should demonstrate if 
shale gas activities are 
worth considering.  

An exploratory drilling should 
demonstrate if shale gas activi-
ties are worth considering.  
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6.4.1 Dutch frames, arguments and coalitions 

Now the frames, arguments and coalitions are identified, they can be depicted in the research 
synthesis diagram as presented in Figure 5. See Appendix I for an overview of which argu-
ments make up the frames. This results in Figure 24. The diagram shows how the different 
frames relate to each other, which coalitions promote the frames and which arguments make 
up the frames.  The arguments that make up the frames are positioned accordingly. As can 
be seen, some arguments are used within different frames.  

 

Figure 24: Visualisation how of the Dutch frames, coalitions and arguments relate 

Frame NL2 and NL3 have some overlap when it comes to the actors supporting the frames. 
For example, EBN’s view on shale gas cannot clearly be allocated under one specific frame as 
it supports both frames. This can be explained by the uncertainty about the potential of 
shale gas. EBN supports frame NL2 because it sees shale gas extraction as a safe operation 
due to extensive experience. ECN and the professor of geology agree on this, but they ques-
tion the usefulness and necessity. Actors from Frame NL2 and NL3 could become aligned 
when there is more knowledge on the potential of shale gas. The frames also agree on what 
remedy should be endorsed to improve the problematic situation which is employing a test 
drilling.  
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6.5 Danish status and stakeholders 

The starting point for studying the Danish shale gas developments was a general analysis of 
Danish newspaper articles because no detailed CA could be carried out.Therefore, this sec-
tion starts with a brief description of the current status of shale gas developments in Den-
mark.  

Current status 

Denmark has several regions where shale formations are present. The Alum shale spreads 
across the subsurface of Poland, Sweden, Denmark and Norway (see Figure 16). French en-
ergy company Total E&P has showed interest in shale gas production in Denmark14. In 2010, 
the former Danish government granted two licenses for exploring the possibilities in the 
country; one in the northern part of the country (the Municipality of Fredrikshavn in North 
Jutland) and one in the eastern part, north of Copenhagen (North Sealand)(Prossermap & 
Holm, 2011). A company can apply for a licence if an area is free of licences. The licences are 
issued by the minister after consultation with the parliament. When a company obtains a 
licence, there is a work program to which the company commits itself [15]. This involves a 
commitment with the government and the company providing the sole right to explore the 
targeted areas within a certain time frame. Total and the North Sea Fund have committed 
to make one exploration well in the northern part of Jutland15. The exploratory drillings will 
have to show what the amounts of gas are and whether the production is economically via-
ble. Investments in this activity are supported for 80% by Total and 20% by the North Sea 
Fund. The Danish government participates via the North Sea Fund in all oil and gas explo-
ration and production activities. In Figure 25, the two areas coloured orange are the permit-
ted locations for shale gas exploration.  

 

                                                           
 

14
 http://www.skifergas.dk/en/shale-gas-in-denmark.aspx 

15
 http://www.nordsoefonden.dk/skifergas 
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Figure 25: Permits for exploration and production of oil and gas 
(http://www.skifergas.dk/media/160412/skifergas_29_maj_2012_energistyrelsen.pdf) 

Currently the process is halted because there is a lack of drilling rigs on the European conti-
nent. Most land based rigs are currently in use. Total is not able to execute a test drilling 
because it is not able to obtain a rig for the test drilling in North Jutland [10].  

The municipality of Frederikshavn has granted the permit for the test drilling16 as it was not 
violating any local regulation. The first exploration drilling has recently been evaluated by 
the municipality which involved a screening. The screening only covers the impacts of the 
drilling of the well. If this ends up in a success case, and shale gas production becomes the 
goal, then the whole production process will require a full EIA, just as the fracking process 
itself. That will not be done before the exploration phase.17 

Identified stakeholders 

Analysing media articles allowed identifying stakeholders involved in Danish shale gas devel-
opments. The stakeholders contain industry, knowledge, NGO, and government actors. Fig-
ure 26 shows how these stakeholders relate to each other and shale gas in Denmark. Some of 
the stakeholders operate in multiple fields. For example, the North Sea Fund or Concito, 
which operate in the fields of respectively government and industry and knowledge and re-
newable energy. 

                                                           
 

16
 http://www.nordjyske.dk/nyheder/byraad-sagde-baade-ja-og-nej-til-skifergas/4323987d-c68a-494b-89e3-1c5b09b6a9a3/4/1513 

17
 http://frederikshavn.dk/Sider/Skifergas.aspx 
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Figure 26: Danish stakeholders in the field of shale gas 

It was aimed to conduct interviews with all actors depicted in Figure 26. The actors coloured 
in grey participated in the interviews. Others did not respond or did not want to participate. 
Table 12 shows which people within the organisations are interviewed.   
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Table 12: List of interviewed stakeholders 

 

Total is involved with shale gas as the operating actor. As described previously, it has ob-
tained the license to explore the possibilities together with the North Sea Fund. A mix of 
different NGOs has been interviewed which represent international, national and local views 
on the issues regarding shale gas. Whereas Greenpeace is more internationally oriented, the 
DSNC and Skifergas Nej Tak focus are more local based, focusing on local issues. In the 
fields of knowledge and renewable energy, respectively Concito and the OVE are interviewed. 
The first is a green think tank which investigates how a transition towards a low carbon 
society in Denmark and the rest of the world would look like. The OVE is an NGO aiming 
for 100% renewable energy. In the governmental sphere is the DEA interviewed. The agency 
is an implementing body which is part of the political system. It helps informing the minister 
in different energy areas.  

6.6 Perspectives from Denmark 

6.6.1 General attitudes towards shale gas 

Also in Denmark the debate has taken off. Several environmental NGOs express their critical 
views by organising public meetings, websites, and news articles (Rosbach, 2012). Environ-
mental NGOs criticize the way the government issued licenses for test drillings in 2010 be-
cause there was no public debate on the issues that come with shale gas.  

Stakeholder  Interviewee 

Total E&P Energy BV 

The French energy company has permission for drillings 
in two regions in Demark. It partners with Nordsofonden 
(The North Sea Fund) in the shale gas activities and 
takes 80% of investments for its account.  

Senior Coordinator shale gas 

Concito 

Denmark's green think tank which aims to analyse and 
communicate how the transition to a climate-neutral 
society can be best and cheapest in Denmark and in 
other parts of the world. 

Knowledge manager 

Greenpeace Denmark 

Greenpeace is an international environmental organiza-
tion that aims to ‘’ensure the ability of the Earth to 
nurture life in all its diversity’’ by direct action, lobbying 
and research. Greenpeace Denmark has criticized shale 
gas in media.  

Climate and energy expert 

Skifergas Nej Tak 

Activist group that opposes any shale gas activity in 
Denmark by campaigning against shale gas. The group 
contains of a network of local actors and groups that 
engage against shale gas.  

Activist and founder of the plat-
form  

The Danish Society for 

Nature Conservation 

(DSNC) 

The Danish Society for Nature Conservation is the 
largest nature conservation and environmental organiza-
tions in Denmark. The organization envisions a sustain-
able society with a reach and diverse nature and a clean 
and healthy environment. The organisation has criticized 
shale gas in media.  

Climate, Energy, and Transport 
expert 

Danish Energy Agency 

(DEA) 

The Danish Energy Agency engages nationally and 
internationally in production, supply and consumption of 
energy - as well as the efforts to reduce emissions of 
greenhouse gases. 

-Civil Engineer 
-Deputy Director General 
-Head of Media Relations 

Vedvarende Energie (Dan-

ish Organisation for Sus-

tainable Energy (OVE)) 

The Danish Organisation for Sustainable Energy aims 
for 100% renewable energy in Denmark. The organisa-
tions’ main activity is informing about renewable energy, 
energy conservation and ecological issues.  

Political Coordinator  
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In the beginning of 2012, the current minister realised that shale gas has not been debated at 
all in Denmark. It was decided between the minister and the head of the parliamentary 
commission on energy that there should be a briefing about shale gas (What is it? What are 
the risks? What are the rewards of exploring shale gas and may be also producing it?). That 
role set some questions from the parliament to the minister. There was a discussion at that 
time (in April, May and June 2012) and the minister decided that there should no new li-
censes be issued with a target for shale gas [15]. The existing licences should continue. The 
minister said in a letter to the parliament that when new information had been gathered, 
based on experiences from the exploration well in Denmark and new experiences from 
abroad, by the end of 2013 it will be evaluated if new licences could be issued for shale gas 
[15]. These developments have led to three differing views in the debate about shale gas.  

Opposition  

Shale gas activities are opposed by the environmental NGOs because of two reasons which 
reflect their members and followers views. The first argument against shale gas is that it 
imposes risks to the local environment. Methane leakages and ground water pollution could 
have environmental and health consequences. The second, widely heard, argument against 
shale gas falls within a belief that any energy activity that is not sustainable should not be 
carried out. As shale gas is a natural gas it is a fossil fuel and therefore not sustainable. This 
is illustrated by Skifergas Nej Tak: ‘’… the resistance is based in the argument that we are 
against all fossil fuel extraction. Even if shale gas extraction didn’t cause environmental 

risks, we would still be against it. We don’t agree with Denmark extracting oil in the North 

Sea either.’’ See Figure 27 for the logo symbolizing shale gas resistance in Denmark.  

 

Figure 27: Logo Skifergas Nej Tak 

The opponents of shale gas agree that any investment can be done only once. So any dollar 
invested in shale gas exploration is a dollar that better could have spent on the development 
of renewables. Again, this view is illustrated by Skifergas Nej Tak: ‘’You only have a certain 
sum of money to invest in developing new energy sources. If you invest in developing the 

technology for extraction of shale gas you are of course not going to put this in renewable 

energy. So I don’t buy the argument of supporting the development of renewable energy be-

cause it is the cleanest fossil fuel.’’ The two views opposing shale gas activities are nicely 
illustrated by the interviewee from the DSNC: ‘’One is the local environmental issue that is 
concerned with safety issues. People are really concerned about the drinking water. The oth-

er is the national environmental policy. We don’t think shale gas is a way forward for Den-

mark. We are ahead; we are doing really well on energy and the environment. We have plans 

and goals to cut down on fossil fuels, so shale gas shouldn’t be a part of it. We are on track 

of something else so we don’t need shale gas right now.’’ Recognizing and supporting the two 
main arguments against shale gas, an actor could mobilize support for only one argument, as 
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the political coordinator from the OVE illustrates: ‘’We have the position that it is not good 
for the development and the transition towards renewable energy. We are not the ones that 

go into the details about the local environmental problems of shale gas, which is another is-

sue. We basically agree with the environmental NGOs about the additional environmental 

problems… Our basic opinion is that we are promoting a transition of the Danish energy 
system towards renewable energy system and favour efficient and sustainable use of energy. 

As such we don’t see any need for developing shale gas or any other fossil resource any fur-

ther. We believe that the use of shale gas, if it turns out to materialize, will somewhat delay 

the transition towards renewable energy.’’ 

Test drillings or not? 

The process of shale gas development can be broadly divided into two phases: investigation 
of the potential which involves a test drilling and hydraulic fracturing, and the actual pro-
duction which involves commercial extraction. Views on how shale gas developments should 
proceed also differ with regards to this divide. Some of the environmental NGOs want to 
push a ban on the test drillings upfront. Other actors (Total and the DEA) are more re-
served in their expressions and await results of test drillings. These actors want to explore 
the opportunities. The divide in views on how to deal with shale gas is shown by energy 
company Total. The interviewee of this company does not understand why actors want to 
ban test drillings: ‘’For me; to discard completely an energy source upfront without having 
done any investigations does not make any sense.’’ ‘’Let’s do at least the exploration drilling 
to see if it is a subject: yes or no. I am struggling very much to understand the argumenta-

tion why not at least an exploration drilling. Here in Denmark, you have a foreign company 

coming into the country, and willing to invest in your country, to see if there is a potential 

for shale gas. And then there is the argument: yes but you want to make money at a later 

stage. That is true, but if we take the first stage let’s see if there is something. And the next 

step will be, if there is something, to find out whether it can be developed in a good manner. 

The answer may be no in both steps, and then that’s it.’’ As there is little knowledge about 
the Danish shale formations, test drillings are the only means to get insights in its potential. 
This is understandable from Total’s point of view as the company has interest in both explo-
ration and extraction. The government has issued the licenses for test drillings and it there-
fore seems to have a similar position, which is illustrated by an interviewee from the DEA: 
‘’There is a broad political consensus in the parliament that Denmark should get what it can 
from the Danish sub soil.’’  

Self sufficiency 

Another argument that is put forward is future energy safety. According to the DEA and 
Total, Denmark will be a net importer of energy around 2022. But the importance of self-
sufficiency is more a political point rather than a technical issue. The oil crisis in Denmark 
has led to a big desire to be self-sufficient: ‘’This started the production in the North Sea, 
with the desire of not being dependent on resources in the Middle East. This was the political 

driver to become self-sufficient and get the gas production started in the North Sea. … It has 

also been used as an argument, when it comes to renewable energy. As the oil and gas pro-

duction will decline, it is important to increase the share of renewables to replace fossil fuels. 

So not only because of climate considerations, but also to become more self-sufficient.’’ Total 
agrees on the issue of energy self-sufficiency of Denmark: The options are either to cut down 
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on consumption or the import of gas. There is no problem with importing gas climate wise. 

The issue is more on the economic side.’’ The arguments about the need for importing ener-
gy by 2022 are refuted by Greenpeace, who argues that the prognosis of 2022 is based on 
wrong information: ‘’This is in fact a trick, because they base their argument - self-
sufficiency in energy; which is not needed in the first place - on wrong information’’. 

Shale gas opportunity  

Remarkable in the Danish discourse is green think tank Concito, which prefers shale gas over 
biomass. This actor expresses critique on large scale biomass and biogas production within 
Denmark as it generates a larger environmental impact than shale gas. Therefore it sees 
(shale) gas development as a desirable means to meet climate targets to which Denmark has 
committed: ‘’… we are quite positive about shale gas if you can assure that it can compete 
with coal. You have to press coal out of the market by using shale gas. And you also have to 

push biomass out of the market. We really think biomass is a disaster, because it is not car-

bon neutral. We calculated biomass and it happened to be much worse than coal from a cli-

mate point of view. It is just a matter of calculation on how can we cut CO2 emission fast 

and most efficient. And then we use gas, not necessarily shale gas, but gas.’’ 

Concito has members varying from environmental NGOs and agriculture organizations to 
industry actors. The environmental NGOs do not agree with Concito’s viewpoint on shale 
gas. Despite the fact that these stakeholders strive for a more sustainable world, their views 
on shale gas conflict fundamentally. The three interviewed green NGOs which are member of 
Concito, consider withdrawing from the organisation. Concito thinks the environmental 
NGOs cannot adapt their view on shale gas because they expressed critics from the begin-
ning: ‘’I think they ignore it because in a very early stage they said shale gas is a disaster. 
They held public meetings and informed people on the negative consequences. Then we came 

and said; it might be a good idea. And now they cannot turn around. So I think they ignore 

this problem.’’ 

6.6.2 Impact of shale gas 

Differences with the US 

The most dominant view is that shale gas imposes risks to health and environment. The 
negative image stems from the US experience. But, most of the interviewees are convinced 
that the negative consequences of shale gas extraction will not occur in Denmark. The com-
bination of a lack of environmental regulations and a different geology of the shale formation 
has led to a situation in the US that is, according to most actors, hardly likely to happen in 
Denmark. The comparison, for both the environmental and economic impact, is often made 
with the US. These actors are convinced that the Danish environmental legislation prevents 
practices as seen in the US The general idea is that regulations could minimize the chance of 
a risk occurring, but shale gas extraction always remains a risk with major consequences. 
The interviewee from the DEA notes some fundamental differences between Europe and the 
US: ‘’If the shale gas boom will come in Europe, it will not be as fast as in the US There is a 
lack of drilling rigs, and fracking equipment in Europe. In the US there is a high supply of 

drilling rigs. Historically there has been a lot more onshore activity for oil and gas. They are 

much better equipped. However, the equipment we have in Europe is more modern and effi-

cient. If you compare with what has been done in US on the drilling side there has been a 
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huge increase in quality of equipment and quality well construction. That high level of stand-

ards we already have in Europe. Technical, safety and environmental standards are much 

better regulated in Europe than in the US’’ Also is referred to the Danish experience with the 
production technologies. Danish companies have experience with deep drillings in the North 
Sea. A process similar to hydraulic fracturing has been carried out without much concern. 
Some refer to hydraulic fracturing that is required for geothermal energy which is already 
carried out.   

Disagreement on the environmental impact  

The climate benefit is also put forward as an argument in favour of shale gas. This benefit 
suggests that (shale) gas is cleaner than coal. But this issue is at the core of a broader de-
bate on the real carbon footprint of shale gas. Total argues: ‘’we have in Denmark, and also 
other parts in the world, a situation in which we have lot of energy, especially for our elec-

tricity production, that comes from coal fired power plants. If you compare 1kWh produced 

by coal with 1kWh produced by gas, the CO2 emission is approximately 50% lower. Total 
explains the larger impact of shale gas due to accidents in the US as follows: ‘’What has 
happened, especially in the infancy of shale gas, methane leakages occurred. That is one of 

the criticisms of shale gas. Some companies have done a lot of venting of methane gas at the 

end of the fracking period. Then the effect of methane damages the CO2 benefit of shale gas. 

If shale gas is produced in a reasonable manner, then there is no difference between shale 

gas and other natural gasses in terms of CO2 emission. In that sense it could be a very im-

portant contribution to the reduction of CO2’’. The environmental NGOs blame the industry 
actors and the government of propaganda for shale gas in which the environmental impacts 
are downplayed and shale gas is presented as a climate friendly solution for the transition 
towards a sustainable energy system. The interviewee from Skifergas Nej Tak does not agree 
with legitimizing gas at the expense of coal: ‘’I don’t think it is a valid argument, I think it’s 
a shame. Talking about shale gas as a climate friendly solution is lying. That is what the 

government is doing at the moment. I think it is because they know that the transition from 

coal is going to be very difficult if it is fully based on renewables. And now they are trying to 

come up with an excuse for themselves. Right now the electricity production in Denmark is 

60% coal and they are building new wind parks. But there are not many other initiatives that 

are phasing out coal. I think phasing it out by natural gas is an easy way to do it. It is not 

the right way, but it is easy. I think the government realised that they don’t have the money 

to invest at the moment so that is why they might go for shale gas’’. 

The disagreement about the environmental impact is also reflected by Concito’s view on 
water consumption for shale gas production: ‘’One of the arguments is that shale gas produc-
tion requires much water. But per energy unit the water consumption of biomass is at least 

50 times higher. So why don’t you discuss the water consumption of biomass? The water 

consumption in energy production is in general very high. And water use of shale gas pro-

duction is actually one of the lowest. So that argument is absurd.’’ 

Gasland  

According to actors that are interested in the exploration of shale gas (Total, Concito), the 
environmental NGOs base their arguments on cases of the US. The movie Gasland has been 
referred to as a critical factor that shaped opinion of many opponents. Concito notes: ‘’I 
think the NGOs are influenced by the film Gasland. I’ve seen the film and I think it is not 
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true. All the images you see are not at all related to shale gas. The burning tap water is due 

to natural methane in the ground water. It has nothing to do with shale gas. Actually, I think 

some of the knowledge in the media and NGO is based on Gasland. Concito strives for a 

more informed debate.’’ Concito blames shale gas opponents of using data and information 
that is based on the worst case scenario in the US to disparage shale gas developments. To-
tal and Concito also blame NGOs such as Greenpeace to scare the public with incorrect in-
formation: ‘’…we have to stick to realities. Today we are in a situation, in Europe there are 
approximately 38 land based drilling rigs. We are at a moment struggling to find one drilling 

rig for our drilling rig for our exploration well. So to talk about 1000s drilling rigs is not 

relevant. I don’t know where it comes from but I have a strong believe that Greenpeace is 

unnecessarily trying to scare people.’’ (Total).  

6.6.3 Views on the energy transition and the relation between shale 

gas and renewables  

Route towards 2050 

An essential issue regarding the route towards 2050 is described by the DEA ‘’The thing that 
is often forgotten in the discussion is that the society in Denmark and Europe are convinced 

that we have to make a transition towards a more sustainable society in 2050. But the way 

to 2050 is not laid out. We can go there in several ways. In Denmark we now have an 

agreement with detailed initiatives for 2020. But what happens beyond 2020 is still unclear … 

If we are going to see a boom in shale gas, then we will probably use more gas in the coming 

decades that we would have done otherwise, but it will be on the expense of oil and coal.’’ 
The DEA is convinced that politicians are dedicated to eventually get rid of fossil fuels in 
order to get a more stable and reliable energy system.  

Climate targets 

Regarding the energy transition towards a low carbon society, the political climate goals of 
Denmark are a key factor in determining views on shale gas. Besides the European 20-20 
target, the Danish government has committed to the following targets: a phase out of coal 
by 2030, all electricity and heat based on renewable energy and by 2035 and a completely 
sustainable energy system (on the consumption side) by 2050. All interviewed actors see 
these targets as crucial determinants of what to do with shale gas, as illustrated by Concito: 
‘’… the amount of sustainable energy is not a matter of price. It is rather a matter of politi-
cal goals. If you have a goal of 20% renewable energy in Europe by 2020, then that is an 

important factor. Not the price, because the price difference between fossil fuels and renewa-

ble energy is big anyway. The idea that you can compete with fossil fuels is absurd.’’  

As shown by the DEA, the route to achieve the targets is debated. There is a strong divide 
in views on the transition towards a low carbon society in relation to shale gas. On the one 
hand shale gas is seen as a counterproductive and contradicting step in realizing the climate 
targets. Greenpeace, who helped setting up the targets, notes: ‘’It is provoking us that the 
same governments continues to behave like an oil state. And now they try to find out if there 

is shale gas. It is in disharmony with their policy. They want to phase out the fossil fuels, but 

at the same time open up for Denmark to produce more fossil fuels. This is simply contra-

dictory´´. Obviously shale gas does not fit in their view on how to achieve the climate tar-
gets.  
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On the other hand shale gas is seen as a possible means to reach the targets. Shale gas could 
be a bridge towards a future energy system. The climate benefit of shale gas resides in the 
fact that it is a gas, which is, according to advocates, more desirable than coal.  The target 
of phasing out coal could be realised with a switch to shale gas. Concito emphasizes why 
shale gas fits in the Danish climate targets: ‘’Yes, because you can cut emission right now. I 
think the goals in the Danish energy plan are very good, but the means to reach the goal are 

not very good. They are based on biomass and phasing out gas.  I think you could use shale 

gas in Denmark until 2035 because of the reduction potential.’’  

The targets of Denmark are on the consumption side, technically meaning that there could 
be a situation that fossil fuel use is phased out while still producing and exporting fossil fuels 
[15]. This is also a way of framing Denmark as a sustainability frontrunner as it is easier to 
consume renewable energy (because one can also import renewable energy) than producing 
it. Shale gas could thus be produced for export while not fed in the energy system that is 
increasingly more based on renewable energy.  

Green leader 

The actors who watch the shale gas developments with suspicion emphasize the importance 
of Denmark being a ‘green’ leader. Greenpeace mentions that Denmark’s reputation is at 
stake: ‘’The interesting thing with the Danish situation is that you could show other coun-
tries how it could be done. If Denmark wants to have a good reputation regarding renewable 

energy, but in the same time act like an oil state, it will lose the frontrunner advantage. 

That’s my real concern, I think it is stupid. Denmark has a big chance to be a truly front-

runner and show the way, which is very important. We need countries or regions that show 

the way’’. The climate expert from the DSNC also notes that shale gas does not coincide 
with ambitions of a green leader: ‘’the government says Denmark has to be the leader of 
green technology. But then you put all efforts in it and certainly not into shale gas.’’ Accord-
ing to the interviewee from Skifergas Nej Tak, a frontrunner role provides benefits: ‘’The 
benefit of having a good story about yourself regarding sustainability is that it gives credibil-

ity in international negotiations. We have no international power. Denmark tries to play a 

larger role than their actual size in international negotiations. One reason why people led us 

do that is because there is a strong story of Denmark being good in renewable energy. Also 

the European energy commissioner is Danish, Denmark had the COP 15 and so on.’’ But 
the interviewee also notes that this reputation is not as green as it used to be: ‘’… the image 
is cracking a little bit. Denmark used to be a frontrunner, but now there are much more 

countries who are more renewable. The fact that we have so much coal power will not de-

stroy the picture directly, because we are good at selling ourselves as a green country. But it 

is definitely undermining the credibility, which makes it a bit harder in the long run. If you 

get a large shale gas industry in Denmark, they will ruin the credibility even more.’’ Den-
mark’s ‘green leadership’ is also downplayed by Concito: ‘’It’s just a claim. In wind energy 
they are, but Sweden and Norway have a lot more renewable energy than Denmark. Actually 

Denmark is one of the nations in the world with the highest emission per capita.’’ 

Relation with renewables 

The key question in this research is what shale gas development would mean for renewable 
energy. In the US shale gas has led to a decline in the gas price. According to some actors, in 
the end, the market will decide. The least expensive energy alternative will be preferred at 
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the expense of the renewable options. The interviewee from Greenpeace notes: ‘’Shale gas 
comes with a high risk and could undermine the green transition. If the gas price declines 

due to shale gas, it can compete out the true renewables.’’.  

On the other hand it is argued that renewable energy sources such as biogas will not be af-
fected at all. The OVE notes: ‘’Most of the Danish biogas is used for combined heat and 
power production on the spot. It does not feed in the gas network. It is not so that the gas is 

directly competing with biogas. Biogas has a special feed in tariff. They are shielded away 

from the market.’’ 

Regarding the possibility to finance the transition towards a more sustainable society with 
the revenues of shale gas, the interviewee from the DEA explains that this is a general policy 
on hydro carbons. ‘’The Danish society is making money by exploring and producing hydro-
carbons. The last year’s hydrocarbons have contributed greatly to the Danish treasury due to 

taxes. But this is not done directly. There is not something like a renewable energy fund. ‘’ 
The tax revenue from oil and gas production benefits the Danish treasury which in turn con-
tributes to welfare and possibly the development of renewables. Viewing shale gas like any 
other hydrocarbon, it seems that the DEA uses a technology focused approach in assessing 
shale gas, and not a more strategic assessment that recognizes that investments in shale gas 
exploration happen in an era characterised by the transition towards a fossil free Denmark.  

6.7 Danish arguments and coalitions 

Table 13 summarizes the arguments, used by actors to frame shale gas developments in 
Denmark. The arguments and corresponding actor coalitions support different frames. Clus-
tering likeminded arguments and coalitions make up a frame. 

Table 13: Arguments and corresponding actor coalitions 

 
Arguments Coalitions 

1 
‘Shale gas as contributor to gas as a transition fuel if produced in an environmen-
tally sound way’ 

Total; Danish Energy Agency; Concito 

2 
‘The potential of shale gas should not be investigated because if it proves to be 
feasible, nothing can stop commercial extraction’ 

Danish Society for Nature Conservation; 
Skifergas Nej Tak 

3 ‘Shale gas imposes risks and is a threat to the environment’  
Danish Society for Nature Conservation; 
Skifergas Nej Tak; Greenpeace; Organisa-
tion for Sustainable Energy 

4 ‘Shale gas is an economic opportunity’  Total; Danish Energy Agency;  

5 ‘Shale gas impedes developments in renewable energy’  
Danish Society for Nature Conservation; 
Skifergas Nej Tak; Greenpeace; Organisa-
tion for Sustainable Energy 

6 ‘Shale gas is more sustainable than large scale biomass in Denmark’ Concito 

7 ‘Shale gas could replace the damaging coal and oil’ Concito, Total, Danish Energy Agency 

8 ‘Shale gas does not fit the climate targets of 2035 and 2050’ 
Danish Society for Nature Conservation; 
Skifergas Nej Tak; Greenpeace; Organisa-
tion for Sustainable Energy 

9 
‘Shale gas as a solution for emission reduction in Denmark and meeting the climate 
target’ 

Concito; Total  

10 ‘Shale gas as a means of decreasing energy dependency’ Concito; Total 

11 
 
‘Any shale gas activity should be banned’ 

Danish Society for Nature Conservation; 
Skifergas Nej Tak; Greenpeace 
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12 ‘Shale gas will have a larger effect on emission reduction than renewables’ Concito 

13 ‘Shale gas is the same as any other hydrocarbon’  Danish Energy Agency,  

14 ‘The potential of shale gas should be assessed by an exploration drilling’  Total; Danish Energy Agency; Concito 

15 
‘Shale gas as just another fossil fuel and further development should therefore be 
stopped’ 

Danish Society for Nature Conservation; 
Skifergas Nej Tak; Greenpeace; Organisa-
tion for Sustainable Energy 

16 ‘Shale gas has a negative image due to media and bad information’ Total; Concito 

17 ‘Shale gas is a global development and if we don’t develop, others will’ Total; Concito  

18 
‘Shale gas in Denmark can be extracted in an environmentally sound way due to 
better environmental regulations (compared with the US)’ 

Total; Concito; Danish Energy Agency; 
Skifergas Nej Tak; Danish Society for 
Nature Conservation; 

19 ‘Shale gas could be produced for export’ Total; Danish Energy Agency 

20 ‘Shale gas damages the ‘green’ reputation of Denmark’  
Danish Society for Nature Conservation; 
Skifergas Nej Tak; Greenpeace 

21 
‘Shale gas could be used to finance renewable sources and a transition towards a 
low carbon society’  

Total 

22 ‘The process of awarding licences for shale gas was undemocratic’ 
Greenpeace; Danish Society for Nature 
Conservation; Skifergas Nej Tak 

23 ‘Domestic resources are declining so shale gas provides a welcoming alternative’  Total, The Danish Energy Agency 

24 ‘Methane emissions could wipe out the benefits of shale gas compared to coal’ 
Greenpeace, Organisation for Sustainable 
Energy,  
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6.8 Danish frames 

Again, the four functions of a frame are deployed to identify Danish shale gas frames. Table 
14 shows three identified frames.  

Table 14: Danish frames 

Frames: Frame: DK1 Frame: DK2 Frame: DK3 

 Danish Society for Nature 
Conservation;  
Skifergas Nej Tak;  
Greenpeace; 
Organisation for Sustaina-
ble Energy 
 

Total;  
The Danish Energy Agen-
cy 

Concito 
Total 

General prob-
lem definition 

Allowing the exploration of 
shale gas and subsequently 
producing could lead to envi-
ronmental impacts and health 
risks. Also shale gas is just 
another fossil fuel, and is not 
an option for the future. Any 
shale gas (including the test 
drilling) should therefore be 
stopped. Shale gas does not 
contribute to ambitions of 
becoming more sustainable and 
undermines the energy transi-
tion 
 

Shale gas is an interesting but 
complex issue that involves 
societal concerns and uncer-
tainties. It could be an eco-
nomic opportunity and could 
contribute to the Danish gas 
system or export if it can be 
done safely and in an environ-
mentally sound way. 
 

Large scale biomass is targeted 
as one of Denmark’s favoured 
renewable energy sources 
which is not sustainable at all. 
Shale gas is a desirable, easy 
and effective energy source for 
meeting Danish (and Europe-
an) climate targets and the 
phase out of coal and oil. 
Moreover, the environmental 
impact of shale gas is over 
exaggerated 

Cause Negative consequences due to 
shale gas activities abroad 
show that shale gas in the 
Denmark is undesirable. But 
the problem is that cheap 
domestic resources might be 
preferred over more sustaina-
ble alternatives.  
  

The interest in shale gas is 
increasing as domestic reserves 
are declining and it offers 
relatively cheap and stable 
source energy.  

Ambitious climate targets to 
which the Danish government 
committed require a sustaina-
ble energy alternative that 
reduces carbon and phases out 
fossil fuel.  

Moral judge-
ment 

Denmark has committed to 
ambitious climate targets and 
wants to phase out fossil fuels 
so there is no role for shale 
gas. Exploring its potential 
may be harmful. Investing in 
fossil activities postpones an 
energy transition, impedes 
development in renewables and 
damages the ‘green’ reputation 
of Denmark 
 

It is more desirable to produce 
your own resources than im-
porting it, which is less costly 
and increases energy security 
which benefits Danish society. 
Moreover, shale gas has a 
lower carbon impact than coal 
which could help achieving the 
climate targets 
 

It is necessary to phase in 
(shale) gas because the renew-
able capacity cannot grow fast 
enough compared to the phase 
out of fossil energy. It is also 
hypocritical to favour biomass 
over shale gas since the former 
will have a greater negative 
impact  
 
 

Action  Shale gas activities should be 
banned and instead efforts 
should be put in the develop-
ment of sustainable technolo-
gies 
 

Shale gas possibilities should 
be examined. If it can be pro-
duced, all constraints should 
be taken into consideration.   

If shale gas can be extracted in 
Denmark, we should go for 
shale gas and push coal and oil 
out of the market.   
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Frames, arguments and coalitions 

Figure 28 visualises the extracted Danish frames, the coalitions and arguments in one dia-
gram. Frames DK2 and DK3 have the same origin as they differ from DK1 because these 
frames do not oppose shale gas. In practice, this means that some arguments are used under 
both these frames. Frames DK1 and DK2 also have similar arguments. They agree on the 
environmental and safety aspects.  

 

Figure 28: Visualisation of how the Danish frames, coalitions and arguments relate 

Frame DK1 is used by the environmental NGOs. Not surprisingly they cluster by having the 
same views on shale gas developments in Denmark. The other two frames are similar to the 
extent that they not discard shale gas upfront. Here shale gas is favoured based on economic 
and environmental arguments. Remarkable is that Total and Concito have a lot similar out-
ward oriented messages. Also Total seems to support two frames. However, they differ when 
it comes to openly expressing the benefits of shale gas. Total does not (yet) openly express 
the arguments that Concito uses.  Just as EBN in the Dutch case, Total supports two 
frames. An explanation could be that Total stays reticent in putting forward their idea about 
shale gas until there is more evidence of shale gas as a safe activity and has an economic 
potential.  
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6.9 Frame effects and implications for renewable energy innova-

tions 

This section outlines the potential impacts of the identified frames through an explorative 
analysis based on analytical reasoning. This prospective analysis aims to investigate the po-
tential frame effects that are likely to be brought about within the next few years. It must be 
noted no extensive research is done on the socio-technical systems in the Netherlands and 
Denmark.  

6.9.1 Frame effects  

The underlying thought behind the main research question suggests that there is a relation 
between efforts in shale gas developments and resources for renewable energy development. 
As the above analysis has resulted in several frames of reference on which actors’ base their 
arguments about shale gas, this section shows what their effect could be. This in turn affects 
the development of renewable energy innovations. To analyse the frame effects, two aspects 
are considered to be important: the coalition that promotes the frame, and the strength of 
the frame they promote. The power of the coalition is assessed by looking into its position in 
the model. Next, for each frame and coalition, it is assessed to what extend the frame is 
strong enough to evoke similar thoughts and ideas to a potential audience. Both aspects are 
explained below.  

Coalitions and the model of cascading network activation  

Figure 24 and Figure 28 show which coalitions of actors promote a frame. Revealing their 
power relations shows to what extent they are able to influence the debate on shale gas in 
accordance to their frame. The coalitions might be actively promoting their frames of shale 
gas. The frame effect is partly determined the position of the actors in society. An actor coa-
lition with a high position in the model of cascading activation is better able to spread its 
frame to a wide audience. To get an impression of how a specific frame can influence the 
future of shale gas and thus indirectly also sustainable energy innovations, the aim is to look 
into the actor coalitions position and role within the debate by using Entman’s  (2003) mod-
el of cascading network activation (see Figure 29).  

To recap from section 2.2.1: The model of cascading activation shows how influence is exer-
cised and frames are communicated on different levels and on types of actors. It provides 
insight in how actors activate (or mobilize) others and become activated by others. Here 
governmental framings are on top of the hierarchy, meaning that framings of events, issues 
and actors on that level promote and highlight particular perceptions, interpretations and 
solutions that benefit one side while perhaps hindering another. The model shows that it is 
relatively easy to spread ideas (and framings of issues) from the top to bottom levels. This 
implies that ideas (or frames) that start at the top, the administration level, possess the 
greatest strength (Entman, 2003).  

Strength  

Besides looking into the hierarchic position where a frame is expressed, also the effectiveness 
of a frame is assessed which is determined by its strength. According to Entman (2003) a 
strong frames effectively evokes similar thoughts and feelings to its audience. In other words, 
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a strong frame is able to spread its main message among the public and thus has the power 
to influence its audience. A frame is strong when it employs (cultural) resonance and magni-
tude, meaning that the frame should communicate in a frequent and prominent way a mes-
sage that is understandable, noticeable, memorable and emotionally charged.   

6.9.2 The Netherlands  

Frame: NL1 (Shalegasfree Netherlands, BMF, ODE) 

This frame contains of a variety of NGOs and its presence is totally predictable and inevita-
ble (in the same way an opposition emerged against CCS and nuclear energy).  Shalegasfree 
Netherlands, which started as a grass roots organisation, had the ability to kick-start the 
debate in parliament. This activist organisation only focuses on the issues around shale gas. 
The more vested organisations, BMF and ODE, have a broader focus. BMF treats shale gas 
as just another fossil fuel which does not deserve any specific attention. The ODE is not ac-
tively involved in the shale gas debate because its main focus is on renewable energy alterna-
tives.  

The actors are non-governmental and not politically engaged in the debate meaning that 
their influence also might be relatively weak according to the modified model of cascading 
network activation. However, their views spread easily to media (to journalists and newspa-
pers) which in turn reaches the public. The rise of social media has provided a new means to 
easily communicate their frame to a broad public. Concerns of NGOs, politicians, and the 
public have led the Ministry to examine shale gas. Actors in this frame (especially Shalegas-
free Netherlands) have proven to have a significant capacity to mobilize the public and poli-
ticians to undertake action.  

This coalition spreads the message that shale gas development should be stopped. The con-
tent of the frame contains a strong message that is emotionally charged as it is about the 
well-being of people and planet. In other words; the frame’s message and information in-
volves the public. The frame is also strong because its message is not complicated. Images of 
movies about negative experiences abroad help in simplifying the complexity of shale gas 
impacts. People can get the feeling of experiencing the impacts itself. Lay people can easily 
understand why shale gas production could disturb the local environment. Especially in local 
spheres, where people might be affected by shale gas plans, people are not in need of under-
standing why shale gas might be useful or necessary. The frame imitates the experience of 
potential negative impacts on the public by stating that IF shale gas developments are not 
stopped THEN it is likely that people will be affected.   

Frame: NL2 (ECN, Professor of Geology, EBN, Municipality of Boxtel) 

This frame is partly represented by a coalition of knowledge (ECN, RU) and government 
actors (EBN, municipality of Boxtel). The first two actors provide decision makers and other 
elites (such as NGOs) with knowledge. As these both are not convinced of the potential in 
the Netherlands their recommendations will be alike. Both agree on the need for more 
knowledge on this topic. The importance of knowledge actors is showed by the conflict in 
understanding about the carbon footprint of shale gas. The other two actors are character-
ized by not having an own outspoken view on shale gas. The Dutch state, represented by the 
Ministry of Economic Affairs, is the sole shareholder of EBN which shows that this frame is 
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related to the interests of the Ministry. This relation exists on the highest level of the model. 
The municipality of Boxtel is subject to higher authorities when it comes to legislation. As 
the situation in Boxtel showed, a municipality (the lowest tier of governance) cannot stop 
shale gas projects because it is not directly involved in making energy policy. However, mu-
nicipalities can have a say in decision-making processes. As more and more municipalities are 
signing a ‘shale gas free declaration’, municipalities can publicly express their attitude (and 
the attitude of its citizens) towards shale gas. In this way, municipalities can influence plans 
from above.  

This coalition of actors has a favourable position on the ladder of activation. Their position 
suggests that ideas stemming from their frame flow to all other levels of activation which 
means that their message will reach a large public. However, the frame does not deploy reso-
nance and magnitude in the way frame NL1 does (it does not involve its audience). The coa-
lition has a cautious and reserved attitude and their main message (shale gas could be an 
opportunity provided that it can be done safely but a broader discussion on the usefulness 
and necessity is also needed) is neither totally positive nor negative towards shale gas. The 
coalition of actors is also not actively framing the issue in accordance to their interest. How-
ever, the coalition has a close link with the coalition of frame NL3, which could result in the 
frames joining forces.  

Frame: NL3 (Cuadrilla Resources, EBN) 

The last frame is supported by Cuadrilla Resources and EBN. Just as EBN, it is somewhat 
on the background of the debate and not actively expressing (framing) its view on shale gas. 
This frame can be seen as a representative of industry. This frame is to some extent similar 
than frame: NL2, (as EBN and Cuadrilla Resources partner in the test drillings) which pro-
vides a solid position in the constellation of actors in the model. Just as the frame effect of 
NL2, this frames effect will gain strength when there is more certainty about the potential of 
shale gas and when the impact assessment concludes that it is safe to drill. Then the climate 
argument (shale gas reduces emission) strengthens the economic argument (shale gas benefits 
society).  

When including current developments and information about the Dutch situation (not in-
cluded in the initial FA), the effect of these frames becomes more present. Dutch industry 
leaders argue that a high energy price deprives a competitive advantage over the US indus-
try. In the US, the chemical industry enjoys a competitive advantage due to lower priced 
energy (Crooks, 2012). As these Dutch companies are important for the economic activity, 
their arguments can count on support, which fit the frame. In this scenario, the coalition 
promoting this frame is very powerful.  

6.9.3 Denmark 

Frame: DK1 (DSNC, Skifergas Nej Tak, Greenpeace, and OVE) 

Just as the Dutch case, the first frame contains mainly of NGOs opposing to shale gas. Here, 
the Danish Organisation for Nature Conservation and the OVE are both well-established 
organisations. But they are not actively expressing their view towards shale gas to the public 
or higher authorities. In contrast to for example Greenpeace, the DSNC has the legal right to 
complain against decisions taken on the local level (by municipalities). On the other hand, 
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Greenpeace, one of the most appealing international environmental organisations, has started 
a campaign against shale gas. This organisation has close links with government actors (as it 
has helped the Danish government to agree on ambitious climate and energy policy and also 
helps realising it). Skifergas Nej Tak is a grassroots platform established out of local initia-
tives. These people are most actively campaigning against shale gas.  

In sum, the actor coalition promoting this frame is well represented along all layers of the 
model of cascading activation. The effectiveness of this frame has a similar explanation as 
frame NL1:  spreading a consistent (and classic) message about shale gas, which involves the 
audience. As increasingly more people are convinced of the need of sustainable practices, 
their argument is and will be adopted well. Just as Dutch frame: NL1, actors behind this 
frame have contributed effectively to putting the issue of shale gas on the agenda.  

Frame: DK2 (Total, DEA) 

Frame DK2 is adopted by Total, and the DEA, which is an agency under the Ministry of 
Climate, Energy and Building. Just as the Dutch frame, here actors do not (yet) feel the 
needs to express their views to the public (just as frame NL2). This frame of shale gas is 
used high up in the hierarchy of the model. The DEA seems not to strategically assess shale 
gas but rather focus on the technology itself. A strategic assessment might be preferred in a 
period of transition. The message of this frame has a great cultural resonance, and will likely 
reactivate citizens’ negative feelings as the oil crisis in Denmark has led to a big desire to be 
self-sufficient.  

This frame also sees Denmark as a fossil resource exporting country while phasing out fossil 
fuel consumption. In such a scenario, the use of renewables domestically is not affected since 
the targets (on the consumption side) mean that shale gas exploration and production are 
detached from renewable energy production and consumption. Meanwhile the Danish society 
is economically benefitting. However, the effect of this frame will become prevalent when the 
test drillings are carried out.  

Frame: DK3 (Concito, Total) 

Frame DK3 is mainly promoted by Concito. Concito was founded in 2008 by the current 
Danish Minister of Climate, Energy and Building, Martin Lidegaard. As a green think tank 
it cooperates in partnerships between politicians, businesses and citizens (it states on its 
website that it is independent of political and commercial interests). It operates on the re-
search level, providing the government, NGOs, and companies with new knowledge on shale 
gas. Within this frame, Concito downplays arguments regarding the impact of shale gas be-
cause their research shows that carbon impacts of shale gas are over exaggerated. This is a 
peculiar finding key to the definition of this frame. The frame contains a new message in the 
debate, based on a new argument, which might be successful in mobilizing support for shale 
gas development. Again, this is based on the disagreement among researchers about what the 
real impact or shale gas is (see section 4.2.1). This frame is clearly influenced by other re-
searchers’ frames.  Given the position of this actor, such an argument could be adopted by 
decision makers when shale gas production turns out to be economically viable.  
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6.9.4 Modified model of cascading network activation 

Based on the results of the FA and the explorative analysis of the frame effects, Entman’s 
model of cascading network activation can be modified. First of all, the model does not claim 
to be a generic and confirmed theory of how framing works. It arose from studying political 
communication and cascading activation of frames from the US government. It showed how 
a government is able to activate and realise specific policy strategies. This research applied 
the model on shale gas frames which seems legitimate because it reveals how fames are acti-
vated on different levels. 

The modification relates to the significant importance of the lowest tier of the model: the 
public. The results of this research suggest that lay actors (engaged in grassroots organisa-
tions) have played an important role in getting the shale gas implications on the agenda. 
According to Entman (2003), public opinion is typically a dependent variable, as it is in-
formed by media frames. However, sometimes information flows back up to influence upper 
levels (elites) through media. But this is only happens when the news creates the impression 
that the idea is held widely by a large group of the public. So there is an emphasis on top 
down activations, whereas the case of shale gas shows that bottom up activation is equally 
important to get things discussed. In contrast to what the original model suggests, that the 
lowest tier of the model struggles in getting their frames up, this research shows that a rela-
tively small group of lay-actors can be quite effective in spreading their frames. Internet and 
social media have created a stage for people to get their message heard.  

Therefore, grassroots organisations are added to the lowest tier of the cascade. Grass roots 
organisations distinguish themselves from NGOs as they are in the forefront of the debate, 
closely connected with citizens. People involved in grassroots organisations are often people 
who were previously lay people but got affected by a local issue and started mobilising them-
selves. In this model, NGOs are the well-established organisations. But there is a tight rela-
tionship between the two as they often both strive for the same goal. It could be the case 
that grassroots organisations transform into NGOs.  

Also other new types of actors are included in the model, which makes the model applicable 
for other new energy projects. The original model did not allow an inclusion of industry ac-
tors, which often are at the core of a critical event. These are now included as elite, com-
municating by report frames and being subordinate to a government. Research is included as 
a separate and independent level, consisting of experts and scientists. Their scientific frames 
are adopted by governmental actors, other elites and media. Science produces varying argu-
ments in favour or against shale gas. Obviously, actors use these according to their own in-
terest.  

The result can be seen in Figure 29.  
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Figure 29: Model of cascading network activation adapted from Entman (2003) 

6.10 Conclusion 

This section provided the answer to sub-question 4: How are key stakeholders in the Nether-
lands and Denmark framing shale gas developments? In both the Netherlands and Denmark 
there are three frames are extracted (NL1, NL2, NL3, DK1, DK2, DK3). Furthermore is 
elaborated upon the differences and similarities between these frames and the frame effects.  

Dutch frames 

The first Dutch frame: NL1 is mainly supported by NGOs (Shale gas free Netherlands; 

BMF; ODE). Its main message is that shale gas is an undesirable risk. Shale gas activities 
involve high risks for public health and the environment and should therefore be stopped. 
Shale gas also does not contribute to a transition towards a more sustainable energy system. 
The resistance behind this frame is totally predictable and inevitable. Opposition towards 
shale gas activities could be expected, as is the case with any energy project with local im-
pacts and public benefits (whether it is renewable or fossil such as carbon capture and se-
questration or wind turbine projects). The frame proves effective in mobilizing support 
against shale gas development in the Netherlands by emphasizing the consequences and 
makes them more salient. However, a recent survey by the Telegraaf indicated that there is 
quite some societal support for shale gas drillings among its readers.  

The second frame: NL2 is supported by knowledge (ECN; Professor of Geology), govern-

ment (municipality of Boxtel) and semi-industry actors (EBN). This coalition is convinced 
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that shale gas can be produced in a safe and environmentally sound way due to experience 
and a solid regulatory framework. But the knowledge actors question whether shale gas is a 
real necessity for the Dutch energy system. The potential of shale gas is also questioned and 
therefore more knowledge and test drillings will be required, which will provide a basis for 
further debate on shale gas development. The interest in shale gas comes from depleting do-
mestic reserves. The climate benefit of shale gas resides in the competing alternative (is it 
coal or nuclear?) of shale gas on the energy market.  

The third frame: NL3 is quite similar to the previous with regards to the safety of shale gas 

operations. This frame is supported industry actors (Cuadrilla; EBN) and, other than the 
previous frame, foresees an economic (and business) opportunity in Dutch shale gas produc-
tion. Shale gas is seen as a clean fossil fuel with carbon reduction potential. Moreover, exist-
ing reserves are depleting which makes the case for exploiting new reserves. A test drilling is 
the required solution to take away uncertainties.  

Danish frames 

The first frame: DK1 is similar to frame NL1 which opposes any shale gas activity and 

contains a variety of NGOs (DSNC, Skifergas Nej Tak, Greenpeace, and OVE). Shale gas is 
a no-go because it imposes risks, does not fit in the sustainability goals and threatens the 
development of renewables. This frame discards shale gas and its technology beforehand. By 
voicing concerns opposition is mobilized, which has effectively put shale gas on the political 
agenda.  

The second frame: DK2 is supported an industry (Total Energy) and government actor 

(DEA). Shale gas is viewed as a complex issue but possibly an economic opportunity (also 
for export) as domestic reserves are declining. Meanwhile, shale gas could contribute to re-
ducing greenhouse gas emissions. But in order to take away uncertainties more knowledge is 
needed on the potential, therefore test drillings are required. Just as frame NL2, the support-
ers of this frame are not (yet) actively framing the issue according to their interest to the 
public. But, the inward oriented arguments could show a different picture. Lobby interac-
tions within this coalition and politics could aim at recruiting ‘members’ that help mobilizing 
societal support. Of course there processes are less visible from the outside.  

The third frame: DK3 views shale gas as a desirable energy solution and is promoted by 

green think tank Concito and Total. Shale gas here is framed as an effective means to reach 
the same goal that renewable energy pursues, namely: emission reduction and energy securi-
ty. (Shale) gas can be effectively phased in to phase out coal. The frame is based on a com-
parison with an alternative (biomass) for shale gas in the transition away from fossil fuels 
which states that phasing in shale gas would be better in terms of greenhouse gas reduction, 
than increasing biomass use. This frame (or actor) also downplays the potential environmen-
tal effects. The negative consequences of shale gas are based on wrong information, exagger-
ated and negatively framed in media. As can be seen for the Danish case, Total promotes 
two frames (DK2 and DK3) which indicate the thin line between DK2 and DK3.  

Frame differences, similarities and effects 

Some of the frames correspond or overlap (the message of frame NL1 corresponds with DK1 
and frame NL2 corresponds with DK2) whereas others differ. The similarities and differences 
of the frames are the result of the used arguments that support and make up the frames. 
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Figure 24 and Figure 28 provide an overview of which arguments are used by coalitions to 
support their frame. So the frames differ according to the arguments they use.  

It can be seen that frames NL1 and DK 1 both use similar arguments that support the 
frame. The frames have the same problem definition which leads a similar solution to the 
defined problem i.e. stop shale gas activities. Also the coalitions of actors promoting the 
frames have a like-minded background. Salient aspects that are selected to make the argu-
ments to oppose shale gas are about the impact of operations and the belief that shale gas 
does not fit in ambitions for a sustainable future. These views on shale gas align with the 
general arguments against shale gas developments. A difference between these frames be-
comes visible when looking for country specific arguments against shale gas. Within DK1 a 
widely used argument is that shale gas could damage the ‘green’ reputation of Denmark (see 
argument 20).  Within NL1, opponents argue that shale gas plans show that the Netherlands 
is addicted to gas (see argument 15).  

Frames NL2 and DK2 both believe that shale gas operations can be done in a safe way, 
without harming the environment or posing health risks. Within both frames, shale gas is 
seen as a potential economic opportunity which could contribute to gas as a transition fuel. 
There is a consensus among actors that solid regulations and experience with drillings mini-
mizes the chance of risks. But the uncertainty about the impact and potential call for a test 
drilling (see Table 15) However, within frame: NL2, it is argued that shale gas easily disturbs 
local communities due to the high population density in the Netherlands, which could be a 
show-stopper (see argument 12 and 13). In contrast to frame DK2, the necessity of shale gas 
is questioned in frame NL2 (see arguments 5 and 22). Both frames state an interest for shale 
gas that resides in the decline of domestic reserves. But both frames are not actively ‘framed’ 
by its promoters. This can be explained by the uncertainties about the potential and there-
fore the coalitions argue that the shale gas opportunities need to be investigated by a test 
drilling.  

The remaining two frames (NL3 and DK3) both contain outspoken proponents of shale gas. 
Both coalitions have different backgrounds (NGO and industry). They differ to the extent 
they are actively promoting their frame. Due to the current uncertainty, frames DK2& NL2 
are dispersed from frames NL3 and DK3. But when uncertainty about shale gas is reduced 
then these frames’ climate argument (shale gas reduces emission) strengthens the economic 
argument (shale gas benefits society). The effect of framing both economic and climate po-
tentials has a great strength and could lead the coalition’s purpose: shale gas development.  

Distribution of used arguments  

Comparing similar frames by looking into their arguments provides interesting insights. Us-
ing this approach of following the arguments, it can also be traced how similar arguments 
are used to promote different frames. Table 15 shows which arguments are used under the 6 
frames.  The arguments are clustered on generalizing themes which means that different ar-
guments can be captured under a general term. The table shows which arguments make up 
the clustered argument. So for example, the depletion argument (argument 24 for the Dutch 
case and argument 23 for the Danish case) are supported by actors in 4 frames. As the total 
number of frames is 6, the depletion argument is used by 67% of the frames. Thus the per-
centages indicate the relative importance of the arguments used between the frames.  
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Table 15: Distribution of clustered arguments 

Clustered arguments Dutch arguments Danish arguments Number of 
frames in which 
the arguments 
are used 

% 
used  

Depletion 24 23 4 67% 

Positive for climate 3,7 1,7,9 4 67% 

Negative for climate 25 8,24 3 50% 

Safety 8 18 6 100% 

Economic opportunity 4,19 4,19 4 67% 

Green reputation  20 1 16% 

Need for a test drilling 16, 18 14 4 67% 

 

The higher the percentage, the broader the argument is supported. A broad support for an 
argument shows that it is widely adopted and will not cause any issues. So from Table 15 it 
can be seen that most clustered arguments are widely adopted among frames. 67% of all 
identified frames argue that depletion, the climate benefit, the economic opportunity and the 
need for a test drilling justify shale gas activities. All frames contain the argument that shale 
gas in either the Netherlands or Denmark can be done safely. Within only half of the frames, 
shale gas activities are not accepted due to the climate risks. These numbers indicate that 
positive arguments about shale gas prevail.  
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Chapter

Conclusion and discussion 
 

 

‘’The US have an enormous competitive advantage due to cheap energy’’ 
 

Ton Büchner - CEO AkzoNobel  
on behalf of Dutch industry actors 

  

Outline 

This concluding chapter will provide an answer to 
the main research question based on the FA. How 
are shale gas developments framed in relation to 

renewable energy in the Netherlands and Denmark? 

This is done through referring to the identified 
frames (section 7.1) and the findings about the 
frames (7.2) and cases (7.3). Furthermore this chap-
ter discusses the implications of this research (7.4), 
the meaning of the findings (7.5), the theory and 
methods and limitations (7.6). This chapter ends 
with some directions for future research (7.7).  
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 Conclusion 7.

7.1 Shale gas frames in relation to renewable energy 

On the basis of the results of this research, it can be concluded that shale gas developments 
in general, and in relation to renewable energy, are opposed, questioned and welcomed. The 
FA resulted in the identification of 3 Dutch and 3 Danish shale gas frames. See Table 11 on 
page 76 and Table 14 on page 90 to for a complete overview of the identified frames with the 
corresponding actor coalitions. The frames are based on 16 interviews with Dutch (9) and 
Danish (7) key stakeholders in the fields of industry, government, knowledge, renewable en-
ergy, NGOs and, local community which provided insight  in how these actors view and 
strategically frame shale gas. The frames were identified by using Entman’s four frame as-
pects: a problem definition, identifying a cause, conveying a moral judgement and, endorsing 
remedies to the problematic situation. The frames and cases (NL & DK) exhibit mutual 
similarities and differences which are explained in section 7.2 and 7.3. These similarities and 
differences are due to the use of specific arguments that coalitions use to support their frame 
of reference.  

The results show that within frame NL1 and DK1 shale gas is opposed due to risks for 
health and environment and because it undermines the energy transition. Shale gas is a no-
go and any activity should be stopped or banned. From this perspective, shale gas is framed 
as a threat to the development of renewable energy innovations. The messages of these 
frames have a great cultural resonance, and will likely activate citizens’ negative feelings by 
emphasizing negative effects. Frame NL2 views shale gas as a potential opportunity provided 
that it can be done safely but a broader discussion on the usefulness and necessity is also 
needed. However, the only way to find out the true potential is executing a test drilling. 
Frame NL3 entails an outspoken message about shale gas as an economic opportunity with 
advantages that are also brought about by renewable energy. From this perspective, shale 
gas could be a means to reach climate targets. Within frame NL2 and NL3 the interest in 
shale gas is shown by the fact that depleting domestic reserves are emphasized. Danish frame 
DK2 views shale gas as a complex but safe opportunity. Through frame DK3 shale gas is 
viewed as a desirable, easy and effective means to gain both economic and ecologic benefits. 
Frame DK2 and DK3 view shale gas as an alternative that could be used to phase out more 
polluting fossil fuels (coal) and achieve emission reduction targets.  

Effect  

It was hypothesized that a focus on shale gas development potentially takes away resources 
for the development of renewable energy innovations. Frames NL1 and DK2 confirm this 
statement. On the other hand, the economic and environment argument from other frames 
will overrule the debate depending on critical events such as the results of test drillings (in 
Denmark and the Netherlands) or seismic activity (in the Netherlands) that influences the 
debate and thus complicates development. When the results of a test drilling prove that sig-
nificant amounts of shale gas can be extracted in an economically feasible way, the safety 
argument, the climate benefit argument and the economic arguments will strengthen and 
melt into each other. In such a scenario, the economic benefits will pile up, making shale gas 
development more likely because this would create a powerful alliance, containing regime 
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actors, with a favourable position on the ladder of cascading activation. Already 67% of the 
identified frames argue that depletion, the climate benefit, the economic opportunity justify 
shale gas activities. It can be concluded that these developments create a dilemma for deci-
sion makers.  

7.2 Frame findings: consensus and conflicts 

What the frames have in common is that clearly all views on shale gas are motivated by 
developments in the US. Both the positive and negative consequences are invoked to base 
actors’ main message on. The moral judgements of shale gas always seem to reside in either 
environmental (greenhouse gas potential, high risks, local disturbances, water use) or eco-
nomic (energy security, independency, economic benefits, employment) arguments.  

Delaying the transition 

It is found that there is a consensus among opponents of shale gas as these actors in both 
Denmark and the Netherlands have similar reasons for being against its development. This is 
reflected by frame NL1 and DK1 in which shale gas development are opposed because it in-
volves risks for health and environment and it conflicts with the idea of the need of a transi-
tion towards a sustainable, low-carbon society. Both the local environmental impact and the 
broader sustainability arguments make people and organisations oppose to shale gas devel-
opments in Denmark and the Netherlands. Shale gas is seen is a barrier to the development 
of renewable energy and thus a postponement of the true transition. In both cases, the op-
posing frames have proven to be important in agenda setting. But on the other hand, the 
presence of these coalitions and their efforts in opposing shale gas are not unexpected. De-
spite the fact that actors in this network are dispersed, their arguments have developed in a 
central message within a strong and consistent frame.  

Interest in shale gas 

The argument of the depletion of existing reserves is put forward within the frames that not 
discard shale gas (NL2, 3 & DK2, 3). By emphasizing the decline of domestic reserves, it is 
implied that energy self-sufficiency is required which legitimizes the search for shale gas. 
Economic arguments such as benefits for industry, deployment or filling the treasury are 
combined with climate benefits. Moreover, it is not a coincidence that these frames are sup-
ported by regime actors that have interest in maintaining or optimizing the regime.  

Climate argument  

Several conclusions can be made based on the use the climate argument. The climate argu-
ment is used to support different frames. Consistent with the findings of the technical analy-
sis on the environmental impact (see section 4.2.1), Dutch and Danish coalitions pose both 
positive effects (greenhouse gas emission reduction due to a switch from coal to gas) and 
negative consequences (increased indirect greenhouse gas emissions due to methane leakage) 
to argue in favour or against shale gas. These conflicting perspectives are at the core of the 
disagreement between the NL1 and DK1 frame and the other frames. Both sides of the story 
contain a truth. It seems that the climate ‘potential’ of shale gas depends on the location of 
extraction. Emission reduction can be achieved when shale gas extraction is carried out safe-
ly (without methane leakage) on a location where the competing energy alternative has a 
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larger environmental impact (coal, oil). This makes coal based countries such as the US and 
Poland favourable for shale gas production because they can achieve significant emission 
reductions.  

Looking into the specific arguments, the positive climate argument is used in 67% of the 
Dutch and Danish frames, which shows that there is quite some support for shale gas as a 
means for the transition. It seems that the positive climate argument is only used if actors 
assume (or are convinced) that shale gas can be done safely. This positive attitude towards 
shale gas as a transition fuel is reflected by the finding that all of the frames promote the 
argument that if shale gas will be developed in the Netherlands or Denmark, it will be done 
in a sound way. It can be concluded that there is a general belief that shale gas operations in 
Denmark and the Netherlands can be done safely. Even environmental NGOs are convinced 
that environmental regulations do not allow environmental disasters as happened in the US 
(however, they do not see the need to take the risk). The argument about shale gas wiping 
away the climate benefit of natural gas is promoted within half of the frames.  

Downplaying critics 

Within frames NL3 and DK3 the potential risks and impacts are downplayed. According to 
the actors promoting these frames, the negative consequences of shale gas are magnified 
trough media frames. This conflict is highlighted by stakeholders’ opinion on the role of me-
dia. Interviewees indicated that media had a large influence on the debate. Most stakeholders 
mention the documentary Gasland as an important mobilizer of opposition to shale gas de-
velopment, while shale gas advocates see the documentary as a means to scare people with 
wrong information.  

7.3 Case findings 

Besides the frames showing mutual differences and similarities, this study also shows differ-
ences and similarities between the Netherlands and Denmark. Studying the Dutch and Dan-
ish situation has provided insight in differences and similarities between a country with rela-
tively high sustainability performance and a country with (vested) interests in natural gas. 
This study did not find substantial differences in the way key stakeholders view shale gas 
developments, but it shows that their arguments differ.  

Sustainability land vs. Gas land  

The results do not support the expectations that Denmark, as a sustainability land, would 
disapprove shale gas. A remarkable counterintuitive result is that in the case of the Nether-
lands, which is perceived as a typical gas land, relatively more opposition is shown than in 
Denmark. Opponents of shale gas are actively engaged in the debate by expressing their 
view. Dutch media pays much attention to the issue. Also in the Dutch situation any shale 
gas activity is halted, while in Denmark it is decided to have a discussion after test drillings 
generate insight in the potential of shale gas. Furthermore, in Denmark, a frontrunner in 
wind power and bio-energy with a ‘green reputation’ is promoting a frame in favour of the 
development of shale gas at the expense of biomass. This finding is shown by frame DK3 
that argues in favour of shale gas. The frame is based on a comparison with an alternative 
for shale gas in the transition away from fossil fuels which states that phasing in shale gas 
would be better in terms of greenhouse gas reduction, than increasing biomass use. Behind 
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this reasoning is a scientific framing of shale gas which argues that it is beneficial when it 
comes to greenhouse gas emissions. And it is also necessary to phase in shale gas because the 
renewable capacity cannot grow fast enough compared to the phase out of fossil energy. It 
seems that this is again a result of the disagreement on the true shale gas’ footprint. An ex-
planation for this finding is the coalition that promotes this frame (DK3), which is green 
think tank Concito. This actor is the major force behind this frame. It must be noted that 
this frame represents an international perspective on shale gas, and not specifically a Danish 
perspective.  But, such a clearly outspoken positive attitude towards shale gas from a stake-
holder concerned with sustainability issues could not be found in the Dutch discourse.  

Green reputation 

In Denmark, opponents of shale gas (frame DK1) often referred to the green reputation of 
the country and its ambitious climate targets. The coalition beliefs Denmark has to show the 
way in the field of sustainability. Shale gas activities would undermine and damage the 
country’s green reputation as it is in disharmony with their ambitious policy. This argument 
cannot be used in the Netherlands as there is no such reputation. The Netherland rather has 
a reputation as a gas land, which is used as one of the main causes within frame NL1 of the 
interest in shale gas.   

Reserved coalitions  

Regarding the industry and government actors in the Netherlands and Denmark, it can be 
concluded that they are quite reserved in framing (their position towards) shale gas. They 
are not (yet) actively engaged in expressing their views towards shale gas in accordance to 
their interests. The reason for this might reside in the fact that shale gas is characterised by 
societal concerns and uncertainty about its benefits and potential. In both countries there are 
some steps to be made before those actors have a clearer reason to frame shale gas such as 
the impact assessment and test drillings. After these events there will be less uncertainty 
because more will be known about the potential and impacts. Therefore it is likely that this 
attitude will change after more clarity is created.  

Critical pressures 

Frames and framing processes are considered to be important for understanding how strate-
gic interests influence the development of a novel technology. However, this research also 
shows that not everything is influenced by strategic frames. From a MLP perspective, land-
scape factors will be critical in determining the future of shale gas. For example, earthquakes 
due to conventional drillings in the Netherlands are food for thought in the Dutch debate on 
shale gas. Also, European dependency on Russian gas supply is a factor that can increase the 
support for shale gas as a means to create more energy independency. Also political deci-
sions, based on climate targets could make it hard to develop shale gas. The progress of shale 
gas development in the Netherlands and Denmark differs due a difference in the procedure: a 
simple decision. At the basis of executing a test drilling in Denmark there was a straight 
forward political decision to do it. In the Netherlands the minister decided not to do a test 
drilling before further inspection. However, politics might become influenced by influential 
industry alliances, which urge for cheaper energy by referring to the competitive advantage 
of US industry achieved by shale gas exploitation. Due to the importance of these actors for 
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the Dutch economy, the economic arguments might become more dominant in the debate 
which strengthens frames NL2 and NL3. 

7.4 Research implications 

This thesis has several implications on research on sustainability transitions, and in particu-
lar to the MLP framework. It also elaborates on the application of Entman’s model of cas-
cading network activation onto energy projects.  

MLP 

A transition strategy involves the transformation of a regime. Important for understanding 
such a transition and designing a corresponding transition strategy is the ability to identify 
and represent a regime. As pointed out by Jensen (2012), regime actors interpret their con-
text – the regime – differently, something that is underexposed in transition theory. Actors 
tend to have an own self-centred interpretation and navigate according to their situated in-
terests. This is problematic because in practice, new energy policy on shale gas is likely to be 
informed by strong representations and frames that succeed in becoming dominant (or heg-
emonic) and not by representations of regimes that are articulated by researchers who aim to 
meet academic standards.  

It is too early to conclude from the results of this study that the frames expressed by the 
more powerful actors are more likely to be adopted in real world politics. As the issue of 
shale gas is still under debate and, in both countries, no decision has been made yet regard-
ing shale gas production. But because representations of regimes are constructed through 
framing processes which are guided by vested interests, experiences and identities, it is likely 
that these ‘vested interests’ frame the problem definition. In such a scenario, the frame that 
defines the problem and suggests the solution in accordance with the situated actors with 
vested interests will be adopted. Currently, recent developments in the Dutch case (the in-
volvement of industry actors in the debate) show that a strong coalition of actors will inform 
(and influence) decision-making on the need for shale gas development in the Netherlands. 
The prospective analysis carried out in section 6.9 suggests that frames NL2 and NL3 will 
gain strength in the debates. These developments (industry involvement) and the prospective 
analysis (climate and economic arguments become aligned) show that shale gas developments 
are likely to direct towards the situated interests.  

Regarding the implications of this study for research on transitions, a FA proves complemen-
tary in depicting expectations about a new technology because it focuses on interests by 
looking into a defined problem, its cause, the moral judgement that is conveyed and which 
solution is endorsed. It also allows for an explanation of how expectations (frames) maintain 
incumbent regimes. Nevertheless, it must be noted that there are more factors and processes 
that influence the course of development. The MLP shows that landscape pressures change a 
regime. So not only strategic framing processes aim to determine the future of a technology, 
also its ‘unpredictable’ environment plays a role.  

A finding that may not be so novel is the importance of a widely accepted problem defini-
tion. The lesson that can be derived from the results is that a problem definition that is 
agreed upon among stakeholders is crucial in solving the problem. The frames show that the 
identified frames have a different definition of the problem. Frames NL1 & DK1 clearly have 
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a different reference frame than frames NL2, 3 & DK2, 3. As Menashe & Siegel (2010) state, 
defining a problem also suggests the solution. Thus, the problem definition is often at the 
core of misinterpretations or misunderstandings among stakeholders in a debate. So in prac-
tice, actors in a socio-technical regime tend to perceive themselves as the centre of their con-
text instead of just a part of the regime and they navigate in the regime in accordance to 
their own strategic interest with an own interpretation of the problem. However, this study 
also showed that problem definitions are also based on the information to which an actor has 
access to. In this case, as shown, actors understanding of the issue (what is the impact of 
shale gas?) are either directly or indirectly influence by scientific frames.  

So over time, some frames will gain more (societal) support and become more prominent. 
But the FA illustrates that there is a constant tension between different expectations and 
visions from the shale gas frames. It shows that there is a constant tension between the ex-
pectations of different actors, regardless whether a specific frame becomes dominant. While 
the MLP, (SNM) emphasizes the alignment of expectations as an important process for de-
velopment  

Entman 

Based on the results of the FA and the explorative analysis of the frame effects, Entman’s 
model of cascading network activation was modified. First of all, the original model does not 
claim to be a generic and confirmed theory of how framing works. It arose from studying 
political communication and cascading activation of frames from the US government after 
the 9/11 attacks in 2001. It shows how a government is able to activate and realise specific 
policy strategies. I modified the model which makes it applicable for analysing energy related 
issues such as shale gas. The ‘new’ model proved useful in evaluating potential effects of 
shale gas frames by emphasizing the importance of bottom up activation.  

The original model implies a hierarchic relation between governments, elites, media and the 
general public (see Figure 4). The model shows how influence is exercised through the com-
munication of activating frames. Here governmental frames are on top of the hierarchy, 
meaning that framings of events, issues and actors on that level promote and highlight par-
ticular perceptions, interpretations and solutions that benefit one side while perhaps hinder-
ing another. The model shows that it is relatively easy to spread ideas (and framings of is-
sues) from the top to bottom levels due to the power relations and means. Here top down 
activation is emphasized, whereas the case of shale gas shows that bottom up activation is 
equally important to get things discussed. The most important finding after studying frame 
NL1 and DK1 is that the lowest tier of the model (the public, layman, and grassroots organ-
izations) is able to effectively frame and activate upper levels. This goes against the general 
idea of the model, which implies that ideas from upper levels possess greater strength and 
are better able to influence and activate levels at the bottom of the ladder. The connections 
between the levels are increased because the grass roots organisations have shown to be ca-
pable of spreading their frame, not only towards the public, but also to media and elites. 
They showed that there is not necessarily a need for the traditional media (newspapers, tele-
vision) to activate their frame. An explanation is the availability and use of information in 
combination with communication technologies such as social media which allows a group to 
raise a voice in an effective and cheap way. Such means have given the public a means to 
raise concern about any issue and attract attention. For the case of shale gas, it has in-
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creased the flow of information and thereby generated more transparency and helps under-
standing the frames. The model was also modified in a way that new types of actors could be 
included. The inclusion of knowledge actors shows the influence their scientific frames. In the 
case of shale gas, such frames have proven to be an important driver of other frames, but 
they are also a source of conflicting arguments. Also a broader conceptualisation of elites and 
the public allowed for the inclusion of companies and grass-roots organisations which are 
important stakeholder in the shale gas debate.  

It seems that the hierarchic activation relation between governments, elites, media and the 
public is not applicable onto the activation of frames of energy projects. The modified model 
is better able to analyse frames of new controversial energy related projects.  

7.5 Discussion 

Meaning of findings 

In this explorative research I have attempted to investigate how shale gas influences the de-
velopments of renewables by using an interpretative approach that focuses on frames. My 
findings suggest that different frames of shale gas developments in Dutch newspapers and 
among stakeholders in the Netherlands and Denmark exist. Shale gas development is op-
posed, welcomed, or questioned. However it may seem, based on these results that the emer-
gence of some of the frames is predictable, this research empirically proves their existence.  

The findings of this study are relevant for stakeholders engaged in the debate in both the 
Netherlands and Denmark. Shale gas is a relatively new development in both countries and 
the debate has just started. Actors involved have formed a specific image of the issue that is 
based on their own frame of reference influenced by their knowledge, network, experience 
and information. This study provided a crash course in the main issues and developments, so 
one is able to understand what it is about and why a debate is needed. Knowing each other’s 
views and how they are brought about provides a better understanding of why actors agree 
and, more important, disagree. These findings can transform a debate from being emotional 
to constructive by decreasing uncertainty.  

The results are also relevant for decision and policy makers. It may be clear that shale gas 
comes with its risks and therefore, an assessment based on these risks should be the basis for 
decision making, and not a strong frame that favours development because it has situated 
interests. The frames also show the context of new energy innovations, which is useful to 
take into consideration when designing climate and energy policy. The frames imply the pos-
sible consequences of shale gas development for new alternatives. When a frame that wel-
comes shale gas developments turns out to be powerful, resources will be put into its devel-
opment, at the expense of sustainable innovations.  

Theory and methods 

In this research, three types of analysis were used: a CA an FA and an analysis of argu-
ments. First, the CA proved to be a useful means to get grip on an issue that is discussed in 
newspapers. Using T-lab, one is able to digest large amounts of textual data. It provided a 
clear understanding on the issues and the developments of the Dutch case. The Danish 
newspapers were not analysed due to a language barrier. For a more nuanced view on the 
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debate, interviews (and the FA) provide a more useful means to get greater insight in the 
debate than a CA. However, as the CA is a systematic approach, in which clusters are com-
puted, instead of interpreted and argued by a researcher, it still requires the research to in-
terpret the meaning of these clusters. Also the researcher can influence the output of the 
analysis by tweaking predefined settings. The interpretation of the factorial axes as output of 
the thematic cluster analysis is still subject to a researchers’ interpretation. But the ad-
vantage of a statistical tool is that it provides more transparency in the interpretation pro-
cess. The CA shows which part is automatically generated (the thematic clusters) and which 
part is interpreted (the factorial axes). This is harder to explain for the FA.  

Second, the actual identification and extraction of frames was carried out using Entman’s 
ideas about frames and framing. His ideas were initially based on and developed for identify-
ing and characterizing news frames in mass media communications. But this research has 
shown that the frame functions are also applicable onto discourses about emerging technolo-
gies. The four frame functions were deployed in a similar way as is done in the study of 
Huttunen & Hildén, (2012) on the framing of geo-engineering. These aspects provide a good 
and clear way for extracting and characterizing a frame. 

The third additional analysis of arguments, supplementary to the FA proved fruitful, espe-
cially for recognizing similarities and differences between frames and cases. And because 
framing entails selecting some aspects of an issue and make them more salient, the analysis 
of arguments showed to be a useful means to detect which actor was selecting which argu-
ments.  

A remarkable finding of the CA, compared to the FA, is that no general sustainability ar-
gument in the CA is found. It seems that the relation with renewable energy is not yet made 
in the newspaper articles, which shows that these methods are complementary to each other. 
However, it also could be due to the short time frame of the newspaper articles used in the 
data set. More on this is elaborated in the research limitations section.  

Representativeness of a frame 

It can be questioned to what extent the frames are representative for the case they were ex-
tracted from. So to what extent are the extracted frames representative for the Netherlands 
and Denmark? At the base of the frames are 16 interviews with key stakeholders. The inter-
viewees of this study are not equally distributed among the chosen sectors. Clearly a larger 
amount of NGOs is interviewed, in contrast to relatively few industry or government actors. 
NGOs proved to be very willing to participate in interviews, whereas industry actors (in 
Denmark) where harder to convince. The advantage of having a large number of NGOs is a 
very detailed description of frames NL1 and DK2 which is representative. In contrast, some 
of the other identified frames are supported by only one or two stakeholders. In case of NL3 
and DK3, the main messages of the frames are based on the argument of just one or two 
actors.  

7.6 Research limitations 

A limitation of this thesis is the potential researcher bias. As already put forward by critical 
reviews on framing theories and methodology, it is the question to what extent research us-
ing these methods is not biased when extracting the frames (Matthes & Kohring, 2008). As 
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the process of emerging patterns and extracting frames out of data is an interpretative mat-
ter, it is difficult to make clear how this happened. To increase reliability of the data a se-
cond (uninformed) researcher should work with the same data to check if similar frames are 
found because this prevents the researcher from developing an ‘audience frame’.  

Another limitation of this research is the limited time frame of the newspaper articles used in 
the CA. The CA has a scope of only 24 months due to the novelty of shale gas in media. 
This makes the results of the CA subject to possible changes due to developments around 
shale gas in the near future. A new search in the online Dutch newspaper data base results 
in 448 articles with the word ‘schaliegas’ (Dutch for shale gas) in its heading. The CA da-
taset contained 265 articles (November 2010 – September 2012). This means that from the 
14th of September, 2012, 183 Dutch articles are published on shale gas. These numbers indi-
cate the dynamic times of shale gas developments.  

Regarding the interviews, it is attempted to capture a complete representation of stakehold-
ers involved in shale gas activities in both countries and find their ‘real’ views on the issue. 
However, due to the limited time and willingness of actors to participate, only a select group 
of stakeholders was interviewed. Therefore, no real government actor could be included in 
the FA. There are also no interviews conducted with local citizens. It is assumed that this 
group was represented by the local environmental organisations. Overall this group was al-
ways very willing to elaborate on their view regarding shale gas. Another flaw, which is tak-
en care of as much as possible, is the legitimacy of actors. Interviewees were instructed to 
answer for the organisation they work or are responsible for. As two of the interviewees were 
held with communication employees (and not main people within the organisation) it could 
be the case that controversial questions were answered politically correct.  

7.7 Further research directions  

This research provides several directions for future research:  

o An update of this research in the near future would be relevant because its results are 
likely to change over time. It would be interesting to carry out a similar FA after the 
results of the impact assessments and test drillings are published. Also, recent earth-
quakes due to natural gas production in the Netherlands are influencing the debate 
on shale gas in the Netherlands. It is very likely that views of NGOs, governments 
and industry actors regarding shale gas in both countries change. The same holds for 
the CA. In the recent months, shale gas was prominently in media because of its im-
pact on the European energy market and the earthquakes. These media coverings are 
not included in the dataset of the CA. It would also be useful to carry out a CA of 
the Danish discourse to see to what extent the dimensions of the discourse are similar 
or different.  
 

o It would also be relevant to analyse shale gas frames in other countries. For example; 
in contrast to Europe, shale gas (and the debate) in the US is much more developed. 
A FA of US shale gas frames (and in relation to renewable energy) would allow for a 
comparison of views and arguments. Or an analysis of Polish shale gas frames could 
generate knowledge about the arguments that allow shale gas drillings. 
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o This study showed the role of grassroots initiatives against shale gas. Social media, 
such as Twitter, are effectively used as a means to inform and mobilize adherents 
against shale gas has. The hierarchic model of cascading network activation by Ent-
man (2003) has been modified for this research due to the increased influence of lay 
people in the debate. A new research direction could target the role of social media in 
influencing debates on energy related issues and how this changes hierarchic models 
of activation.  
 

o The climate goals of Denmark were often cited as an argument for not allowing shale 
gas development. However, as these climate targets are on the consumption side, 
these will not affect activities on the production side, such as shale gas production. 
This fact is often not emphasized by people using these targets as a means to mobi-
lize actors to oppose to shale gas. In practice it seems to play an important role, as 
these targets also have a framing role. They help creating a sustainable image that 
contributes to the reputation of Denmark while still embracing unsustainable habits. 
A similar phenomenon is the Dutch shale gas free declaration. Municipalities are de-
claring themselves ‘shale gas free’, meaning that they do not welcome and accept 
shale gas activities within the municipality. However, this declaration is not a legal 
measure that allows a municipality to not award a license to a company that aims to 
explore the shale gas possibilities. But it certainly does have an effect on public opin-
ion about around shale gas as local governments can give a voice to public opposition 
by declaring themselves shale gas free. So again, this measure has a framing effect. 
Further research on the effectiveness of such constructs could provide insight in how 
specific measures (top down climate targets or bottom up ‘shale gas free declara-
tions’) are useful in framing an issue such as shale gas.  
 

o The FA also puts up another question: Are the extracted frames similar (or general-
izable) for other emerging technologies? And more interesting, are similar arguments 
put forward to promote the frames? The same question results out of the CA: Are 
the revealed dimensions of the shale gas debate generalizable for other controversial 
energy innovations. This would imply that new energy innovations are characterized 
by debate on a global-local and a technology-politics dimension. This means that the 
revealed dimensions found in this explorative research will also emerge out of an 
analysis of a different emerging energy technology with the same characteristics. 
They are therefore not restricted to a specific technology. 
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Chapter
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Outline 

The bibliography in section 8.1contains of references 
to the literature consulted for this thesis. Also rele-
vant newspaper articles or webpages are included. 
Section 0 entails the list of interviewed stakeholders.  
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8.2 List of interviewees 

 

 Stakeholder Function 

[1] Cuadrilla Resources (Brabant Resources) Head of communications  

[2] Energie Beheer Nederland (EBN) Director technology 

[3] Municipality of Boxtel Head of communications  

[4] Brabantse Milieu Federatie (Brabant Environmen-
tal Federation) 

Policy worker on climate and energy 

[5] Stichting Schaliegasvrij Nederland (Shale Gas Free 
the Netherlands) 

Spokes person 

[6] Professor of Geology (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen) Professor of geology 

[7] Organisatie voor Duurzame Energie (Organisation 
for renewable energy (ODE)) 

Chairman 

[8] Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland (ECN: Ener-
gy Research Center the Netherlands)  

Coordinator policy studies / gas market re-
search  

[9] Assistant professor (Technical University Delft) Assistance professor / societal acceptance  

[10] Total E&P Energy BV Senior coordinator Shale gas 

[11] Concito Knowledge manager 

[12] Greenpeace Denmark Climate and energy expert 

[13] Skifergas Nej Tak Activist and founder of the platform  

[14] The Danish Society for Nature Conservation 

(DSNC) 

Climate, Energy, and Transport expert 

[15] Danish Energy Agency (DEA) o Civil Engineer 
o Deputy Director General 
o Head of Media Relations 

[16] Danish Organisation for Sustainable Energy (OVE) Political coordinator 
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 Appendix 9.

I. Arguments, coalitions and frames linked 

 

Frame  Argument Actors  
NL1 16 ‘More knowledge on the potential of shale gas is needed’ Shalegas free NL; 

Brabant Environ-
ment Federation; 
Organisation for 
Renewable Energy; 
 

1 ‘Shale gas poses health risks and is a threat to the environment’  

2 ‘Shale gas is just another fossil fuel and should not be invested in’ 

11 ‘Shale gas strengthens the fossil fuel regime’  

6 ‘Shale gas impedes developments in renewable energy’ 

15 ‘The Netherlands is addicted to gas’  

8 ‘Shale gas poses no risks to health and environment due to a solid 
regulatory framework and experience’ 

20 ‘Shale gas increases dependency on natural gas 

25 ‘The impact of shale gas can be as large as coal or oil due to me-
thane leakages’ 

NL2 12 ‘Shale gas brings about societal concerns and will therefore not 
succeed in the Netherlands’ 

ECN;  
Prof. Geology; 
EBN;  
Municipality of 
Boxtel 
 

8 ‘Shale gas poses no risks to health and environment due to a solid 
regulatory framework and experience’ 

18 ‘There is a need for optimizing and exploring fossil reserves because 
domestic natural gas production is declining’ 

3 ‘Shale gas is a contributor to gas as a transition fuel if produced in 
an environmentally sound way’ 

13 ‘Shale gas can be produced safely but disturbs the local environment’ 

17 ‘It is more desirable to produce domestic resources than importing 
it’ 

5 ‘Shale gas is expected to be a marginal contributor to the gas sys-
tem’ 

16 ‘More knowledge on the potential of shale gas is needed’ 

9 ‘Shale gas is a hype’ 

19 ‘Shale gas benefits society’ 

22 ‘Shale gas is not a necessity because gas can easily be imported’ 

23 ‘Media (Gasland) played a role in framing shale gas negatively’ 

24 ‘As existing reserves are depleting it is desirable to exploit shale gas’ 

NL3 17 ‘It is more desirable to produce domestic resources than importing 
it’ 

Cuadrilla Re-
sources;  
EBN 
 

8 ‘Shale gas poses no risks to health and environment due to a solid 
regulatory framework and experience’ 

18 ‘There is a need for optimizing and exploring fossil reserves because 
domestic natural gas production is declining’ 

4 ‘Shale gas is a necessity and an economic opportunity’ 

7 ‘Shale gas helps achieving climate targets’ 

10 ‘Shale gas can be a means for increasing energy security’ 

14 ‘Shale gas as a means to finance a transition 

19 ‘Shale gas benefits society’ 

21 ‘Horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing are a temporary activity 

16 ‘More knowledge on the potential of shale gas is needed’ 

23 ‘Media (Gasland) played a role in framing shale gas negatively’ 

24 ‘As existing reserves are depleting it is desirable to exploit shale gas’ 
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Frame  Argument Actors  
DK1 20 ‘Shale gas damages the ‘green’ reputation of Denmark’  Danish Society for 

Nature Conserva-
tion;  
Skifergas Nej Tak;  
Greenpeace; 
Organisation for 
Sustainable Energy 
 

2 ‘The potential of shale gas should not be investigated because if it 
proves to be feasible, nothing can stop commercial extraction’ 

15 ‘Shale gas as just another fossil fuel and further development should 
therefore be stopped’ 

11 ‘Any shale gas activity should be banned’ 

8 ‘Shale gas does not fit the climate targets of 2035 and 2050’ 

5 ‘Shale gas that impedes developments in renewable energy’ 

3 ‘Shale gas imposes risks and is a threat to the environment’  

22 ‘The process of awarding licences for shale gas was undemocratic’ 

24 ‘Methane emissions could wipe out the benefits of shale gas com-
pared to coal’ 

18 ‘Shale gas in Denmark can be extracted in an environmentally sound 
way due to better environmental regulations (compared with the 
US)’ 

DK2 19 ‘Shale gas could be produced for export’ Total;  
The Danish Energy 
Agency 

4 ‘Shale gas as an economic opportunity’ 

13 ‘Shale gas is the same as any other hydrocarbon’  

14 ‘The potential of shale gas should be assessed by an exploration 
drilling’  

1 ‘Shale gas as contributor to gas as a transition fuel if produced in 
an environmentally sound way’ 

18 ‘Shale gas in Denmark can be extracted in an environmentally sound 
way due to better environmental regulations (compared with the 
US)’ 

21 ‘Shale gas could be used to finance renewable sources and a transi-
tion towards a low carbon society’  

7 ‘Shale gas could replace the damaging coal and oil’ 

23 ‘Domestic resources are declining so shale gas provides a welcoming 
alternative’ 

DK3 19 ‘Shale gas could be produced for export’ Concito 
Total 18 ‘Shale gas in Denmark can be extracted in an environmentally sound 

way due to better environmental regulations (compared with the 
US)’ 

17 ‘Shale gas is a global development and if we don’t develop, others 
will’ 

16 ‘Shale gas has a negative image due to media and bad information’ 

14 ‘The potential of shale gas should be assessed by an exploration 
drilling’  

9 ‘Shale gas as a solution for emission reduction in Denmark and 
meeting the climate target’ 

12 ‘Shale gas will have a larger effect on emission reduction than re-
newables’ 

6 ‘Shale gas is more sustainable than large scale biomass in Denmark’ 

10 ‘Shale gas as a means of decreasing energy dependency’ 

7 ‘Shale gas could replace the damaging coal and oil’ 

23 ‘Domestic resources are declining so shale gas provides a welcoming 
alternative’ 
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II. Table of Danish stakeholder citations 

 

Relation to 
shale gas 

General attitude towards shale gas Impact of shale gas (environmen-
tal, social, economic) 

Transition (gas and the future ener-
gy system) 

Impact on renewables (green 
gas) 

Greenpeace 
 

‘’It is provoking us, that the same governments continues to 
behave like an oil state. Denmark still tries to find more oil 
in the North Sea, the government allowed Maersk to make 
enhanced oil recovery (EOR; pumping CO2 into existing 
fields to extract more oil) in order to get more oil up. And 
now they try to find out if there is shale gas.’’ 
 
´´Of course we try to press the government to say no to 
shale gas. It is in disharmony with their policy. They want 
to phase out the fossil fuels, but at the same time open up 
for Denmark to produce more fossil fuels. This is simply 
contradictory´´. Therefore, Greenpeace has taken the 
position of opposing shale gas; ‘’we try to stop it. This is 
simply in disharmony with what you want, you are shoot-
ing yourself in the foot, people don’t understand it, and 
local people turn crazy when they realize what it means.’’ 
 
‘’The three institutions involved with shale gas activities 
are: The North Sea Fund, Danish Energy Agency and 
GEUS, which all fall under the responsibility of the Minis-
try of Climate, Energy and Building.’’ So according to The 
Interviewee, the discussion on shale gas is very biased. All 
the institutions involved with shale gas are part of the 
Ministry. 

‘’It is a combination of the environmental 
problems around fracking occurring in a 
heavily populated area. This involves a lot of 
drillings, which is a no-go. The other reason is 
that it contradicts the aim of phasing out 
fossil fuels.’’ 
 
‘’Total and the North Sea Fund use an old 
prognosis for gas consumption in Denmark on 
their website. The government’s aim is to 
consume much less natural gas in which the 
existing fields in the North Sea will suffice. So 
Total and the North Sea Fund argue that 
Denmark can get more self-sufficient in energy 
by producing shale gas. This is in fact a trick, 
because they base their argument (self-
sufficiency in energy; which is not needed in 
the first place) on wrong information.’’ 
 
The third argument is that it is highly ques-
tionable what the methane emission will be. 
Methane has a higher global warming poten-
tial (GWP) so small leakages increase the 
climate impact of shale gas. The big discus-
sion at the moment is that such methane 
leakages could wipe away the benefits of shale 
gas compared with coal. The Interviewee 
explains that it is important to tell to the 
public that even if there are small risks 
connected with one drilling, but that small 
risk increase because you will need many 
drillings. ‘’People don’t know how many shale 
gas drillings is needed’’ 
According to the minister, 2 to 3 holes per 
square kilometre are needed to get enough 
volume. These findings are based on experi-
ences from the North Sea, where also fracking 
is also used. ‘’That is a lot of holes in a 
heavily populated area’’. But according to 
The Interviewee, there are big differences 
between offshore and onshore fracking. At sea 
there are no groundwater reserves to protect, 
and there are no people living. ‘’Also the alun 
shale is one of the most radioactive shale 
formations in the Nordic area. Meaning that 

‘’The interesting thing with the Danish situation 
is that you could show other countries how it 
could be done. If Denmark wants to have a good 
reputation regarding renewable energy, but in 
the same time acts like an oil state, it will lose 
the frontrunner advantage. That’s my real 
concern, I think it is stupid. Denmark has a big 
chance to be a truly frontrunner and show the 
way, which is very important. We need coun-
tries or regions that show the way’’ 

‘’Shale gas comes with a high risk and 
could undermine the green transition. If 
the gas price declines due to shale gas, 
it can compete out the true renewa-
bles.’’ 
 
‘’If there is a cheap fossil fuel, then it 
will be used. Shale gas is a danger for 
the transition towards renewables.’’ 
 
‘’In the US investments in wind energy 
developments have slowed down due to 
a lower gas price. Then you can argue 
that on the short term you will get a 
reduction in emissions, but in the long 
term you don’t. If the reserves of shale 
gas are large enough, it will be pro-
duced. The transition towards real 
renewables is then postponed or 
stopped. 
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when you frack, you’ll get part of the radioac-
tive substances and heavy metals coming up 
with the fracking fluid. We have chosen to 
have nuclear power in Denmark, and therefore 
only have to take care of low and medium 
radioactive waste – an big issue at the mo-
ment. But here we risk getting even more low 
radioactive waste to take care of 

The Danish 
Society for 
Nature Con-
servation 
 

´´One is the local environmental issue that is concerned 
with safety issues. People are really concerned about the 
drinking water. The other is the national environmental 
policy. We don’t think shale gas is a way forward for 
Denmark. We are ahead; we are doing really well on energy 
and the environment. We have plans and goals to cut down 
on fossil fuels, so shale gas shouldn’t be a part of it. We are 
on track of something else so we don’t need shale gas right 
now.’’ 
 
‘’We want to stop exploration for shale gas because we 
know, if shale gas is found, this means a lot of money. Then 
nothing can stop further development. 

‘’There is always a risk. I know they will 
probably do better in Denmark and make sure 
there are no environmental harms compared 
to what happened in the US. But still there is 
always a risk and I don’t think we are willing 
to accept this risk. My main argument against 
it is the national energy policy and that shale 
gas has no role to play in the Danish energy 
system.’’ 

‘’I think gas has a role to play. We already do 
drillings in the North Sea, and we already 
produce a lot natural gas. But I think we should 
stop there. We have to do the next investments 
in renewable energy instead of this gas adven-
ture. There are risks and uncertainties involved 
with shale gas, and we don’t want to takes these 
risks.’’ 

‘’We know gas is better than coal and 
oil, but it is still a fossil fuel. Advocates 
of fossil fuels and gas in particular try 
to emphasize the importance of gas 
compared to oil and coal, but it is still a 
fossil fuel and we have to get rid of 
that.’’ 
 
‘’In Denmark we have a lot of other 
options, for example biomass. I don’t 
think we should spend our money on 
shale gas.’’ 
 
‘’I think all the investments in renewa-
bles will decline because they will think 
there is no future for these activities in 
Denmark.’’ 
 
‘’The government in Denmark has to 
make sure that we reach the climate 
targets and phase out fossil fuels. They 
also have to convince industry that that 
is what we are going for and not going 
for shale gas. We are going for renewa-
ble energy and that is where you should 
invest in. ‘’ 

Danish Energy 
Agency 

´´We are part of the political system and therefore we 
don´t have an own attitude towards shale gas. We are an 
implementing body. We are a traditional agency and help 
informing our minister in various energy areas. And there-
fore we are also in dialogue with our minister about shale 
gas and energy policy.´´ 
 
‘’the relationship between the DEA and shale gas is the 
same as with any other hydrocarbon activity.’’ 
 
‘’We are waiting for results from the exploration well 
targeting shale gas in Denmark. There is little information 
available in Demark. ‘’ 
 
‘’There is a broad political consensus in the parliament that 
Denmark should get what it can from the Danish sub soil.’’ 
He continues: When the two licenses were issued, they were 
as usual presented to the parliament in accordance with 
requirements in the Danish Subsoil Act before the minister 
can issue such new licenses for exploration and production 

‘’An exploration for shale gas is no different 
than any other exploration for resources in 
the subsoil such as oil, gas, or geothermal 
energy. The drilling concept is exactly the 
same. We don’t see any difference at all.’’ 

´´The thing that is often forgotten in the 
discussion is that the society in Denmark and 
Europe are convinced that we have to make a 
transition towards a more sustainable society in 
2050. But the way to 2050 is not laid out. We 
can go there in several ways. In Denmark we 
now have an agreement with detailed initiatives 
for 2020. But what happens beyond 2020 is still 
unclear. Then we have decided not to stop after 
2020 and go on but we don’t know exactly now. 
If we are going to see a boom in shale gas, then 
we will probably use more gas in the coming 
decades that we would have done otherwise, but 
it will be on the expense of oil and coal.´´ 
 
´´I think that the politicians are very dedicated 
to eventually get rid of fossil fuels. Also because 
the case of shale gas proves that the conditions 
are changing all the time. Prices go up and come 
down. New developments such as war in the 

‘’There are political targets, political 
incentives, economic incentives decided 
politically, but we also have a market 
and in the end the market should make 
some decisions along the way to 2050.  
If the gas becomes cheaper we will be 
using more gas. In the US the CO2 
emission has reduced because of cheaper 
gas. They replaced coal by gas, which is 
good climate wise.’’ 
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of hydrocarbons. 
 
‘’in legal terms we don’t differentiate between shale gas and 
other hydrocarbons. You get a license to extract hydrocar-
bons. Whatever you get out depends on the results of your 
exploration activities. Shale gas is not really a special case. 
We don’t have a new policy on shale gas. But there is no 
separate policy. There is a policy that explains hydrocar-
bons and there is legislation on the exploration and produc-
tion of hydrocarbons.’’ 

Middle East lead to rising prices. Discovery of 
shale gas leads to price declines. I think a lot of 
politicians want a more stable and reliable 
development. More locally produced renewables 
is probably a better way forward.´´ 
 
‘’The Danish society is making money by explor-
ing and producing hydrocarbons. The last year’s 
hydrocarbons have contributed greatly to the 
Danish treasury due to taxes. But this is not 
done directly. There is not something like a 
renewable energy fund. ‘’ 
 
 

Concito The Interviewee explains that there is a goal of 40% emis-
sion reduction in Denmark. ‘’An important issue in this 
goal is the use of biomass. In Concito’s point of view, most 
biomass is a disaster in environmental and climatic terms if 
it is used in large quantities. So we are quite positive about 
shale gas if you can assure that it can compete with coal. 
You have to press coal out of the market by using shale 
gas. And you also have to push biomass out of the market. 
We really think biomass is a disaster, because it is not 
carbon neutral. We calculated biomass and it happened to 
be much worse than coal from a climate point of view. It is 
just a matter of calculation on how can we cut CO2 emis-
sion fast and most efficient. And then we use gas, not 
necessarily shale gas, but gas. You could buy gas on the 
market. But I don’t think, from a policy point of view, you 
want to import all the gas from Russia. It is the same issue 
in Europe, the gas consumption is falling and the import of 
coal is going up because you don’t want to be dependent on 
Russian gas. You could break that by extracting from a 
large resource in Europe which could be done by the use of 
shale gas.’’ 

: ‘’Of course you have to reduce the methane 
emission as much as possible. But if you use 
coal or oil, you also have some methane 
emission (2-3%). We think it is possible to 
extract shale gas with methane leakage at 
that level. You have to secure it off course.’’ 
 
‘’We have a natural gas system, so there is 
already experience. I think most of the envi-
ronmental issues are based on the Pavillion 
case in the US. The Pavillion geology is very 
special and differs very much from the Danish 
subsurface. The NGOs are using this case and 
these pollution scenarios from and that is 
wrong. The Danish subsurface is completely 
different than this case. According to The 
Interviewee, most of the geology in the US is 
similar to the geology of Denmark. And there 
are no reported problems with drinking water. 
Only in the case of Pavillion. ‘’ 
 
‘’The global carbon emission from fossil fuels 
is about 10Giga ton. Half of this accumulates 
in the atmosphere, one quarter goes into the 
oceans and one quarter goes into the forest of 
the northern hemisphere. So the baseline for 
the forests is that they are a sink at the 
moment. The carbon storage in the forest in 
Denmark, Norway, and Central Europe is 
going up so there is increasing carbon storage. 
When you cut down trees for wood pellets you 
change the carbon storage, which doesn’t 
make sense. A tree has captured carbon for 
the last 50 years. When you burn it, it doesn’t 
make sense to say it is carbon neutral because 
it releases carbon again. When I cut the tree 
down, I reduce this storage potential and I 
have to plant a new tree. It takes a lot of 
years to capture as much carbon as a big tree. 
So the net result is twice as bad as coal. But 

‘’If you look at the roadmap of the EU for 
cutting 80% of the emission by 2050 gas is very 
important. In Denmark, you have this energy 
plan in which coal and gas is going to be re-
moved as fast as possible which doesn’t make 
sense.  Denmark is going to use a lot of biomass 
and squeeze out gas.’’ 
 
‘’I think you could use shale gas in Denmark 
until 2035 because of the reduction potential. 
You have to develop new technologies if you are 
not going to base the reduction on biomass but 
on wind and solar power. You have to develop 
some technologies to deal with that. You will 
probably have to interconnect Denmark much 
more with Europe. If you use a lot wind power, 
we have to export it to Europe because we are 
not going to store that energy. So you have to 
build a very detailed power net in Europe and 
that takes time. Right now, we cannot build all 
the wind mills that we could build because the 
lack of infrastructure. Europe has some goals for 
the infrastructure that can be operational in 
2030. In the meantime Denmark should use 
more gas and less biomass. In Europe the gas 
production is going down which is a big prob-
lem. When gas consumption is declining, and 
coal use is going up, that is an environmental 
problem. The shale gas in the US is making 
their coal so cheap they can export it to Eu-
rope.’’ 
 

‘’Biogas isn’t a climate friendly as we 
think. It is an agricultural claim in 
Denmark that biogas is fantastic, but it 
is not. The problem in Denmark is that 
you cannot only use the animal manure. 
You cannot produce biogas just with 
that. You have to put in some organic 
materials which are already used for 
biogas. In this Danish energy plan, you 
have to expand biogas by a factor of 10. 
But you don’t have any organic stuff to 
put in it. So now you have accepted 
that you can grow corn fields. 45 
thousand hectares of cornfield are 
needed to produce the biogas. When 
you calculate the CO2 emission from 
that, it is probably  worse than shale 
gas form a environmental point of 
view.’’ 
 
‘’Biogas based on waste materials is 
fine, but there is not much waste that 
can be used to produce biogas. There is 
waste enough to produce some biogas, 
but you cannot boost it.’’ 
 
‘’I think, the amount of sustainable 
energy is not a matter of price. It is 
rather a matter of political goals. If you 
have a goal of 20% renewable energy in 
Europe by 2020, then that is an im-
portant factor. Not the price, because 
the price difference between fossil fuels 
and renewable energy is big anyway. 
The idea that you can compete with 
fossil fuels is absurd. The fossil fuels are 
going to be expensive because the 
demand is so high. A high fossil fuel 
price equals high demand. If you use a 
lot sustainable energy the price of fossil 
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you just say it is carbon neutral, which is not 
valid.’’ 
 
In the US there are a lot vertical drillings 
while in Denmark it would be horizontal 
drillings, so the amount drilling sites would be 
much lower. The pictures that NGOs use are 
from the US and these have nothing to do 
with the case of Denmark. If you are going to 
do all the biomass in Denmark, the visual 
pollution would be extreme compared to shale 
gas. It would have an extreme impact on 
biodiversity. 

fuels will sky rocket down.’’ 
 
‘’If you are going to use a lot of gas you 
have to politically sustain the position 
of renewable energy by goals or prices. 
So part could be a threat. But the 
reduction in coal emission is much 
bigger than the reduction in the use of 
sustainable energy. So if you make a 
calculation on it. If we look at the US, 
the emission reduction from the use of 
shale gas is much more than the reduc-
tion in wind energy. That is because it 
is used way more. ‘’ 
 
‘’The gas has been much more im-
portant than sustainable energy in 
reducing CO2 emission in the US. But 
you can’t use gas for the rest of our 
civilization. So you have to find a way 
to reduce gas consumption by 2030. But 
the next step for gas can be to reduce 
the oil consumption. Gas emits 25% less 
than oil. So after pushing out coal, you 
can push out oil. And in the same you 
have to develop some kind of energy 
that can push out gas.’’ 

Skifergas Nej 
Tak 

‘’We wanted to work with this because, as we are a climate 
group, we don’t want more fossil fuel extraction.’’ 
 
‘’We started because we thought there was still a lack of 
debate. We set together a group of people. We felt we 
needed to kick-start the debate. Not just to mobilise people 
against it, but more general, to bring out more infor-
mation.’’ 
 
‘’The motives of people for being active in this debate are 
differing. There is not one clear way of how to frame the 
resistance. For me personally and for the people in the 
Climate Collective the resistance is based in the argument 
that we are against all fossil fuel extraction. Even if shale 
gas extraction didn’t cause environmental risks, we would 
still be against it. We don’t agree with Denmark extracting 
oil in the North Sea either. That is more a general reason. 
But a lot of people who live out there (read: in Vendsyssel) 
also put a lot of emphasis on the environmental conse-
quences because it is their neighbourhood. They are locally 
affected. I think it is important that Skifergas Nej Tak as a 
platform has both these perspectives.’’ 
 
’’The first thing would be for the test drilling to be stopped. 
For us right now, the focus is, on how to stop the test 
drilling and get the discussion about getting a national ban 
on fracking started. We would prefer the test drilling never 

Regarding the emphasis in media on the 
negative impacts, The Interviewee thinks that 
this is because the only argument in Denmark 
in favour of shale gas is the economy. Since 
we have the fossil fuel phase out it is not so 
much about energy security. That is not a 
valid argument. In general, the government 
doesn’t talk so much about fossil fuel extrac-
tion. Most people in Denmark don’t know 
how much Denmark is dependent on oil 
extraction in the North Sea. Talking much 
about this will destroy the image we have 
when it comes to renewable energy. Because 
there is a very strong story in Denmark about 
being a green and renewable country, we 
don’t talk about the bad sides. And that is 
also why economy is the only selling point. 
But it is hard talk about. It is like saying: 
The only good thing about this is that we’re 
making a lot of money, but we‘re going to 
destroy the environment. That is not a very 
good argument in Denmark.’’ The Interviewee 
continues: ‘’And then there is the other 
argument that shale gas might lead to job 
creation. That could be true, but building 
windmills will also create jobs. But why that 
debate is not very on-going is because Total 

Denmark has committed to phase out all fossil 
fuels by 2050. This is a gradual phase out. First 
all coal will be replaced in 2035. Then of course 
there is a period when gas could be used. But 
right now Denmark is 100% energy self-
sufficient. I don’t think it is as relevant for 
Denmark as it could be for other countries. 
Using that argument is directing the debate in a 
wrong direction. It is also a very small time span 
what we are talking about. I think this argu-
ment is making people believe that we are more 
depending on it than we actually are. I can see 
that in a period of 5-10 years, we probably have 
a bigger import of energy than export. But I 
don’t think that should be a problem. You could 
also say, what about putting more money in 
energy savings and speeding up the development 
of renewable energy. Then we could also be 
energy independent. So why focus on shale gas, 
when you can do it with renewables. 
 
‘’I don’t think it is a valid argument, I think it’s 
a shame. Talking about shale gas as a climate 
friendly solution is lying. That is what the 
government is doing at the moment. I think it is 
because they know that the transition from coal 
is going to be very difficult if it is fully based on 

‘’You can say it is cleaner than other 
fossil fuels, but it is still a fossil fuel’’ 
On the relation between shale gas and 
renewables The Interviewee explains: ‘’ 
You only have a certain sum of money 
to invest in developing new energy 
sources. If you invest in developing the 
technology for extraction of shale gas 
you are of course not going to put this 
in renewable energy. So I don’t buy the 
argument of supporting the develop-
ment of renewable energy because it is 
the cleanest fossil fuel.’’ 
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to happen. when communicating in the media are only 
looking at the test drillings, and not at the 
commercial extraction. So when you insist 
only talking about testing, you can only talk 
about the work that it is creating. And in 
fact, there won’t be much employment; 
probably around 20 new jobs will be generat-
ed. So it is therefore wiser to not use the 
argument.’’ 

renewables. And now they are trying to come up 
with an excuse for themselves. Right now the 
electricity production in Denmark is 60% coal 
and they are building new wind parks. But there 
are not many other initiatives that are phasing 
out coal. I think phasing it out by natural gas is 
an easy way to do it. It is not the right way, but 
it is easy. I think the government realised that 
they don’t have the money to invest at the 
moment so that is why they might go for shale 
gas. 

Total E&P ‘’We are at a stage in which we not only check whether the 
gas is there, we are planning a first exploration drilling in 
Northern Jutland. The objective is to check if the shale is 
there at all, because we don’t even know if the shale is 
there. If the shale is there, the second objective of the 
exploration drilling is to investigate if there is gas in the 
shale.’’ 
 
‘’You can come in a situation that you find the shale, you 
find the gas, but the gas is in not at a sufficient quality to 
extract in an economic way. Other parameters are the 
permeability in the shale and depth of the shale (the deeper 
you are, the more expensive it is to drill wells).’’ 
 
’Of course, you could easily come in a situation, even if you 
do a successful discovery, that after the delineation you 
come to the conclusion that this is not possible to develop. 
That could be for economic, environmental or social rea-
sons. There is a number of killing factors in such a project.’’ 
 
‘’That being said, from the very beginning, we have a 
profound belief that we should be able, if there is a discov-
ery, to make a development that is acceptable and takes 
into consideration all constraints in Denmark. If we haven’t 
taken all constraints into consideration in advance, it 
wouldn’t make any sense to enter in such a project. But 
this doesn’t mean that we can say that if we do a discovery, 
the next thing will automatically be the development. 
There are a number of killing factors/ show stoppers along 
that way.’’ 
 

‘’we think all the concerns are very relevant. 
We think shale gas activities should be done 
in a very cautious manner. But we disagree 
with the people that want to push a ban 
upfront. Many of the questions and concerns 
that are raised are issues which will be treated 
in a subsequent step in our process. In other 
words, when we have done an exploration 
drilling the outcome could be that there is no 
shale gas which leads to an easy situation 
because this means the end of the project.’’ 
 
We have a profound belief, and this is not 
really an issue for Total, that for a country 
like Denmark it would be for everybody of 
great interest to know: do we have this 
potential yes or no?’’ 
 
‘’what I don’t understand are the people that 
want to push a ban upfront. They have 
apparently disbelief in the environmental 
legislation of this country. Some people tend 
to think that if we just give Total the possi-
bility to drill then there is no way of stopping 
this at a later state. As a Danish citizen, I 
find it very worrying that people have such a 
profound disbelief in the environmental 
protection system in our country. ‘’ 
 
‘’We have attended many public meetings 
where people basically say: we know how you 
work, we are not concerned and we are pretty 
sure that you will be able to do exploration 
drilling without any consequences. And then 
there is the argument that it should be 
stopped now, even when you could show that 
the whole process of shale gas development 
comes without any environmental impact. 
That is because people are fundamentally 
thinking that Denmark should not go in that 
way because Denmark has a policy of moving 
towards renewables energy. So every dollar 
that is invested in fossil energy is a dollar that 

‘’we have in Denmark, and also other parts in 
the world, a situation in which we have lot of 
energy, especially for our electricity production, 
that comes from coal fired power plants. If you 
compare 1kWh produced by coal with 1kWh 
produced by gas, the CO2 emission is approxi-
mately 50% lower. In that aspect, you could say 
that if you could convert from coal to gas, this 
will lead to an impressive CO2 emission reduc-
tion. This happened in the US’’ 
 
‘’What has happened, especially in the infancy 
of shale gas, methane leakages occurred. That is 
one of the criticisms of shale gas. Some compa-
nies have done a lot of venting of methane gas 
at the end of the fracking period. Then the 
effect of methane damages the CO2 benefit of 
shale gas. If shale gas is produced in a reasona-
ble manner, then there is no difference between 
shale gas and other natural gasses in terms of 
CO2 emission. In that sense it could be a very 
important contribution to the reduction of 
CO2’’ 

‘’When you flood the market with cheap 
gas, then the existing renewable energy 
sources become relatively more expen-
sive. 
 
‘’But I think, it is very dangerous, when 
you are in a limited area, to prevent 
potentially cheaper energy source and 
favour other energy sources. If our 
thinking is: we don’t want to look for 
shale gas, because we risk that the gas 
price will be too low. 
 
‘’…it would never stop the Chinese 
looking for shale gas. From an overall 
economic view, this way of thinking 
does not make a lot sense. You can off 
course, as many people are, can get 
frustrated on how the way world is 
working, but this is very dangerous. 
Especially when you are a small coun-
try, like Denmark, this thinking will 
never stop the rest of world.’’ 
 
‘’For me; to discard completely an 
energy source upfront without having 
done any investigations does not make 
any sense.’’ 
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better could have spent on renewables. That 
is fair enough. In that case I understand the 
argumentation and it is irrelevant to know if 
we have the shale gas or not.’’ 

Organisation 
for Renewable 
Energy 

‘’Our basic opinion is that we are promoting a transition of 
the Danish energy system towards renewable energy system 
and favour efficient and sustainable use of energy. As such 
we don’t see any need for developing shale gas or any other 
fossil resource any further. We believe that the use of shale 
gas, if it turns out to materialize, will somewhat delay the 
transition towards renewable energy.’’ 
 
‘’The governments’ argument is that we have an interna-
tional gas network and shalegas will be just another re-
source in the gas network. We should not see it as anything 
related of the transition of the Danish consumption of 
renewable energy, but rather see it as part of the interna-
tional gas network. We don’t really buy that argument. We 
favour local supply. The more we have locally, the more we 
tend to use. Concluding, we are not supporting this devel-
opment’’ 
 
‘’We don’t see that energy independence with gas is a way 
forward’’ 

‘’We are only involved more on the side line. 
We have the position that it is not good for 
the development and the transition towards 
renewable energy. We are not the ones that 
go into the details about the local environ-
mental problems of shale gas, which is anoth-
er issue. In general there is an environmental 
discussion about how good shale gas is for the 
environment because of the methane slip. 
There will be some methane leaking, more 
than traditional gas wells. We are more 
interested in what it does for the development 
of renewables. But we are basically agreeing 
with the environmental NGOs about the 
additional environmental problems.’’ 

‘’We are supporting the switch away from gas to 
district heating. At the moment in Denmark we 
have 5 types of heating (biomass heating, 
electric heating,  heat pump heating, gas heat-
ing, oil heating and district heating). We believe 
that the 3 which can be made renewable should 
continue. So you would still have the biomass 
(in the rural parts), heat pumps and district 
heating sources, which means we should phase 
out the gas and oil heating. And we think that 
this transition from gas to district heating 
gradually be carried out in the next decade. 
There could still be gas use on power plants 
though. It does make sense to have some gas as 
long as we still have quite a lot of fuel demand 
on the power plants. In the long run, we think it 
will be taken over by biomass in the form of 
solid biomass and biogas. But in the interim 
period, which is in the coming two decades gas 
should still play a role. ‘’ 
 
‘’The governments’ argument is that we have an 
international gas network and shale gas will be 
just another resource in the gas network. We 
should not see it as anything related of the 
transition of the Danish consumption of renewa-
ble energy, but rather see it as part of the 
international gas network. We don’t really buy 
that argument. We favour local supply. The 
more we have locally, the more we tend to use. 
Concluding, we are not supporting this devel-
opment’’ 

‘’It will not directly influence renewable 
energy because it (shale gas) will be put 
in the Danish gas grid, which is part of 
the European gas grid.’’ 
 
’I think it doesn’t work like that. Most 
of the Danish biogas is used for com-
bined heat and power production on the 
spot. It does not feed in the gas net-
work. It is more a question of what is 
the electricity price. For the time being, 
gas is only setting the electricity price 
at high load periods. So it is relatively 
small part of the year. It is not the case 
that the gas is directly competing with 
biogas. Biogas has a special feed in 
tariff. They are shielded away from the 
market. 
 
’I think it comes to a situation when we 
start to include Sweden as a net export-
er. It will definitely compromise our 
continued transition to renewable 
energy.  There will simply be a gas 
lobby which will be able to influence the 
politicians.’’ 
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III. Table of Dutch stakeholder citations 

Relation to 
shale gas 

General attitude towards shale gas Impact of shale gas (environmen-
tal, social, economic) 

Transition (gas and the future ener-
gy system) 

Impact on renewables (green 
gas) 

ECN ‘’It is a hype…It is especially a hype because of the 
overestimated physical possibilities of shale gas; 
which amounts are in our subsurface and how much 
can we extract considering the issues with societal 
support? We don’t even know anything about 
costs’’. 
 
‘’When possible within current regulations (on 
health, safety, environment, etc.) shale gas is a 
welcome addition to the rich portfolio of gas supply 
sources (and could actually be beneficial for socie-
ty), but given the current state of information on 
actual shale gas potential and costs I conclude that 
the role of shale gas is likely to be minimal in the 
next decades.’’ 
 
‘’shale gas in the Netherlands will definitely not be 
a game changer’’ 

‘’In Western Europe shale gas would 
play a marginal role since the Nether-
lands (Western Europe) have own 
reserves, have access to Norwegian 
resources, and have infrastructure and 
LNG terminals.’’ 
 
‘’Regarding the costs of shale gas pro-
duction, we don’t know anything yet. 
But if in Boxtel, the cost of gas produc-
tion happens to be fraction of the pro-
duction costs from Slochteren, and 
there are no safety issues, then it would 
be unfortunate to not extract it.’’ 
 
‘’the whole country will benefit from 
shale gas, but the local community will 
be exposed to the risks’’ 
 
‘’Are people in general convinced that 
investments and effort should be put in 
the production of fossil energy, because 
in the long term, gas is very unlikely to 
be a big contributor to the energy 
system’’ 
 
‘’How real are the risks of accidents in 
the Netherlands? We don’t know any-
thing about shale gas in the sub surface. 
We have no experience with shale gas 
in the Netherlands; therefore, one 
should base studies on situations 
abroad.’’ 
 

. ‘’If shale gas becomes widely available 
on a local basis and there is an infrastruc-
ture that supports the transportation 
sector, then there could be a displacement 
of oil in favour of gas.’’ 
 
‘’What is the role of gas in the future 
energy system? In other words, the rela-
tion between shale gas and renewables is 
not different from the relation between 
‘conventional’ gas and renewables.’’ 
 
‘’it is the question whether shale gas 
could have a permanent effect on the 
price (price decline). It has been success-
ful in the U.S. but it is the question how 
long this can hold. Current costs of US 
shale gas production seem to exceed the 
current wholesale market level. It is only 
because a lot of shale gas has been sold in 
forward and future contracts against 
previous relatively higher gas prices that 
shale gas producers are not operating at a 
loss. But at some point these contracts 
end: will production then continued? This 
also affects new plans for shale gas devel-
opments. A current trend is an increased 
attention for commercially more attrac-
tive shale oil rather than shale gas.’’ 
 

‘’Both sources (biogas and shale 
gas) will not be able to supply the 
total gas-based energy demanded 
by the system. They also won’t 
compete on the infrastructure. 
When shale gas is produced off-
shore, it will be fed in the national 
gas transport network while biogas 
production is a decentralized 
solution. So both gas applications 
are injected on different points in 
the system. In terms of price they 
compete (as with any gas option in 
the supply portfolio), practitioners 
of both technologies have to be 
able make a return on invest-
ment.’’ 
 
 

EBN The Interviewee explains why EBN is involved in 
shale gas activities. This is because the natural gas 
production from small fields is slowly declining. 
You try to counteract this trend, because gas con-
tributes to the Dutch treasury. And because of the 
decline in gas production, EBN, tries to maintain 
production longer. According to The Interviewee 
there are several options to maintain: searching for 

‘’We believe that shale gas development 
is possible’’ 
 
‘’We have 50 years in oil and gas indus-
try, without having any issues. We 
insist that fracking is done in a good 
and safely manner.’’ 
 

‘’it is unreal to say in the Netherlands, we 
won’t need natural gas anymore in 5 
years. Then I am focused on my own 
country. When we now earn money by 
producing gas, we could invest this, if we 
create a good policy, in renewables’’. 
‘’With such a vision, we can do some-
thing. You will have to evaluate then how 

‘’it won’t bite each other’’ 
 
‘’I don’t think shale gas and green 
gas will compete each other out of 
the market’’ 
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new conventional gas, optimizing production of 
existing gas reserves, or searching for gas in for-
mations which are hard to produce. The latter 
option is relatively new in the Netherlands. As the 
technology progresses, it is possible to get gas from 
shale reservoirs.  
 
He continues, reserves are being depleted, so there 
is a need for optimization. 
 
‘’From EBN’s perspective, we are convinced that 
shale gas can be a commercial activity, and if you 
are convinced that this is an activity that can be 
economically viable, then you become a partner’’. 

‘’We see that in the gas industry in the 
Netherlands, such activities lead to an 
enormous job creation and employ-
ment.’’ 
 
‘’From all fossil fuels (and nuclear), gas 
is the best solution. It is so much easier 
to exploit gas from your own country, 
instead of importing it, which also 
comes with larger carbon emissions. 
 
‘’If certain countries provide advantages 
for energy consumption for industry, 
then the Netherlands cannot do noth-
ing, because then the industry will 
easily move abroad.’’ 
 

harmful we think shale gas is. But you 
will conclude, that gas, for the average 
Dutch person, is the best solution.’’ 

Municipality 
of Boxtel;  
 

´´As a transition fuel, we could see the argument 
our government has for going for shale gas. The 
government sees gas as a transition fuel and the 
Netherlands is a typical gas land. We could follow 
the governments reasoning´´ 
 

‘’in the Boxtel community there is no 
support for shale gas, whether it is seen 
in the context of a transition fuel or 
not, there is no support’’ 
 
‘’People had so much questions and 
concerns and we as local authority were 
not able to eliminate these concerns or 
provide satisfying answers to the ques-
tions people had.’’ 

 ’We could follow the reasoning of 
gas as a transition fuel at that 
time, but seen the commotion, we 
think it is crucial that the useful-
ness and necessity is discussed at a 
national level. And in addition, 
the security of shale gas produc-
tion has to be proved by inde-
pendent research. But without this 
discussion, we, as lowest tier of 
governance, face the issues and we 
don’t make Dutch energy policy’’ 

Professor in 
Geology: 
   

‘’my consideration with shale gas in the Nether-
lands is that it cannot play a big role, when we talk 
about the long term gas prediction of gas reserves 
in the Netherlands.’’ 
 
‘’But it has yet to be proved, by for example explo-
ration drilling in Boxtel. However, I am not con-
vinced that there will be movable gas in the shales 
of Boxtel. But if it is there, then it will have only a 
slight impact in terms of gas reserves.’’ 

‘’with shale gas there are no more risks 
than with the exploitation of a normal 
gas well. Indeed the debate concentrates 
on safety and environmental issues’’ 
 
‘’It can be done safely. But is it worth 
doing considering the effects at the 
surface? It disturbs the local environ-
ment a lot with many drilling locations 
and transport movements. Also, in 
contrast with conventional gas produc-
tion where drilling is performed upfront 
for approx 1-2 years, the drilling activi-
ty for unconventional gas continues 
throughout the production period so  it 
is not a temporary matter, because you 
keep on drilling.’’ 
 

 ‘’Shale gas has much more impact 
on the environment than bio gas. 
But both are not capable of re-
placing the current gas consump-
tion and meeting the future Dutch 
gas needs.’’ 
 
‘’No, on the contrary’’, he contin-
ues by expressing his opinion: 
‘’let’s say that the presence of 
shale gas is proven and Boxtel is a 
success. Then Cuadrilla (the gas 
operator) will develop and it will 
become apparent what the foot-
print on the environment in Bra-
bant will be. That could be an 
incentive to say: are there no 
alternatives available for shale gas 
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‘’when one compares these findings with 
the revenue one should ask whether this 
is so important for the Dutch gas sys-
tem. Should we bother the province of 
Brabant for shale gas? In my opinion: 
Not.’’ 
 
Economic impact 
 
’But shale gas only has an effect on 
price if the reserves are large like in 
North America where the price has 
dropped considerably. Shale gas in the 
Netherlands, with modest reserves at 
best, will not affect price and will, 
unlike LNG, still be dependent on 
pipeline infrastructure. 

production? Do we have to do it 
this way? Are there no alternative 
ways to stimulate gas production, 
for example bio gas? Or other 
types of energy because one sets a 
certain limit on how many dis-
turbances society can tolerate in 
the environment? After all, the 
Netherlands counts 17 million 
people in such a small area.’’ 

Cuadrilla 
Resources 
 
 

‘’we can do this professionally and responsibly with 
our knowledge and experience of both exploration 
and extraction’’ 
 
‘’We want to do this in the Netherlands because 
studies of TNO, commissioned by EBN, have 
shown the opportunities which has led to the grant-
ing of the concession for Cuadrilla to execute an 
exploratory drilling’’ 
 
‘’What we try to make clear is that we (the Nether-
lands) have already more than 50 years of experi-
ence of drilling for gas on shore.’’ 
 
´´They think it is outdated to stick to fossil fuels 
and think we should go forward. But that is an 
issue for politics and not Cuadrilla´s core business. 
We do not make energy policy; we just make use of 
the opportunities.´´ 

‘’These negative consequences are put 
together in a documentary such as 
Gasland which contributes to the nega-
tive image of shale gas. It is a movie, 
picked up by opponents of shale gas to 
darken the image of drilling for shale 
gas’’. 
 
‘’In the Netherlands we have an enor-
mous experience with gas drillings. This 
industry, which has developed over 50 
years, also brings its laws and regula-
tions. This is a robust system that 
ensures a smooth running of gas activi-
ties’’ 

‘’We have Groningen fields but this is 
depleting (two third is used), there is a 
small field policy (in which the current 
fields are used first and Groningen acts as 
a buffer); there is an advanced gas indus-
try, with infrastructure and a gas hub. 
These are all aspects in which the Nether-
lands have an interest. In my opinion, we 
cannot without gas, or we have to say, 
let’s import gas’’ 
 
‘’It is more desirable to produce your own 
resources than importing it. Importing is 
costly and by producing domestic reserves 
the Netherlands increases independency.’’ 

He emphasizes that everything 
comes with its price. This holds 
for the extraction of gas, coal, oil 
and also the development of re-
newables. He thinks there is more 
R&D needed for the development 
of renewable energy. Although 
renewables are developing rapidly, 
they have to be financed because 
the current renewable energy 
technologies are not able to fi-
nance itself. There is no market 
functioning and investments are 
required. Domestic resources could 
contribute to financing the devel-
opment of renewables. 

Brabant Envi-
ronmental 
Organisation  

‘’All efforts that are now put in fossil fuels, that do 
not contribute to a circular economy and renewable 
energy, are efforts which will bring us in trouble in 
the long term. Our future perspective is that we 
want to switch as soon as possible to renewable 
energy and we should not put efforts in optimizing 
the use of fossil energy.’’ 
 
‘’we always will oppose to technologies such as 
shale gas because they will not contribute to a 
clean, liveable and sustainable Brabant.’’ 

‘’The negative environmental effects 
must not be underestimated.’’  
 
‘’When you are convinced of the nega-
tive effects of shale gas, then this is 
your most important argument and you 
want this to be topic of discussion.’’ 
The Interviewee explains that the 
debate around shale gas is emotional. 
For an average Dutch person, a discus-
sion on the usefulness and necessity is 

‘’Investing in shale gas will slow down the 
energy transition, which in turn leads to 
not reaching or European climate targets, 
which also brings it costs.’’ She continues 
‘’although society always goes on despite 
any changes, people get used to changes. 
This is not positive and eventually we will 
not get a cleaner and more sustainable 
society.’’ 

’As with any fossil fuel, shale gas 
is an undesirable resource. Renew-
able alternatives are preferred so 
that is where investments should 
go to. We also advocate the aboli-
tion of fossil energy subsidies. 
Shale gas falls clearly under the 
category fossil energy, which we 
absolutely oppose. ‘’ 
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‘’any euro invested in fossil energy is a euro too 
much.’’ 

not very relevant. ‘’At the moment 
when drilling activities will be done 
close by, in their backyards their atten-
tion is attracted. Then it is hard to 
convince people that a broader discus-
sion is needed’’. 

Organisation 
for renewable 
energy 
 
 

‘’Our vision is that we set out a transition path in 
which the steps we now make contribute to the end 
goal, and not a phased reduction scenario, as we see 
now, in which we prolong fossil fuels by exploring 
more resources because it is hard and costly to 
make the transition’’. 
 
‘’When looking at the s-curve of technological 
development, I see renewable energy at the begin-
ning of the curve since there is a potential for 
innovation and cost reduction while fossil fuels are 
at the end of the s-curve. Therefore, I would sug-
gest making a rational choice by investing in the 
beginning of the s- curve, in which shale gas is not.’ 

‘’So it would be hypocrite to not accept 
this technology when one is able to do 
this manageable.’’ 
 
‘’People are willing to accept things 
(renewable energy technologies such as 
wind turbines) when there is a story 
about the energy transition’’. De Jong 
argues that the government should tell 
the story about the transition and what 
is needed for this. ‘’If people know what 
we are aiming for, and why this alterna-
tive is highly necessary, then public 
acceptance will not be so much an issue 
anymore’’. 

‘’As long as there is no choice made for 
the transition, how you want to reach 
your goal, and which path you are taking, 
it is unclear which role shale gas can play. 
I believe natural gas in general is a transi-
tion fuel because it is more desirable than 
coal when it comes to carbon emissions. 
But then old coal plants should be re-
placed by gas plants, while currently new 
coal plants are build and thereby expand-
ing and prolonging the fossil capacity’’. 
 
‘’In the Netherlands there are two differ-
ent energy strategies. First there is a 
renewable energy strategy that is abso-
lutely insufficient and not able to reach 
the targets for renewable energy (14% in 
2020). Second, there is a gas strategy, 
which is business model that focuses on 
gas as an export product, and the Nether-
lands as a European gas hub. These are 
two strategies that do not fit each other.’’ 
 
 

When we want to go for a sustain-
able energy system, there has to 
be a solution for the storage prob-
lem. Natural gas is an interesting 
option because it a stable resource, 
which is more easy to switch on or 
off according to demand, next to 
the renewable energy system. 
 
‘’When there is a clear vision on a 
sustainable energy strategy, you 
will look differently to the transi-
tion. Right now one strategy is 
addressing the demand for gas and 
electricity consumption for housing 
and industry. Then there is anoth-
er strategy directed at mobility, 
which is focused on carbon emis-
sion reductions. And finally there 
is a renewable energy strategy in 
which solar panels, biomass or 
onshore wind are subsidized, but 
there is no overall vision on how 
these strategies relate to each 
other’’ 

 


